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This document is one of three prepared under NASA (Langley Research Center)
grant number NAGl-l-1327. Collectively these documents form the technical report coveting
the research activites for the period of time from July 1, 1994 to December 31, 1994. The three
documents consist of the following:
1. Integrating O&S Models During Conceptual Design - Part I
Summarizes the overall study, objectives, and results. Discusses in detail enhancements
made to the models developed under this grant.
2. Integrating O&S Models During Conceptual Design - Part II
Reliability and Maintainability Model (RAM), User and Maintenance Manual
Provides detailed documentation on the RAM model, its execution, and procedures for
conducting a study using the model. A complete source listing is provided.
3. Integrating O&S Models During Conceptual Design - Part III
Simulation of Maintenance and Logistics Support of Proposed Space Systems
Using SLAM II.
Documents the SLAM maintenance simulation model which provides for more accurate
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INTEGRATING O&S MODELS DURING CONCEPTUAL DESIGN- Part I
1. INTRODUCTION
The University of Dayton is pleased to submit this report to the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), Langley Research Center, which integrates a set of models for
determining operational capabilities and support requirements during the conceptual design of
proposed space systems. This research provides for the integration of the reliability and
maintainability (R&M) model, both new and existing simulation models, and existing operations
and support (O&S) costing equations in arriving at a complete analysis methodology. Details
concerning the R&M model and the O&S costing model may be found in previous reports
accomplished under this grant (NASA Research Grant NAG-l-1327). In the process of
developing this comprehensive analysis approach, significant enhancements were made to the
R&M model, updates to the O&S costing model were accomplished, and a new simulation model
developed. --
1.1 Background
To date, several models and various procedures have been developed to address different
aspects of the conceptual design process. Collectively, these efforts have provided an analytical
capability for predicting operational capabilities and supportability of proposed vehicles. These
models include the Reliability and Maintainability (R&M) m_el developed during the first two
years of this grant, a discrete event computer simulation model developed by NASA (LRC), the
logistics cost model developed by Rockwell, the shuttle R&M data study completed by Martin
Marietta, and various O&S cost estimating relationships identified and developed as part of the
most recent research effort. Much of these efforts are based upon comparability analysis with
aircraft systems along with comparisons with corresponding space shuttle reliability and
maintainability parameters, turn-around times, operational procedures, and operations and support
costs. Although designed to answer different questions, these models and procedures must be
consistent with one another as part of a study effort. For example, the R&M model input/output
can be used by the O&S costing methodology to establish many of the "cost drivers." In
addition, the R&M model can provide many of the input parameters needed by the simulation
model. In fact, the R&M model was originally conceived to provide failure times and repair
times for use in computer simulation models. However, the scope of the R&M model has
increased significantly beyond this one objective. It also provides estimates for vehicle turn
times, manpower requirements, and initial spares requirements using derived or specified R&M
parameters and crew size information. NASA has identified both a cost element structure (CES)
and a vehicle work breakdown structure (WBS) which provides a common framework for the
development of R&M parameters and life cycle costing and are used consistently among these
models. The next logical step in this evolutionary development of quantitative tools and
techniques is to integrate these models Within this common framework. Once this has been
accomplished, then a complete and cohesive set of procedures for performing analyses can be
developed. This will insure all models and procedures will be based upon common vehicle
processes, WBS's, CES's, and design and performance factors.
1.2 ResearchObjectives
The major objectivesof this research are:
a. to integrate existing operations and support models,
b. to develop a set of procedures for determining operation capabilities and support
requirements of proposed space vehicles,
c. to continue to establish a methodology which will relate operational characteristics of
a new vehicle design to engineering design parameters and subsystem characteristics,
d. and to update and enhance current models as necessary in accomplishing the first three
objectives.
1.3 References
Other reports completed as part of this research grant include:
1.3.1 "The Determinationof Operational and Support Requirementsand Costs During the
ConceptualDesign of Space Systems." Final Report. June 18, 1992.
Describesthe data sources,methodology,analysis,and resultsof the initialparametrically
generatedreliabilityand maintainabilitymodel.
1.3.2 "Enhanced Methods for DeterliningOperationalCapabilitiesand Support Costs for
ProposedSpace Systems."FinalReport.June 1993.
Describesthe inteqrationof shuttledata, the developmentof the NASA WBS into 33 subsystems,
numerous enhancementsto the model,the (optional)additionof an externaltank and liquidboosterrocket,a
redesignof the user interface,and compiledversionof the model.
1.3.3 'Operations& SupportCost Modelingof ConceptualSpace Vehicles.' Annual Report.
June 1993 - July 1994.
Presentsan initialcostingmodel to addressoperationsand supportcosts. Integratesseveral
differentaircraftlife cycle cost equationswith shuttlederivedvaluesand direct user inputbased in part
upon the following:
I.3.3.1 ForbisandWoodhead,ConceptualDesignand Analysisof HypervelocityAerospace
Vehicles:Vol 3. Cost, WL-TR-91-6003,Volu_e 3, BOEINGMilitaryAirplanes,Jul 199i.
1.3.3.2 Isaacs,R., N. Montanaro,F. Oliver,ModularLife C?cle Cost Model (MLCCH)
for AdvancedAircraftSystems-PhaseIII, Voi VI, Gruaan Aerospace,Jun 1985.
1.3.3.3 Kalrath,Knight,Ouinn,Stamps,PREVAIL:Algorithmsfor ConceptualDesignof
Space TransportationSystems,Feb 1987.
1.3.3.4 LogisticsCost Analysis Model, Advanced Manned Launch System (I_ES) Task
A_sigrment5, RockwellInternational,Space SystemsDivision,Septemberi0, 1993.
1.3.3.5 Marks, Massey, Bradley, and Lu, A Mew Approach £0 Modeling the Cost of
Ownershipfor AircraftSystems,RAND, Aug i981.
1.3.4 'IntegratingO&S Models D_ing Conceptual Design - Part II, Reliability and
MaintainabilityModel (RAH),User and MaintenanceManual.' DeceLber31, 1994_ ..................
Providesdetaileduser doctmentationof the RAH l_)delas well as source listings,a complete
glossary,flow charts,menu hierarchy,and step by step proceduresfor using the__m_odel,......
1.3.5 'IntegratingO&S ModelsDuringConceptualDesign- Part III, Simulationof Maintenance
and LogisticsSupportof ProposedSpacesSystemsUsingSLAM II.' December31, 1994.




The following models have been included as part of an integrated conceptual design study:
Reliability & Maintainability Model - computes vehicle and subsystem
reliabilities, maintenance manhours, maintenance manpower, spares, and turntimes based upon
vehicle design and performance parameters and/or direct input of R&M parameters.
LRC Simulation Model - estimates transportation system performance over the
life cycle of the vehicle to meet mission and delivery requirements. Input consists of system
quantities (orbiters, payload canisters, crews, processing bays, etc.), vehicle reliabilities, mission
schedule, and vehicle delivery schedule while the output of the simulation run reflects the percent
of missions completed.
Maintenance Simulation Model - determines a more accurate manpower and
vehicle turntime estimate using failure rates and repair times from the R&M model and vehicle
processing times from the LRC simulation model. This model may also be used to size the fleet.
This simulation provides a more detailed look at the scheduled and unscheduled maintenance
activities allowing some tasks to be completed in parallel while others must be accomplished in
series. Section 3 describes this model in detail.
Operations,= & Support Cost Model :provides a means of establishing operations
and support costs using a combination of cost estimating relationships (CEILs) obtained from
aircraft life cycle cost (LCC) models, the Rockwell logistics cost study, the manpower and spares
requirements computed from the R&M and simulation models, and direct input of costs and costs
factors.
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Figure 1 Model Integration
The R&M model would be utilized first in order to obtain failure rates, repair times, vehicle -
reliability and turntimes, which are then used in the simulation models. The two simulation
models should be run somewhat in parallel since they need to be consistent particularly with
regard to the number of vehicles in the system, the maintenance and processing turntimes, and
other system characteristics. The output of one model may be used as input to the other in order
to obtain consistent results. All three models may provide input to the operations and support
costing model which would be utilized as the final step in the analysis process.
2.2 Input/Output Relationships : :
The following summarizes the general categories of model input and output data, and the
relationship of these data among the models. In several cases, output from either the simulation
model or the RAM model may provide input to the O&S costing model. It is possible,
therefore, to bypass the maintenance simulation model. However, the simulation will provide
a more accurate estimate of manpower requirements and vehicle turntimes. With the added use
of the LRC simulation model, a more complete analysis of operational capabilities and support
requirements will be obtained.
2.2.1 RAM Model
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In meeting the desired research objectives, numerous enhancements have been made to




In order to accommodate certain study objectives, the capability to specify
a subsystem reliability was added. This required a new input screen and a new computational
module. The input screen allows the user to specify a subsystem nom'edundant reliability for any
of the 33 possible subsystems. The default is for the model to compute the subsystem reliability
based upon the computed or user specified MTBM and the subsystem operating hours. When this
option is selected, the computational module numerically solves for the critical MTBM which
corresponds to the desired reliability. From the critical MTBM, a mission MTBM is found
which is then used in the redundant reliability, maintenance manhour, manpower, spares, and















= critical failure rate,
= launch factor,
= Weibull scale parameter,
= Weibull shape parameter,
= pad operating time,
= launch (booster) time,
= orbit operating time,
= reentry time, and
= mission completion time.
The Newton-Raphson method is used to find the solution to equation (1). This requires solving
iteratively equation (2).
)'i+l = RO.) (2)
R'(X)
where R'(_.) is the first derivative of R(_.). The iterative process is terminated when the
difference in consecutive values of R(X) is less than ._1. From the value of iambda, then
6
and
critical MTBM - 1 (3)
mission MTBM : critical MTBM x critical failure rate (4)
3.1.2 Improved Redundancy Calculations
Previous versions of the model used complete subsystem (active)
redundancy only for computing reliabilities. The computed or specified MTBM is now
considered to be a single subsystem MTBM. Therefore, when (active) redundant subsystems are
specified, the total number of maintenance actions (MA) generated by mission is given by
equation (5).
MA - AIR x oper hrs (5)
MTBM
where NR = number of active redundant units of the subsystem.
3.1.3 Ground versus Mission MTBM
Because shuttle MTBM's were based upon ground processing times (which
may be quite extensive) as well as mission times, changes to ground processing times during a
conceptual study may bias the number of maintenance actions generated since the MTBM no
longer reflects the maintenance concept. Therefore, in order to account for differences in
MTBM during mission versus ground processing, inherent maintenance actions (MA) and non-
inherent MA's (externally induced and no problem found) were identified within the aircraft data
base. Inherent MA's are assumed to occur during mission time (including prelaunch pad time)
while non-inherent MA's occur only during ground processing. From this data, a fraction
inherent MA was computed by subsystem. These fractions may be found in Appendix A. Using
the derived fraction inherent MA's, p, an inherent and non-inherent MTBM is computed by
equation (6).
M_- MTBM ; M.- MTBM (6)
.... p 1-p
_ where MTBM is the overall MTBM computed parametrically or shuttle-based, and M_ is
the inherent MTBM and MN is the non-inherent MTBM. Total maintenance actions per mission
is then computed using equation (7).
7
For determiningreliabilities, a critical MTBM is computedusingonly the mission MTBM as




When specifying a reliability [see paragraph 3.1.1], it is the critical and mission MTBM or M_
which is computed. The ground process MTBM, M_, is based upon the relationships in equation
(6). That is,
M_- p M 1 (9)
1-p
3.1.4 Air versus Air + Ground Aborts
The option to base the critical failure rate on air aborts only has been
added. A new (toggle) variable has been added to the system parameter menu to identify
whether air or air + ground aborts is to be used. If air aborts is selected, the air + ground
abort rates computed parametrically are adjusted based upon fixed percentages calculated from
the aircraft data base. These percentages are displayed by work unit code (WUC) in Appendix
B. The critical failure rate display/update screen will reflect which mode is in use. Any user
updates to these values as well as the default on the system parameter menu should correspond
to the mode in use. These abort or critical failure rates are used only in computing reliabilities.
3.1.5 Reliability Growth ..... : ::_ _ : _ _ = .=_=_-::
It is now possible to allow for continued reliability growth following the
initial mission. The Duane growth curve is used in the form shown in equation (10).
MTBM_,_a h = MTBM (msn nbr-1) b (10)
where b is the growth parameter specified by the user (default is .5). Equation (10) is derived









With k determined, then at some future time T2,
T.b
1 1 )




Equation (13) may then be written as
MTBMt,.o_a ' = "2 x MTBM
rl
(14)
Therefore, if MTBM is the mean at the time of the first mission, Tt, and T2 is a future mission
number, then equation (10) results. A primary assumption in using the Duane growth curve is
that the failure rate is constant and that reliability improvement is continuously observed through
the T2 mission.
3.1.6 Output to a File
In order to redirect the output over a network (serial printer) or to import
the output into a report, the option now exists to save all the input and output formatted data to
an ASCII file. This file may then be read by most word processors. A new module,
RAMW.BAS, was created for this pu_se.
3.1.7 Modularization
With the increased complexity of the model, it became necessary to further
modularize the coding of the model. This has resulted in a highly structured computer program
where each module is executed as a result of "calls" made by the main module or submodules.
The modularized structure is presented and discussed in Chapter 3 of the User and Maintenance
Manual [see para 1.3.4].
9
3.1.8 Simulation Model Input
To support the maintenance simulation model a computational module,
SIM, an output module, SIMREP, and a screen display, AGRT, have been developed. The
computational module rolls up certain R&M parameters from the NASA 33 work unit codes





























Mechanical Syste_ ...... Landing Gear _ :_ 15.00





..... _& Aux - Parachutes 16.10
Rec& Aux - EscapeSys 16.20
AuxiliarySystems Re¢ & Auxi Separa£10n _i6730.......
Rec& Aux- Cross-feed 16.40















The R&M parameters which are rolled up to this aggregate levels include: number of
maintenance actions, on and off-vehicle MTTR, on and off-vehicle scheduled maintenance time,
removal rate, and average crew size. Total maintenance actions is computed using equation (7)
for each subsystem and summing all maintenance actions within each aggregation. On and off-
vehicle task times (MTTR) are a weighed average of the subsystem MTTR's where the weights
are the fraction of subsystem maintenance actions within the aggregated system. Scheduled on
and off-vehicle maintenance is found by prorating the total scheduled maintenance to each
aggregated system based upon the fraction of the total maintenance actions within each
aggregated system. Removal rates are based upon a weighted average using the same weights
as is used in computing the repair times. Figure 2 is an example of the output report (print copy
only) produced by the SIMREP module and Figure 3 is an example of the display screen.
Figure 2
SIMULATION REPORT
Subsys Maint Actions On-Veh MTTR Off-yah
Par Mission in hours in hours Prob-Rem
Structural .9488924 5,149483 .4798595 .2568378
Fuel/Oxid Tanks 3.207757 8.489428 2.122357 .3550319
Thermal/Tiles 8.78108 19.36196 3.872392 .8258492
Propulsion 2.230742 2.38786 6.295268 1.233446
Power/Electrical 4.206195 0 1.194725 .7196475
Mechanical Sys .2439073 1.945435 .9503272 .5120425
Avionics .182453 1.86362 1.92992 .704625
ECS/Lifa Support .7369836 2.722914 .7377812 1.253681
Auxiliary Systems 9.617405E-03 1.442271 .0145684 1.068335
Removal & On-Yah Off-Veh
Subsys No spare Schad IflTR Sched MTTR AVG CREW SIZE
Structural 1.075539E-02 9.909467 .202234 1.845915
Fuel/Oxid Tanks .01379 33.49923 .6836578 1.845915
Thermal/Tiles 2.380578E-02 37.61669 .7676875 4.5
Propulsion .0290664 17.69654 .3611538 2.43
Power/Electrical 2.202556E-02 35.06894 .7156926 2.618356
Mechanical Sys 1.782332E-02 2.547171 5.198308E-02
1.845915
Avionics 2.175583E-02 1.613391 3.292635E-02
2.18
ECS/Life Support 2.927798E-02 7.319155 .1493705 1.942358




Int_Kjratlon Time - days
Pad Time - days
Mission Time









The use of this report to establish the input parameters for the maintenance simulation model is
















Aggregated System Report - page 2
DATE: 12-21-1994 TIM_: 15:31:48
Nbr of On-Veh _ On-Veh Sched Ave Crew
Maint Actions per MA (hrs) maint time(hrs) Size
.9488924 5.149483 9.909467 1.845915
3.207757 8.489428 33.49923 1.845915
8.78108 19.36196 37.61669 4.5
2.230742 2.38786 17.69654 2.43
4.206195 0 35.06894 2.618356
.2439073 1.945435 2.547171 1.845915
.182453 1.86362 1.613391 2.18
.7369836 2.722914 7.319155 1.942358
9.617405E-03 1.442271 8.010093E-02 2.71728
Total 20.54763 43.35297 145.3507 21.92574
Average 2.28307 4.818108 16.15007 2.436193
note: M_TR'S & sched maint times assume the Avg Crew Size and are based
upon a weighted svg (wts-fractiSn Of total failures) of each subsystem.
ENTER RETURN ...?
Aggregated System Report - page 3
VEHICLE IS TEST DATE: 12-21-1994 TIME: 15:31:58
Aggregated Removal Off-Veh M_'FR Off-Vsh Sched Nbr Crews
System Rate in hours mslnt time(hrs) Assigned
Structural .2151078 .4798595 .202234 3
Fuel/Oxid Tanks .2758 2. 122357 .6836578 2
Therlal/Tiles .4761154 3. 872392 ,7676875 2
Propulsion .5813279 6. 295268 .3611538 3
Power/Electrical .440511 i. 194725 .7i56926 3
Mechanical _ys " .3_64662 .950327_ 5.198308E-02 1
Avionics .4351165 1.92992 3. 292635E-G2 5
ECS/Lif e Support .5855595 .7377812 .1493705 5
Auxiliary Syst_ .5437046 .0145684 1.634713E-03 2
Total i7.5972 2.96634 26
Average .4344121 i. 955244 .3295934 2. 886889
note: MTTR's & eched maint times assume the Avg Crew Size and are based
upon a weighted avg (wts- fraction of total failures) of each suDsystem.
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3.2 Operations & Support (O&S) Cost Model Enhancements
3.2.1 R&D and Production Costs
In order to provide the cost analyst with additional capabilities, both
research and development and production cost estimating relationships have been added.
Additional output displays and reports have been developed to support this addition. Additional
source listings including the CER's are in Appendix B.
The Prevail Model [see para 1.3.3.3] provides for design engineering, test and evaluation,
and production costs broken down by 15 major subsystems as displayed in Figure 4. These
CER's are all weight-driven with the subsystem weights input from the RAM model and
aggregated to the Prevail WBS. In obtaining production costs, a 90 percent (slope of -. 152)
learning curve is applied with the unit cost of the 5th unit computed by the CER. The learning
curve is
Yx = kx-152
where k is computed from the estimated Unit Cost of the 5th unit:
k = cost of unit 5 x 5 i52
(15)
(16)
Total production cost is then found from:
production cost = _, Yx
x=1
(17)
where n is the total number of units produced. Treating the design engineering cost as the
sustaining engineering cost for the first unit produced, a seventy percent (slope of-.5146)
learning curve is used to compute the remaining sustaining engineering costs using
/!
sustaining eng = design eng cost x ,_ x-St*s (18)
x=2
A seven percent profit is added to the design engineering cost and test and evaluation cost. The






ACOUISITION COSTS I_PREVAIL MODEL - wgt driven
costs are in millions of year l§gY dollars
TEST & EVALWBS DESIGN ENG UNIT PROD TOTALS
Structure 0.537 0.309 0.067 0.913
Thermal 0.266 0.163 0.075 0.504
Reentry Protection 23.457 11.010 7.628 42.095
Landing System 4.934 0.646 0.364 5.944
Electrical-Power 31.916 12.404 4.856 49.175
Electrical-Wiring 110.760 39.853 12.617 163.230
Guidance&Control 1.506 0.350 1.144 3.000
Data Handling 1.271 0.307 0.133 1.711
InstrllRsntation 5.404 O,810 0.307 6.522
COE_unicstions 0.206 0.372 0.2L_6 0.813
Propulsion Sysrem 20.961 393.786 5.293 420.040
Engine 0.674 1.393 0.347 2.415
RCS 0.060 0.155 0.007 0.222
Inters_ags Adapter 0.042 0.117 0.011 0.170
Payload Fairing 37.603 14.863 0.000 52.466
SU18_)TA3_S 256.368 33.086
TOTAL COSTS FOR 4 VEHICLES 160.791
494.483
nots: production costs are based upon a 90% learning curve
wi_.h the unit production costs computed for the 5th unit
911.642
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A second estimate of R&D costs are obtained from the Hypervelocity Model Isee para
1.3.3.1] CER's. These costs are broken down into the five categories shown in Figure 5 with
the engineering labor cost prorated into 12 major subsystems as displayed in Figure 6. The
CER's and proration fractions may be found in Append!x C_, module HYPER. The primary cost
_driver '_ is GROSS TAKE-OFF-WEIGHT.
Figure 5
Hypervelocity R&D Costs
HYPERVELOCITY COST MODEL - R&D costs
Note: costa are in MILLIONS of year 1993 dollars
E.UINE_ISG _OR 74171.719
-TOTAL TOOL_MG "_R .... . . 732.904
OTHER DIRECT CHARGES 893.120
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breakdown of enqineerinq labor costs by subsystem































3.2.2 Facility Construction Costs :
Facility construction costs are computed for as a nonrecurring support cost.
The cost of 16 facilities are estimat_iby de_rtriinin_ , _e _c]|i_-s_:in-sq_m_eYeet br]inea_ feet
using CER's developed for use in the O&S costing model. Then using facility size as measured
by square feet or length and construction costs in dollars per square foot or linear foot, a facility
cost estimate is obtained. Table 2 shows the sixteen facilities and their costs per unit measure
based upon historical Air Force construction cost data presented in fiscal year 1994 dollars. The
independent (driver) variables are listed in Table 3 and the facility construction CER's are given
in Table 4.
Table 2
Facility Construction Cost Data
"_r_,ClLtrV "tyre trmT MIt, ASffRE srtrM
Gm_'_ _ :_1 I_hunmmum_ F''ae_ 1
_ $imee ST 132 0_
G_nl ihriM_ M_ Sl _ , St:" s9o_
C_ C_m'_ SF 121 O_
S'F ! $$ 0_,
" + _ : ,_ ioooo
sF ! 1oo:4
SF [ 297 O_
SF I 100 O_153 oo
$F _ I0_ O0
SF i 142 00
SF 114 00
SF 16 00
SF , 16 O0
SF 16 0_
_ xa_mmg (o_ _) F.A .... I 4rex
r--_ d Rm_/Lil_mll (o_e ru_ _ EA _ _






























Total number of _ on each mrcrafl
Weight of vehicle (witl_q,,,,t,fud) in pounds
Aitcr_ lengthplus wing span in feet
Total extenud surface area of vehicle in _l fl
Total volume of the fuselagein cubic fl excluding
any engine inlet ductvolume
Externalareaof_e in sq tt including
c_moW













































Facility Square Footage Requirement Parametric Estimating Relationships
: ==
, gqUATION
COl," _ A_VT = -324. 775 9 ÷ 2 5907( DRY _ WGT ) - 2, 3S3 25( LF_V _ _ ) + 55,728 93_
-24 01$1(FUS AREA )+ 8416011_/FL__ ARE4 - 1.337 IO(HY ._._YS )
+ 971 072t(TOT VEH )-ai6,7.25 2(I/TOT f,_ )
GENPURP = 56,212.07 - 0.5756(WET _ AREA )- 1 9567 (FUS_ VOL )
+2 I.1749 (FUS_ AREA )-I,046.75_[FUS_ AREA - I,629 14In(TO 7"_ l"EH )
AV_SHOPS= 565,0893-46 0272(LE,V_WNG) +0.8305(WET _ ARF_.4).2,389 89(TOT_I'EH)
-2,167,77I(I/TOT VEH )-160,572.7In(TOT_ VEH )
CORR_ CTL = 54,702.65+ 205.9794( LEA'_ _NG )+ o.1019(FiT_ I"OL)
-iS,529681n(LEN_ WNG)
ENG _ kB_ - |IU/,272+ 3 00024 (FU5 VOL) -22.6943 (FU3 ARE.4)*773 0399_f'_-'__ARF.4
-8,10490(NO_ ENG)-40,638 6(I/NO_ENG)-3,024791a(AV_SSYS )-27,8361a(TOT_IT_.HI
SQ_ OPS = 263,506.8- 589 97( NO_ ENG )- 16,788.68(TOT _ VEIl )
+ 409,85 2.7 _/TOT_VEH -584,249 31n(TOT_ VEH )
i
RUNWAY = 5,444.83+ O.Og443(DRY _WGT )- O.2322(FUS_ VOL )- 137.1295_J-_-'S_VOL
+ 2 1638(FUS_ AREA )- 1,094.07( NO_ ENG )+ 1,783.08__ ENG
+619 8B611n(AV__YS )+20,51804(1/AV _$S1_ )
FIRE_ STAT ffi12,224.79 + 14.3598( LEN _WNG )+ 370,9842( NO_ ENG )
+ 739.2172 (I/NO_ ENG) - I.385.76.In(LEN _ kI_,'G)
BASE_OPS=9,SO00qft)
SEC_POL = 6,900 (sq fl)
TELECOM - 5.000 (sq fl)
N_ )1= 4.000 (ul fl)
PMEL = 5,000 ($q fl)














Tax/ways TAXIWAY = I0,000TO 20,000 (linfl) N/A
WAREHOUSE = --498.939.5- 19,027.69(1/DR Y_ WGT )+ 275.0749 %[DR }'_ WGT
- 992.8392.JWET_ ARF_4 +5.2777(FUS_VOL)+4,013EO4(I/FUS_I'OL)
-34.1129(FUS ARF_._)+ II3,650.81n( LEN riNG)
,, ,r --
Wa/chouse



















3.2.3 Revised Cost Element Structure (CES)
The CES structure used by the model was revised to reflect recent changes
in the cost breakdown structure used by NASA. Figure 7 is the revised cost structure.
Figure 7
Revised Cost Element Structure
WBS
2. I Concept Devl (R&D)
2.1.1 Tech Proq
2.1.2 Phase A/B Cont
2.2 Acquisition (Invst)
2.2.1 Design & Devl
2.2.2 Production
2.2.3 Integration
2.2.4 Test & Ewal
2.2.5 Prog Mc/mt & Spt
2.2.6 Prog Sys Eng
2.3 Program Oper & Spt
2.3.1 Operations
2 3 1 1 Refurbishment
2 3 i 2 Organ. Maint.
2 3 I 3 Processing Ops
2 3 1 4 Integration Ops
2 3 1 5 Payload Ops
































3.2.4 Additional Input Screen
In order to allow for input from the maintenance simulation model, a
additional input screen was developed. This screen allows for changes to those parameters
computed by the RAM model which may be updated through the use of the simulation model.







MAINTENANCE SIM MODEL (MSM) ORG PERSONNEL
NBR
Total personnel computed by this display will be used for costing
NBR CREWS AVG CREW TOTAL NBR
SUBSYSTEM ASSIGNED SIZE PERSONNEL
1 Structural 3 1.947323 6
2 Fuel/Oxid Tanks 2 1.947323 4
3 Thermal/Tiles 2 4.5 9
4 Propulsion 3 2.43 8
5 Power Electrical 3 4.258048 13
6 Mechanical Sys 1 1.947323 2
7 Avionics 5 2.18 11
8 ECS/Life Support 5 2.173736 11
9 Auxiliary Systems 2 3.416401 7
i0 SCHED MANPWR 2
TOT ORG MAINT PERS- direct labor 73
note: When entering crews from the simulation model, scheduled manpower
should be set to zero since they are accounted for as part of the crew.





3.2.5 Update of the Logistics Cost Model
The logistics cost model has not been finalized at this time. The following
additions and changes have been made to Me model as implemented originally in the O&S cost
model. The following annual recurring depot maintenance cost (manpower and hardware) has
been added:
Depot maint cost = flights/yr x LRU removals/flight x [ manhrs/removal x depot technician
salary ($/hr) + repairable parts cost ($) 1
The inventory management and warehouse cost (both nonrecurring and recurring) has been
changed to the following:
Nonrecurring cost = Nbr spare LRU's x SRU's per LRU x piece parts per SRU x initial
warehouse hours x logistics salary ($/hr)
recurring cost = flights/yr x removals/flight x [ depot coverage factor + condemnation factor]
x warehouse manhours x logistics salary ($/hr)
The depot coverage factor is assumed to be the fraction of removals which generate a






4.0 Maintenance Simulation Model
The Maintenance Simulation Model (MSM) is a discrete next-event, stochastic simulation
model written in SLAMSYSTEM. The simulation models the integration, pad processing,
mission, sating, and maintenance processes for any number of vehicles. The objective of the
simulation is to obtain more accurate estimates of vehicle turntimes, maintenance manpower
requirements, and fleet size to meet a specified mission rate. Unlike the RAM model which is
based upon mean values (e.g. MTBM and MTTR), the simulation models the number of failures
per mission and repair times as probability distributions. A detailed discussion of the model and
its use may be found in Part III of this report. The discussion in this report is limited to the
integration of this model with the other models identified earlier.
4.1 Model Input
The primary input to MSM is generated from the RAM model using the RAM
Simulation Input Report shown in Figure 2. The simulation model uses aggregated systems as






Rel & no spare
On-VehSchedHTTR
Off-VehSchedMTTR
The lean number of laintenance acti0ns generated per mission
The mean tile to perf0rl 0n-vehicle unscheduled maintenance in hrs
Theleantimetoperfortunscheduledlaintenanceo removedcomponentsinhrs




In addition, a vehicle launch or mission reliability and mission length should be consistent with
that of the RAM model. Other input parameters which may vary include hours worked per day,
days worked per week, integration time, pad time, sating time, mission rate (missions per year),
and number of crews assigned to each aggregated system. If the LRC simulation model is being
utilized as part of the study, then these input parameters, where applicable, should be consistent
between the two modeis_ The fraction of_removals _r _maintenance acfionis separated into the
fraction of removals in which there is a spare component immediately available and the fraction
of time in which there is no spare available. In the latter case, the on-vehicle repair time
includes the time to repair the removed component. Otherwise, the failed component is sent to
the shop where it awaits repair without affecting the vehicle processing time. The separation of
removals into the two parts is based upon the user specified fill rate in the RAM model. That
is,
Remnospare = (1-fill rate) x removal rate (19)
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4.2 MaintenanceHierarchy
In orderto providea morerealisticsimulationof themaintenanceprocessing,the
sequenceof repairsasdepictedin Figure9 isassumed.This sequenceassumesmaintenancecan
be performed on structures,power subsystems,and tanks in parallel. However, thermal
subsystemwork cannotbeginuntil structureshasbeencompleted,etc. Within eachsubsystem,
all maintenancework is performed according to the
Figure 9 :_ ....
Sequence of System Repairs
the following hierarchy. The user must also specify the number of crews available to perform















As a result, all on-vehicle processing will be completed (or adequate crews assigned) before any .
off-vehicle tasks are performed. Once the on-vehicle tasks have been completed for a particular
system, work is initiated on any sequential subsystem tasks. The model is designed in such a
manner as to allow for changes in the series-parallel repair relationships among the nine systems.
4.3 Model Analysis
The model may be run as a terminating simulation over the design life of the
vehicle or as a steady-state simulation if a constant number of missxons per year is specified.
The objective is to establish manpower requirements by subsystem and number of vehicles
required in order to meet a specified mission rate or vehicle turutime requirement. To this end,
there is a trade-off between the number of crews and number of vehicles. As the number of
crews increases, the turntime of the vehicle decreases. Therefore, at some level of manpower,
the number of vehicles in the system may be reduced. It is the analyst's role to find the
optimum combination of these resources through a systematic use of the simulation model. The
final number of vehicles and number of crews will be input to the O&S costing model. The
number of crews is multiplied by the average crew size (and rounded up) and summed to provide
the total maintenance manpower when used in the O&S costing model. This number would then
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! Appendix A
Fraction Inherent Maintenance Actions
The following values were obtained by averaging the aircraft fractions by work unit code
(WUC) and then averaging the WUC values (displayed on the following pages) which correspond
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0.821872 93.83 i 72.151 0.768944i 0.6329191 0.178533
0654839, 253.68 103.9231 0.409ee2] 0.4r2446_ 0.133893
0.5032 156.11 73.04 i 0.4457-_1 () .-4859 ig _. 1-,16021
0.830115, 297.83 147.8281 0.496351 0.46282! 0160411
0437511 755.65 522.29! 0.691181 0.4700791 0.193526
0.715248: 38.16 20.371 0.5338051 0.5487381 0.141396
0,573929 i 56t.51 20e.1871 0 367201! o.,i_l_--- 0.1_743
0.3063581 S443.0el 1145.6e91 0.20_7TI 0,382044i 0.235432
o.es,,eOl " _ ! o.,_.,i_o- o._Sl
28412.e' 142063 0.5! 0.641576 0.155356
0.792463 192.51 123.$33; 0.64173:0.569203 0.155507
0.819125 29e.45i 202.947; 0.6800031 0.644013' 0.203039
0.815874 14.8.61 97.571T 0,65e602i 0,54M!4631 0.1819e8
i 0.2e05271 0.110556
0.712495 244.94i 114.567! 0.447735! 0.51178_ 0.170707
o.soee431 0.1r_,_oe
I0147.36L 6457.409] o._e.,_3r 0,426191! 0.175682
', 0.4497981 0058065
0.(_56671 23677.171 12914.821 0.545454_ 0.457206; 0.271338





The following percentages were obtained from aircraft data. The PCT OF TOT values
are averaged across corresponding WUC's to obtain WBS values. The abort rates (air +
ground) computed by the re_es--sion equations _the RAM model are then adjusted by these
factors if the air abort only option is selected. A user specified default value is used for those
subsystems (WBS) not corresponding to any WUC.
legend:
TOT AR - fraction of maintenance actions resulting in either a ground or air abort.
AIR AR - fraction of mainte_ce actions resulting in _air abo_
PCT DECR = 100 x (TOT AR - AIR AR) / TOT AR
PCT OF TOT = 1 - PCT DECR
TOT AR AIR AR PCT DECR PCT OF TOT
WUCII 0.00480 0.00120 75
WUCi2 0.00830 0.00120 86
WUCI3 0.01570 0.00350 78
WUCI4 0.02390 0.00327 86
W-dC23 o.o1410o 72
WUC24 0.06400 0.00100 98
WUC41 0.02470 0.00709 71
WUC42 0.04600 0.00722 84
WUC44 0.01420 0.00128 91
WUC45 0.03110 0.00262 92
WUC47 0.00760 0.00118 84
WUC49/96 0.01850 0.00955 48
WUC51 0.01340 0.00215 84
WUC52 0.02140 0.00303 86
WUC61 0:00050 0.00000 100
WUC62 0.00570 0.00129 77
WUC63 0.01200 0.00110 91
WUC64 0.00809 0.00117 85
WUC71 0.00520 0.00063 88
WUC72 0.00280 0.00112 60
WUC91 0.00520 0.00050 90



























Operations & Support Cost Model
Source Listing
LCC.BAS main module
DECLARE SUB MAIN 0
DECLARE SUB DISPERS 0
DECLARE SUB PERS 0
DECLARE SUB REPORT 0
DECLARE SUB DATAIN 0
DECLARE SUB DISWBS 0
DECLARE SUB SAVE 0
DECLARE SUB SECOND 0
DECLARE SUB MISC 0
DECLARE SUB t_dd 0
DECLARE SUB year2 0
DECLARE SUB dismeau2 O
DECLARE SUB WBSS 0
DECLARE SUB FACCOST 0
DECLARE SUB IN'FIlED 0
DECLARE SUB INFBA 0
DECLARE. SUB INFLATE 0
DECLARE SUB FCONST 0
DECLARE SUB DISMENU 0
DECLARE SUB SUBSYS 0
DECLARE SUB DRIVERS 0
DECLARE SUB SOFT 0
DECLARE SUB WGT 0
DECLARE SUB DRIVER 0
DECLARE SUB CST 0
DECLARE SUB SYS 0
DECLARE SUB RAM] 0
DECLARE SUB INTT 0
DECLARE SUB FILEI 0
DECLARE SUB INPT 0
DECLARE SUB COMPUTE 0
DECLARE SUB DISPLAY 0
DECLARE SUB FTLEO 0
DECLARE SUB INFLBA 0
DECLARE SUB INFLBED 0
DECLARE SUB INFLCC 0
DECLARE SUB WBSS 0
"NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
'LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL developed by University o[ Dayton,
'EMS Delmtune_ Dayton, OI6o 454694)236,
"Dr. Charles Ebeling, Kenneth Ikuk'y, (513) 229-223g, (f) (513) 229-2698,
'Under NASA C.omra_ NAGI-1327, June, I994
'wxe u LCC.BAS
COMMONS.AR_DWAMS, s_m,TME,TUr, SDE,STY.SUP,rW. _, n.CC, _a_al r_r_r_, _ ....
COMMONSnXREDTFCC,TFSC.MAT,cwr, orn. _R, r_, _MC, T_O_C,_, _=
COMMONS.SU_DMM. T_SC,_I, _ST, n_v.o, _.SO, _"PL. CPLX,tmL, PL_M, WEmH'r
COMMONSHAPED_S, rJv, .,_. _. ^vw'r, _. _, rouo, _m¢.
COMMONS_V_D Sl. RS,NC.RC.tO_WC,mMWC.RGSn,NGSE,m, m, N£ I_,-_TI. _i m, M4,ri, i2, s_.S2,mLSi_, _M
COMMON SHARED AC, CS, HYPS, FRVSL _VS2, _C, RTrrL_, OVH, XFG, m, TX, FLAG
DrM SHARED _2, _). P'-05), X_25), XO0), V(ZS), _15)
DIM SHARED W(35), ._35), MP(35). CF$O0), XCF(30), AMC(2, 50), MQ2, 50), kl(5), De(10, 10)
DIM SHARED A(50. 3). B(_O, 3), DE(t6). TE(16), UP(t6). WT(15), BYP$(16), rac_10) AS SINGLE
DIM SHARED cF(35), Lt_35), Q'rv(35), vx_60), vx(60), m_20), n_10), OSO_t0)
DtM SHARED FSQ(20), _20), V,t20), ECC_420),tare.t20), _x_O0), i_(20, tO), tm:ftto)
DIMSHARED axlmO0). TOrV(iO).wb.r_.50).whiz(SO),MI_O0).MCF(_0)
DIM SHARED HI_I0), HH(I0), H._10), HR(I0), HD(10), inf'_50), OPH(35), OMO_I0), OMO$(10)
DIM SHARED CZ(IO), SC(t0), CA(33), SWli_IO)
COMMON SHARED CZ0, SC0. CA0,
_o_ SHAXED m'0, nn0..s0, mi0, HD0
COMMONS'n.O_D _a0. Pro0. _0, XP0, X0, V0.
COMMON _ wO, so, M_h'),CF'$O,xcFo, AMCO, MCO, ktO,tmO
COMMON SHARED X0, B0, DE0, "IE0, UP0, WT0,
COMMO_S_,A_D CF0, LCS0, ffrg0, vx*0, vx0, =_0. at0,
CObOv[ON SHARED E$_K) , FC0, F_, FCC0, mhc0, rdc0, ira0, INFf 0
COMMON SHARED TOTH0, TOTV0, wilcO, _, MP$O, MCF0, infv0, _n0, OMO0, OMO$0
"BEGIN PROGRAM
ON ERROR GOTO ERRSU8
• d/sp' d/splay I_nncr
CLS : COLOR 8
PRINT "Doag Morris, LaRC"
PRINT "NASA Gntm NAGI-1327"
PRINT "Dr Charles Ebding and"
PRINT "Kenneth Ikasley"
PRINT "Un/versity of Dayton"
PRINT "300 Collcgc Park"
PRINT "l')aytoqn,Ohio 45469-0236"
PRINT "(5 !3) 229-2238"
PRINT " June t_4- u[x_d D_ 94"
COLOR 10
LOCATE. 12, 20: PRINT "NASA'- LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER"
PRINT TAB(20); "OPERATIONS & SUPPORT COSTING (OSC) MODEL';
COLOR 9: LOCATE 16, 20: PRINT "ENTER VEHICLE NAME ";
COLOR 14: INPUT "', VNAM$
CALL IN'IT 'initializeall arrays, conCjnts to default values
TOP: CALL MAIN
ERRSUB: 'ERROR HANDLING ROUTINE
IF ERR = 53 OR ERR = 61 OR ERR _ 71 OR ERR _ 25 OR ERR = 27 OR ERR _ 68 THEN
IF ERR _ 25 THEN PRINT "DEVICE FAULT"
IF ERR _ 27 THEN PRINT "OUT OF PAPER"
IF ERR _ 64] THEN PRINT "DEVICE UNAVAILABLE"
IF ERR = 53 THEN PRINT "'FILE NOT FOUND"
IF ERR = 61 THEN PRINT "DISK FULL"
IF ERR _ 71 THEN PRINT "DISK NOT READY"
INpuT "ENTER RETURN'; RET
RESUME TOP 'MAIN MENU
ELSE
PRINT "UNRECOVERABLE ERROR"
ON ERROR GOTO 0
END 1F
10000 'INPUT DATA
I0005 DATA ],00 WING GROUP,2.00 TAIL GROUP,3.00 BODY GRouP
10007 DATA 3.10 TANKS-LOX,3_20 TANKS-LH2,4.10 [EP-_S,4_I_s-TCS
10008 DATA 4.30 IEP-PVD
]0010 DATA 5.00 LANDING GEAR,6.00 PROPLrLSION-MAIN,7.00 PROPULSION-RCS
10020 DATA S.00 PROPUI_ION-OMS 9.10 POWER-APU 9.20 POWER-nATTERY
10022 DATA 930 _WER:FUEL CRLL, I0.00 ELE_KL -
10030 DATA 11.00 HYDRAULICS/PNEUMATICS, t2.00 AERO SURF ACTUATORS
10033 DATA 13.10 AVIONICS-GN&C, I3.20 AT*HEALTH MONITOR
I(_3.4 DATA 13.30 AVIONICS-_ & TRACK,13.40 AT-DISPLAYS & CONTR
10035 DATA 13.50 AVIONICS-EqSTRUMENTS,13.60 AVIONIC-DATA PROC
10040 DATA 14.10 ENVIRONMENTAL CON'l"ROL,14.20 ECS-I_'E SUPPORT
1(3050 DATA 1500 PERSONNEl, PROVISIONS, I6.I0 RRC & AUX-PARACHUTES
10055 DATA 1fi20 I_C & AUX-ESCAPE SY$,16.30 REC&AUX-SEPARATION
10056 DATA 16.40 gEC&AUX-CRO_S FEED
10060 DATA [6,50 R_C & AUX _ SYS [6._ RRC&AUX MAI_ULATO_
i0070 DATA 17,00_PERSONNEL _ _, 18.00 PAYLOAD _pROV1_OH_: ....
10080 DATA 19.00 CARGO (RETURN). 20.00 RESIDUAL FLUIDS, 21.00 RESERVES
10(O0 DATA 22.00 RCS PROP, 23.00 ACS PROP, 24.00 CARGO (DELL 25.00 (ASCENT RES)
10100 DATA 2600 INWLJGt-rr LOSSES, 27.00 ASCENT PROPELLENT, _1._) PRE-LAUNCR LOSS)
I0I I0 DATA EXT TANK, EIJ_CI'!_.ICAL, PROP,,'_'LUID_,RA.NG_ SAFETY, STRUCTURES, TPS ....
10120 DATA SRB,ELECTRICAL PROP/F'LUI_S, RANGE SAFETY, STRUCTUILES, TPR _
' BEGIN LIFE. CYCLE _ _"-:: _ : _ ...... _ ....
DATA2.1 C.oaceIXDcVI(R&D),2. I.{ TechProg, 2.[.2 Pha_A/BCom
DATA 2,2 Acqui_6oa (|nv_), 2.2.1 Design & Devl, 2.2.2 Produc6cm
DATA 2.2.3 linch, 2.2.4 Test & Eva], 2A.5 Pro 6 Mgn_ & Slx
DATA2.26 ProSSysEag. 2.3 ProgramOper&S_ ......
DATA2.3.1 Operttiom, 2.3.t.l Rderbishamat, 2.3. I.20q_Mni=t.
DATA 2.3.1.3 P_ Ops, 2.3.1.4 Imegra6_ Ops, 2.3.1.5 PaylosdOlat
DATA 2.3.L6 Tram_, 2.3. L7 Lmaw_ Open!l/ore, 2.3.1.$ Mi_ _, 2.3.L9 l.amd/Roc'v/l_cv O1_
DATA 2.3. I.I0 N(m-nominal Opz
DATA 2.3.2 _s_¢, 2.3_21l _-_.,2.3.2_2 Mod_a6om
DATA 2.3.3,3 S_we_, 2.3.3.4 Expeadabk_ 2.3.3.5 C._uemabk=
DATA 2.3.3.6 lay Mgn_& Warebae, 2.3.3.7 Tndning, 2.3,3.8 _cumem_m
DATA 2.3.3,9 _, 2.3.3.10 Support Eq_p, 2.3.3.11 O_S Mam_me_
DATA 2.3.3 Sy_m Supp_, 2.3.3.1 Sappo_, 2,3.3.2 Fac_y DAM, 2.3,3.3 Commun_afiom
DATA 2.3.3.4 B_e O_, 2.3.4 Program Seppoa



























• BEGIN SYS PARAMETERS
DATA NBR OF VEHICLES,4
DATA FLIGHTS/YR,4
DATA HOURS/MISSION, 120
DATA SYS LIFE. 1N YRS, ] l
DATA BASE YEAR $, 1993
DATA CONSTANT $'s 0-NO/!-YES, I
DATA FNTTIAL BEDDO_N. 2000
DATA NBR TEST VEHICLES, ]
DATA FUTURE INFLATION RATE, 049
DATA re_rvgd,0
DATA TFF (rod since ]an50), 600
DATA LOG COST MODEL4_ HYPERVEL-1,0
' BEGIN COST FACTORS
DATA Avg Co_ of Prod Eugi_-,s $M,4
DATA Bale Lvl Support Staff mdary-$/hr, tS.00
DATA AVG Cost of Prod _ - cng/SRM-$M, 100
DATA Av(nlge LRU C._l-$, 129930
DATA ORG Tcchnici_ _ - $/br,22.37
DATA Eagimm'ing labor cost - $/hr,45
DATA Depot Technichta Salary - _hr,25.94
DATA Logi_icg SaJa_ - $/b¢,20,44
DATA _ C'BT ¢_t-$/_,13396
DATA Depot T_ Cos_-$/|b-mi, ,000203
DATA DSE C._$K,5825000
DATA ECLSS Co¢-$,B313
DATA Page Change Co_.249
DATA Rcc Transpofl_ Colt $/lb-mi, 00(Y705
DATA Transporter C¢_ _lb-mi, ,000705
DATA Vehicle GSE-$K,506862
DATA Ammua] Cost of DoD s_,e/elemeat qx,0
DATA kIPS Fuel C_ - $/|b,2.8
DATA MPS Oxidizer Cost - S/Ib,,028
DATA OMS Fuel _ - S/|b,.]7
DATA OMS Oxkllze¢ Cost - S/Ib,.0015
DATA RCS FtP.J Co_ - $#1b,.17
DATA RCS Oxidizer Cost - $/Ib, .0015
DATA SE For Tot Reforb-$M,3
DATA SE For Rd_b Ens-$M,2
DATA Rep, t_table _ co_,1200
DATA Tcgh Maraud I_ Ce_,| 136
DATA rcacrved,0
DATA ATE Com,6989458
• BEGIN MISC FACTORS
DATA Avi_k_ fraction of LRUs,.054
DATA Commonalk 7 Factor, |
DATA _ Commercial Off-Shelf, .3
DATA C..oa_nmntion Rz_ (_) ,,025
DATA Depot Coverage Factor, .36
DATA Dct3_ _ - mi,30
DATA Dep_ lanai Trnging time - brs,80
DATA I_ mlmtutl page r.oum,75
DATA Org _ pegc _,75
DATA _ _ rl_,. I
DATA Depot _1 tttrnov_ rac, .061 i
DATA Ot_ lx_munel turnov_ rste, O611
DATA Depot Manh_ / rep_k,10
DATA [aithtl CALS fwctor, .7
DATA _ CBT Factor,.5
DATA Initial [LS Mgm_,0S
DATA [aifiJd trng Course time - hn,24
DATA [ai_hd Warehouz _ , 2.4
DATA MPS Ft_A Weight - 1_,227641
DATA MPS Oxidizer Wt - lira, 1361936
DATA OMS Fuel Weight - _b_,9(}10
DATA OMS Oxidi_t Wt - Ibm, 14866
DATA RCS Fuel Weight - Ibs,2954
DATA RCS Oxidizer Wt - [I_, [853
DATA Pieue Pm'et pet SRU,10
DATA Packaging Wgt Tax, 1 941
DATA Quaa_ly of _ flowu, 1
DATA Reco,,x_ Di_lag¢ - mi,22(X)
DATA Recurring GSE coet factor,, l
DATA Retorting Invealory Factor,.2
DATA Recurriag ILS regret,.13
C-3
DATA Recurring mdning fa:tor,. 1
DATA Recurring CAt.S F_,.or,.3
DATA Nlxc SRU's per LRU,8
DATA Nbr of ORG Techni¢i_ms, 1230
DATA TPS lictor,320000
DATA NBR Spare LRU'S,432
DATA IN:pot Fa_'tor,,56
DATA Dis_mcc-Tr_as -MI,2100
' BEGIN POWER FC'N PARAMETERS FOR DESIG, T&E, AND UNIT PROD CER'S
'w_ng_dbody
DATA 2 ] 457,.669.. | 065,.675.1250,. 675. I. 16056,.483, 22095.677
DATA 2.39276,, 575,. 2487,. 805.508,. 583,2.16075, 588,.04935,, 736
DATA. I01.711 ,.16187, ,736.0241, .633,.0168,.678,. 1236,677
DATA .065,.7,.05,.7,.114,.745,.09172,.666,.5316, 67,.05356,.873
DATA •1229,676,.324,,67,.0952,.642,5.595,.537,.357,.642,,0619
DATA •675, .0466, .675,.026926,.761,03, .76,.0236,. 76, .06936,. 67a-
DATA .0202,.762,, 105515,,762,.24058,.585,.0531 ,.762,. 12255.776
DATA .05929.67,. 0213,. 74.087318,.67,. 002815,. 758,. 0044.761
'liftingbody
DATA .2 M57, .669,. 1065.675.1250,.675,1.16056..4_3_.22095,677
DATA 2.39276, .575,.2457,805, .508, ,553,2.16075,.555,.04935, .736
DATA, 101,,7| 1,,16157,.736,.0241,.633,,016_,,678,. 1236,.677
DATA .065,.7,.05,.7,.114,.745,.09172,.666,,5316,.67,.05336,.873
DATA. 1229,.676,.324,.67,.0952,.642,5.595,-537,.357,.642,-0619
DATA .675,.0466,.675,.026926,.761 ,.03, .76,.0236,.76,.0(D36,.674
DATA. 0202,. 762, 1055 |5,. 762,. 2405 g,.585,,053 I,_762.12288,. 776
DATA •05929, .67,.0213,.74..087318,,67,.002815,.758,.0044, .761
' ballislic
DATA .21457,669.1065, .675,.1250,.675, I. 16056,.483, 22095.677
DATA 2.39276,.575,.2487,. 805,, 508,. 583,2.16075,. 588,.04935,.736
DATA, 101 ,.711 ,,16187,.736,.0241 ,.633,.0168,.678,. 1236,.677
DATA .065, .7,.05, •7,•114, ,745, .091.72..6_6,,5316, •67,05336, •873
DATA. 1229, .676,,324,.67..0952, .642,5.595, .537, •357,.642,.0619
DATA ,675, .044_, ,675, .026926, .761 ,.03, .76,.0'236,•76, ,06936, •674
DATA .0202,. 762,. I05515,.762,.24058,.585, O53 I,.762,. 12288,. 776
DATA .05929,.67,,0213, .74,.087318,.67,.002815,.758,.0044,.761
'BEGIN DESIGN/PERFORMANC_ VARIABLES
DATA DRY WGT (I_S), 223289
DATA VEH LENGTH ÷ WING (ft), 200.33
DATA CREW SIZE, 8
DATA NBR PASSENGERS, 0
DATA N_R MAIN ENGINES, 3
DATA _JSELAGE AREA, 7650
DATA FUSELAGE VOLUME, 12013
DATA TOT WETTED AREA, 10873
DATA NER WHEELS, 10
DATA NBR ACTUATORS, 35
DATA N]BR CONTRL SURFACES, 6
DATA MAX KVA, 285
DATA NBR HYDR $UBSYS, 35
DATA NBR FUEL TANKS (inlermfl),4
DATA TOT NBR AVIONICS SUBSYS, 31
DATA NBR D_ AVIONICS SUBSYS, 16
DATAnTW_, 1i9
DATA TAKEOFF GVW-L.BS, 232500
DATA SINK SPEED FT/SEC, 9
DATA PAYLOAD ARM LEN_TH-METEP_, 5._
DATA TOT Ti-[RUST 0_' ] MAIN ExNqOINE-LB$, 390068
DATA THRUST OF OME ENOINE-LI_, 4000
DATA THRUST OF RCSi-L]_, 825







DATA MIN LANDING DIST [FT],IS000
DATA LANDING MASS*VEL" 2-1bxkno_,433,2










DATA NUMBER OF BRAKES/VEH, 5
DATA CARGO VOLUME [FT'3], 14152
DATA CARGO WEIGHT (PAYLOAD), 82729
DATA NUMBER OF POWERED EXITS, 2
DATA NUMBER OF ANTENNAS, 22
DATA CARGO FLOOR AREA [Fr'2[, 72l
DATA NUMBER OF GENERATORS, l0
DATA NUMBER OF HYD. PUMPS, 18
DATA NUMBER OF HYD. SUPPLY SYS., 9
DATA NUMBER OF POSSIBLE EMERG ExTrs, 3
DATA NUMBER OF PRIMARY COMPARTMENTS, 4
DATA NBR OF SEATS INC BUNKS,8
DATA AVIONICS BLACK BOX WGT -LBS,4306
DATA AVIONICS INSTALL WGT -LBS,2239
DATA MAXMACH NBR,?
DATA LRU REMOVALS/FLIGHT,300
DATA VEH TURNAROUND TIME-DAYS?,55
DATA TOT NBR SUBSYSTEMS, 105
DATA MAIN'I" SIGNF ITEM-I,RUs.40
DATA NBR LRU'S,500
'unused
"DATA NACELLE WETFED AREA, I
'DATA N'BR PRIMARY" COMPRTMTS, 1
'DATA TAIl, AREA,]
"DATA MAX TAKE-OFF WGT, 1
"DATA CARGO FLOOR AREA (sq ft),I
'DATA CARGO WGT (Ibs?),l
"DATA CARGO VOL(cu ft), l
'DATA INT FUEL WGT (V_t), l
'DATA GALS FUEL/HR, 1
'DATA MAIN ENG THURST, I
'DATA OMS "I'HL_ST, ]
'DATA RCS THURST, l
"DATA MIN LANDING DIS (ft),l
'DATA MAX MACH NBR,7
*DATA NBR GENERATORS, I
"DATA TOT EVA,!
"FACILITY COST DATA
DATA COVERED MAINTENANCE [S/FTt], 132
DATA GENERAL MAINT SHOP [_FT _],89
DATA AVIONICS SHOPS [S_FT_],II?
DATA CORROSION CONTROL [S_"_], 128
DATA ENGINE MAINTENANCE [$/FT2],88
DATA OPERATIONS [_FT_], I00
DATA RUNWAY [f_,16
DATA ]_RE STATION [$/Fr_1,95
DATA CONTROL TOWER [$/'t_J,297
DATA SECURITY [$/FT_], 104
DATA TELECOMMUNICATIONS [$/FT_], I_
DATA NDI SHOP [$/F'T_],I42
DATA PMEL LAB [_FT_],! 14
DATA MAINT TRAINING {_'TTI,1C0
DATA TAXIWAYS [$/FTI, 16
DATA WAREHOUSES [$/FT_1,46
'hyperveot_ wBs
DATA STRUCTURES,LANDING GEAR,DOC1UNG SYSTEM,PAYLOAD DEP&RETR
DATA MAIN PROP,OMS,RCS I,RCS2,JET-M3,JET + M3,ENGINE INSTALL,AVIONICS,ELECTRICAL
DATA HYDRAULICS,ECS,FLIGHT PROV
' PREVAIL - DT&E COST CATEGORIES
DATA Stmcttm_, "l'm:rn_, ReunUy PaXeclkm, Landing System, ElectricAd-Pow_"
DATA Electt_-Wiring, __,Dlca _, Inslrumentafiun
DATA Communic..afioes, _ Sylem, Engine, RCS, Interslalle Adapter, Plyleed F_
' O&S COST CATEGORIES
DATA STRUCTURE, LANDING GEAR, PAYLOAD DEP & RET, AVIONICS, ELECTRICAL, HYDRAULICS
DATA ECLS, FLIGHT PROVISIONS, DGCKI_
'STAGE TYPE (from PREVAIL)
' LO2-LH2
'DATA .0577,.480,,0499,.669,. 1065,.675,.0625,.675,.0712,.483
"DATA ._)97, .677, !.4590,.575, .2144, .805,. 1270, .583, .3225, .588
'DATA . 1974,.736,. I010, .71 I, .0658,.736, O241,.633,.0168,.675
C-5
•DATA. I530,.510,.0412,.677, 0650, r700,.0250,.700,.0500,.745
'DATA. I079,,666,.7088, 670.0206,.873.12-_'_,.676,.3240,.670
"DATA 5950, 642,5.5950,.537,.2380,.642,.0619,.675,.04_6,.675
'D ATA. 0(]697,.575.00343,.76 I,.03000,.760, 00590,,760,.00578,.674
'DATA .01010,.762,.04490.762,.05230•595,.02950,.762,.01920,.776
'DATA .05390,.670,.02130•.740,.05390,.670,.002515,.758,.00440,.761




















'im_l_on fic,_orsfrom NASA for the year_ 1993 _o2000
DATA 1046, 1.047, 1.046, |.044,1.05, 1.045, 1.047,1.049














IO - 1; IE _ 14
CST: CLS : COLOR I0
PRINT TA_(I); "VEIgCLE IS ";
COLOR I1: PRINT VNAI_;
COLOR 10: PRINT TAB(30); "COST FACTORS & RATES TABLE': PRINT
PRINT TAB(5); "No_: Ill corn dx,ould be _ im 1993 ycm dollms"
COLOR 5: PRINT TAB(5); "_ _ u_d inO&S com_$"
PRINT : COLOR II
PRINT TAB(5); "NBR'; TAB(15); "CATEGORY'; TAB(60); "VALUE"
PRI_T
FOR [ = IOTO IE
IFI _ 6ORI _ 17ORI _ 28 THEN COLOR 5 ELSE COLOR t2
PPJ]Cr TAB(..Cj; [; TAJB(15); Cl_l); TAI_60);
PRINT US_ '_.#_; XCF(D
NEXT I
COLOR 3
LOCATE 23, 20: INPUT "ENTER NUMBER TO CHANGE ",
1F#x > 0 THENLOC*,TE24,20: INPUT"ENteRNEWVALUE",XC"F(_x):GOTOC_






PRINT : COLOR H
LOCATE 12, 15:PRINT "INPUT DATA WILL BE READ IN FROM FILE "; VNAM$; ".[NP"
LOCATE 14, 15:INPUT "ENTER RETURN TO PROCEED OR A POSITIVE NBR TO ABORT'; PET





OPEN VNAM$ , ",INP" FOR INPUT AS #2
FOR l _ I TO 44
INPUT ¢2, wbsc(3, I), wbscc(l)
NEXT l
FOR I _ ! TO 12:INPUT #2, XP(I):NEXT I
FOR I = I TO 53: INPUT #2, VX(D: NEXT I
FOR T - I TO 39: INPUT #'2,MCF(D: NEXT I
FOR I - 1 TO 29: INPUT #2, XCF(I): NEXT I
FOR I = I TO 33






SWBS$(1) = "SmJduraI': SWBS$(2) = "Fuel/Ovid Tanks': SWBS$(3) _ "Thermal,eriles': SWBS_4) = "Propulsion"
SWBS$(5) = "Power/Electrical" : SWBS$(6) _ "Mechanical Sys" : SWBS$(7) _ "A_c.s": SWBS1k.$) _ "ECS/Life Support"
SWBS_9) _ "Auxiliary Systems"
BK37: X - 0
CL..q : COLOR 15
PRINT TAB(1); "VEHICLE IS ";
COLOR I I :PRINT VNAM$
COLOR ]0: PRINT TAB(20); "MAINTENANCE SIM MODEL (MSM) ORG PERSONNEL"
PRINT : COLOR 13
IF FLAG = I THEN PRINT TAB(5); "To_t]per_mmel M computed from RAM model willbe used forco.ins"
IF FLAG = 0 THEN PRINT TAB(5); "Totalpersonnelcompeted by thisdisplaywillbe usedforcmtiag"
PRINT : COLOR 12
PRINT TAB(30); "NBR CREWS'; TAB(42); "AVG CREW'; TAB(55); "TOTAL NBR"
PRINT TAB( I); "hrBR"; TAB(5) ; "SUBSYSTEM"; TAB(30) ; "ASSIGNED"; TAB(45); "SIZE"; TAB(55) ; "PERSONNEL"
PRINT : COLOR I4
FORI = I TO9
x = x _ INT(CZ(D * Sc(D ) ,9999)
PRINT TAR(I); I; TAB(5); SWBS$(I); TAB(35); CZ(1); TAB(45); SC(I); TAB(55); INW(CZ(]) * SC(1) t .99999)
NEXT I
PRINT TAB(I); "10"; TAB(5); "SCHED MANPWR'; TAB(55); CZ(I0)
COL,fY_ 9: PRINT : PRINT TAB(5); "TOT ORG MAINT PERS- dk-ect labor'; TAB(55); X _- C-_10)
"l'X- x ) C7_I0)
IF FLAG = 0 THEN LOCATE 22, I: COLOR lh PRINT "note: When en_ cx%.w,lfrom the _mmslafi(_mmodel, w.heduled _"
IF FLAG _ 0 THEN PRINT "shouldbe _ to zero_: theyzreacoomm:d form pml _ thec_'w."
IF FLAG = 0 THEN
COLOR 3
INPUT "ENTER NBR FOR CTLt,NGE -eL_ _ retllm",nbr
IF nbr = 0 THEN GOTO XS
IF nbr < 10 THEN INPUT "ENTER NBR OF CREWS ASGN'; CZ(nbf)
IF nbr - 10 THEN INPUT "ENTER THE NBR OF SCHED MAINT PERS'; CZ(nbr)
GOTO BK37
END IF
XS: _OR 13: INPUT "Do you wish to _ge the barn for cellins-Y/N'; ANS$




BKI: CLS : COLOR 10
PRINT TAB(1); "VEHICLE IS ";
COLOR I1 : PRINT VN'AIVI$;
ODIX_ 10: PRINT TAB(35); "DESIGN/PERFORMANCE VARIABLES ": PRINT
COLOR i4: PRINT TAB(Y); "_ from or coe_ _ RAM m.lmt/out_u_"
COLOR 5: PRINT TAB(5); "cemm_ _ eaed _a O&S ¢_fiaS"
IF ia _ 31 OR ia _ 41 THEN COLOR 12: PRINT TAB(5); "mlum_ upda_aot obtuiued born RAM"
PRINT : cOLOR 11
PRINT TAB(1); "NBR'; TAB(5); "VARIABLE •; TAB(47); "VALUE"
FOR I = ia TOI)
IFI - 14ORI = 20 OR (! > 21 ANDI < 32) OR 1 = 43 THEN_ 5 ELSE COLOR 14
IFI = 210RI = 32OR1 = 37ORI = 40ORI = 440111 _ 51 ORI > 52 THEN COLOR 12
PRINT TAB(l); [; TAB(5); VX$(I); TAB(45);
PPJHT uSING -######r; vxo)
NEXT I
COLOR 3
PRINT : INPUT "ENTER NBR FOR CHANGE - elk ent_" t'elem ",
IF _- _ 0 THEN GOTO SKI
INPUT "ENTER NEW VALUE ",V'X(aI_)
CKYI_ gK 1
C-7
SKI: IFib _ 16 THEN ia - I7: ib = 30: GOTO BKI
[Fib - 30 THEN ia _ 31: ib - 40: GOTO BKI
IF ib - 40 THEN ia - 4I: ib - 53: GOTO BKI
END SUB
SUB FCONST
CON: CLS : COLOR 10
PRINT TAB(I); "VEHICLE IS ";
COLOR I l : PRINT VNAM$;
COLOR 10: PRINT TAB(30); "FACILITY CONSTRUCTION COSTS': PRINT
PRINT TAB(5); "Note:all costs should Ix: in 1993 year dollars"
PRINT : COLOR I I
PRINT TABOO); "NBR', TAB(20); "FACILITY'; TAB(50); "COST"
PRINT :COLOR 14
FORI- ITOI6




PRINT : INPUT "ENTER NUMBER TO CHANGE ", nbr
IF nbr > 0 AND ebr < 17 THEN INPUT "ENTER NEW VALUE ", FC(nbr): GOTO CON
END SUB
SUB INFBA
' This mbroufin¢ moves the base yew from 1993 to any year after I993,
' It _ the NASA infllfiott indicics from FY 1991, Code BA NASA New Sta_
' lnf_fiottlndcx--(actuahfrom 1990.
INF'B = I
UF _ XP(5) - 1993
CT2 = XP(7)- 1993
FOR I - 1 TO CT2 +.XP(4)
IF l < = 7 THEN inf_l) = INFf(I) ELSE inf-a.1) : XP(9)
NEXT t
FOR I _ 1 TO CT 'coml_te_ yr in/f_
INF8 _ INFII * infv(1)
NEXT I
CT3 _ XP(7) - XP(5) 'computebeddovm yr inffactor
INFBD = INFB
FORI = CT _ I TOCT ÷ C'F3
INFBD = INFBD * infv(l)
NEX'r I
INFLC = INFBD "compete LCC inf fac
FOR 1 = CT I- CT3 +- 1 TO _ _ XP(4) - 1
INFI_ = 1NFLC * i_
NEXTI
AVINF = NFLC " (! / XP(4)) 'geo_m_c avginf r'lt= o,t_r lifecycl¢
FV- ((1 + AVINF) * X3_(4)- I)/AVINF 'futw'evtht¢ factor forLCC
IF XP(6) = I THEN inx _ INFB ELSE lax = INF'BD
IF XP(6) = 1 THEN Icf = XP(4) ELSE Icf = FV
IF XP(O') = I THEN _ = XP(5) ELSE yttr = XP(7)
IF XP(6) = 1 THEN imff = I ELSE imd = (1 + AVINF) " XP(4)




X(ll) = I4.4 • tram_mofactor
FLAG = I "USE RAM MA_ FOR
FORI= 1"I"O2
FORj = I 'I"O60
,_t, j)= - -
NEXT j
NEXT 1
FOR I = 1 TO 57 VehicleWUC
READ wb_2, l)
NEXT I











FORI- I TO 12
READ P$(I), XP{I_ " SYSTEM PARAMETERS
NEXT 1
FOR I = I TO 29 'COST FACTORS
READ C'F_0, XCT(D
NEXTI
FOR 1 = ! TO 39
READ IvlF$(f),MCE(1) ' MISC facto_
NEXT I
FORj _ I TO 3
FOR I - 1 TO 42
READ A(], j), B(I, j) "PWR FUNCTION PARAMETERS
NF.XT I
NEXTj
FOR l = I TO 34
CF(1) _ I:LCS(1) _ .9:QTY(1) - I 'COMPLXTY FAC, LEARNING CURVE. S[XDPE, QUANTITY
NEXT I
C'F(34)_ .9:QTY(34) - 4
VOR[- I TO 53
READ VX$(1), VX(I) " DESIGN/PERFORMANCE VARIABLES
NEXT I
FOR 1 - ] TO 16
READ F$(I), FC(0 'FACTLITY CO_TS
NEXT I
FORI _ ITOI6
READ HYP$(1) "HYPERVE.LOCITY WBS
NEXT l
FOR I - 1 'TO 15
READ wb$(1) 'PREVAIL model
NEXT I
FOR I = 1 TO 9




INF:BI)d_ 1.381820452# '_on from 1993 to baseyearo( 2000
INFB- I! 'int'lafiont l_ae year




' InputlhcW'BSc._D. I_{k*'flttkceela, 2_potedcoets,
FOR 1 - ! TO42
READ wb_(l, I_
wbsc(3, D - wbsc(l, D
NEXT l
FORI - I I"O22
wbw.ctD = 1
I_IEXTI
wbscc(5) = 2: wb_cc(6) = 2: wbacc(8) - 2
FORI _ 11 TO 14
wbJcc(D = 2
NEXT I
FOR I = 23 TO 39
wbscc(D = 2
NEXT I
FORI - 40'I"O42: wbscc(D - I: NEXTI
FORI - I Tog: READ OMOf,(1): NEXTI "oilmajor ov_Iz_
XP(I I) = 12 * (XP(7) - 1950)'inifilize "IV'F since 1950 in reel




tp2:CLS : COLOR 7
I.OCATE 6, 28: PRINT "DATA INPUT ME,NO"
PRINT : PRINT TAB(20); "CATEGORY NBR"
PRINT : COLOR 10
PRINT TAB(20); "SYSTEM PARAMETER TABLE ............I"
COLOR 14
PRINT TAB(20); "UPDATE WBS COSTING TABLE ..........2"
COLOR I0
PRINT TAB(20); "COST FACTORS & RATES ............. 3"
PRINT TA_(20); "DESiGN/P_RFORMANCE VARIABLES ......4"
PRINT TAB(20); "_SC FACTORS ......................S"
PRINT TAB(20); "FACILITY CONSTRUCTION COSTS .......6"
PRINT TAB(20); "DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS ......... 7"
PRINT TAB(20); "_UT NB R ORG CREWS (SIMULATION). 8"
'PR_qT TAB(20); "SOF_ARE COST DR_R_ ............."t"
'PRINT TAB(20); "SUBSY_M pARAMETER TABLE .........?"
PRINT ; COLOR 2: I.OCATE 20, 20: INPUT "ENTER NUMBER ", abr
IF nbr = 0 THEN EXIT SUB
IF nbr = I THEN CALL SYS
IF nbr = 3 THEN CALL CST
IF nbr = 4 THEN CALl. DRIVERS
IF nbr = 7 THEN CALL WGT
'IF nbr = 6 TITEN CALL SUBSYS
IF nbr - 6 THEN CALL FCONST
IF nbr = _ THEN CALL WBSS
IF nbr _ 5 THEN CALL MISC





TPI: _ :COLOR t2
PRINT :PRINT TAB(20); "LIFE CYCLE CO_T MODEl."
PRINT : PRINT TAB(22); "V_I-IICI_I_ ";
COLOR 11 : PRINT VNAM$
COLOR 15:PRINT :PRYNT TAB(2S); "Mhd-N MENU': COLOR 14
PRB_ : PR_T TA_I_; "OF_OH NBR" :
COLOR 3: PRINT
PR_4T TAB(IS); "INpLrr FROM RAM MODEL ............I"
PRINT TAB(IS); "C)O 'TO INPUT MENU ................ 2"
COl,OR I0
PRINT TAB( 15 ); "DISPI.AY RESULTS ................. 3"
COLOR 3
PRINT TAB(!5); "REPORT GENERATOR ................ 4"
PRINT TAB(15); "SAVE INPL_ VALUES ...............5"
PRINT TAB(1S); "READ INPI.Tr DATA FROM FILE ....... 6"
PRINT TA_IS); "CFL_N6_ VE_CLF_ NAME ........ 7"
PRINT TAB(I 5); "TERMINA_ SESSION ............... 8"
COLOR 2
[£)CATE 22, I5: INPUT "ENTER SELECUON ", nbr
IF nbr = 1 THEN CALL RAMI
IF nbr _ 2 THEN CALL INPT








IF nbr _ 5 THEN CALl. SAVE
IF abe _ 6 THEN CALL DATAIN
IFnbr = 7 THEN OO_UB NAM
IFab¢ = 8 TT.IEN GOTO B'rl
GOTO TPl
ham:cLsicO_ 10
PRINT : PRINT TAB(10); "CU'RREI',_" LCC INPUT FILES': PRINT
FILES "°.IN'P"
PRINT : C_X)R 11
LOCATE 10, 20: PRINT "CURRENT VEHICLE/PILE NAME IS ";
COLOR 7:PRINT "'; VNAM$

















COLOR I I : INPUT "", VNAM$
RETURN
BT]: CLS : COLOR 3
I.OCATE 10, 20: INgLrT "DO YOU WISH TO SAVE, INPUT VAI.UES - (Y/N)'; ANS$
IF ANS$ = "Y" OR ANS$ = "y" _N CALL SAVE




10_ I:IE _ I5
FCI: CLS : COI.OR I0
PRINT TAB( I); "VEI-FICI,E IS ";
COLOR I I : PRINT VNAM$;
COLOR I 0: PRINT TAB(30); "M/SCF..I.I.ANEOUS FACTORS"
COI.OR 12: PRINT TAB(S); "requke_ vcrify/ulxfm¢"
COLOR 14: PRINT TAB(S); "COml_ted from RAM inlet/OUtlet"
IF IO _ 16 THEN COLOR 5: PRINT TAB(S); "_ aot used"
PRINT : COLOR I1
PRINT TAB(S); "NBR'; TAB(15); "CA'lIE.GORY'; TAB(65); "VALUE"
PRINT
FOR I _ IO TO IE
IF I _ 35 OR I _ 37 OR I = 57 THEN COLOR 14 ELSE COLOR 12
I1_ I = 27 THEN COIX)R 5
PRINT TAB(S); I; TAB(IS); MF$(1); TAB(00);
PRINT USING "##t##t#ll.t#'; MCF(I')
NEXT I
COLOR 3
LOCATE 23, 20: INPUT "ENTER NUMBER TO CHANGE ", nbr
IF nbt > 0 THEN LOCATE 24, 20: INPUT "ENTER NEW VALUE ", MCF(abr): GOTO FCI
IFIO = 1 THEN IO = 16: IE = 30: GOTO FCI
IFIO _ 16 TREN IO _ 3h I'E. = 39: GOTO FCI
END SUB
SUB RAMI
"MODULE TO INPUT DATA PROM RAM MODEL
CLS : COLOR 1 i
pRINT : PRINT TAB(I0); "INPUT FILES hum RAM model': PRINT
EU_S "".CST °
PRINT: _12
PRINT TABOO); "INPUT DATA WILL BE READ FROM "; V'NAM$; ".CST"
COLOR 10
LOCATE 14, 10: INPUT "ENTER RETURN TO PROCEED ELSE ENTER A POSITIVE NBR ", NUM
IFNUM > 0 THENGOTO 8T5
VN$ _ VNAM$
NSP _O:NTC=O
OPEN VN$ _ ",CST" FOP. INPUT AS #I
INPUT #l, VN$
FOR I = I TO 33
rNPUT #I, w(D, S(D, MP(D, OPH(D, CAr0
NSP = NSP ÷ S(1)
NTC = NTC _ MP(D
NEXTI
INPUT #I, SMP, VX(50), X])O), VX(49) ' SCH MNPW,VEH TAT,I-IRS/MSN,REMOVAI_/FLIGHT
FOR I _ I TO 13: INPLrr #1, V(1): NEXT I
FOR I = [ TO 25; INPUT I1, X(I); lq_J(T I
FOR I _ 0TO5: INPLrr #1, X: NEXTI
INPUT #1, AREM, TMA
II'_)UT I1, TME, _ 'El" AND LBR MANPOWER
FORI = I TO9: INPUT#I, C7_1), SC(I): NEXTI 'nbr c_'m_ ul_ & avgcrew d,_e
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT TAB(10); "DATA INPUT PROM ";




MCF(35) = INT(NTC t SMP _ .5)
XP(2) = x(1S) 'FIJGHTS/YR
AVWT _ 0
FOR I = 19 TO 24: AVWT = AVWT ) W(1): NEXT I
FOR I = I TO:i: VX(O = X(O: NEXTI
FORI = 1TOI2:VX0 ; S) = V(I): NEXT1
IF AVW'T > vx(4d) THEN VX(4_ = AVWT - VX(46)
IF AVWT < _ VX(46) THEN VX(46) = AVWT: VX(47) _ 0
C-11
VX(52) - .8 " VX(49) * XP(2)
VX(45) - VX(3) _ VX(4) 'NBR SEATS, BUNKS




CLS : COLOR I0
PRINT : PRINT TAB(] 0); "CURRENT I.CC INPUT FI1.ES": PRINT
FrI.ES "* ]NP"
PRINT : COIX)R I ]
LOCATE 12, 15: PRINT "INPUT DATA WILL BE SAVED IN FILE "; VNAM$; "INP"
LOCATE 14, 15: INPUT "ENTER RETURN TO PROCEED OR A POSITIVE NBR TO ABORT'; RET
[FRET > 0 THEN E)OT SUB
OPEN VNAM$ _ ".INP ° FOR OUTPUT AS #2
FORI - ] TO44
WRITE #2, wbsc(3, D, wbscc(1)
NEXT I
FOR I - I TO 12: WRrTE #2, XP(D: NEXT I
FOR l - I TO 53: WRITE/'2, VX(D; NEXT I
FOR l _ 1 TO 39: WRITE #'2, MCF(1): NEXTI
FOR I = I TO 29; WRITE #2, XCF(F): NEXT I
FOR I = 1 1"O 33






ia _ 1:,_- 16
BKII: CLS : COLOR 10
PRINT TAB(1); "VE'[.[ICLE IS ";
COLOR 11 : PRINT VNAM$;
COLOR 10: PRINT TAB(35); "SUBSYSTEM PARAMETER TABLE "
COLOR 10: PRINT TAB(40); "IJUqfiNG L-'URVE"
PRINT TAB(1); "NBR"; TAB(5); "SUBSYSTEM"; TABOO); "COMPLEX FAC"; TAB(45); "SLOPE'; TAB(55); "QUANTITY"
PRINT : COLOR 14
FOR I _ il TO ib
PRINT TAB(1); I;TAB(5); wbs$(2, I); TAB(35); CF(1); TAB(43); LCS(r); TAB(55); QTY(D
NEXTI
COLOR 3
PRINT : INPUT "ENTER NBR FOR CHANGE - cL_ ca_ return ",
if: nbr = 0 TI-IENGOTO SR
INPUT 'ENTER NEW FACTOR AND SLOPE'; CF(nbr), LCS(abr)
GOTO BKI i
SK: IFib _ 16 THEN ia = 17: ib : 34: GOTO BKII
' other learning curve for R&D or Production
'IA _ 1: IB = I6
'BK22: CLS : COLOR I0
'PRINT TAB( l ) ', *VEHICLE IS "; VNAM$; TAB(35 ); "SUBSYSTEM PARAMETER TABLE *
'COLOR 11 :PRINT TAB(40); "I..RN1NG CURVE"
• PRINT TAB(I); "NBR"; TAB(5); "SUBSYSTEM"; TABO0); *COMPLEX FAC'; TAB(45); "SLOPE"; TAB(55); "QUANTITY"
"PRINT : COLOR 14
'FOR i = IATOm
PRINT TAB(1); i; TAB(5); WBS$(wb,s,i): TAB(35); CF(i); TAB(45); LCS(i); TAB(55); C_'Y(i)
'NEXT i
'COLOR 3
'PRINT : INPUT "ENTER NBR FOR CHANGE - dE enm" rcCuru'; NBR
"IF NBR - 0 TH_N OOTO SK2
'INPUT "ENTER NEW FACTOR AND SLOPE'; CT(I'¢BR), I.CS(NBR)
'GOTO BK22
'SK2: IFIB = 16 TI.._N IA = 17: m = M: GOTOBK22
END SUB
SUB SYS
tp3: CLS :COLOR 10
PRINT TAB(1); "VEHICLE IS ";
COLOR I1: PRINT VNAM$;
COLOR 10: PRINT TAB(30); "SYSTEM PARAMETERS - INPUT SCREEN"

















nCOl,OR [2: PRINT TAB(5); "requires updalc"
CO1.OR ]4: PRINT TAB(5); "computed from RAM inl_//oull:_ or odor" inl_t panunc¢_"
COLOR 5: PRINT TAB(5); "used in RDT&E co_ng only': PRINT
COIA3R I I: PRINT TAB(I0); "NBR'; TAB(20); "PARAMETER'; TAB(50); "VALUE"
PRINT
FOR I - ] TO 12
IF l - g THEN COLOR 5 ELSE COl-OR 12
IFI < 4OR! - 11 THEN COI.OR 14
PRINT TABOO); 1; TAB{20); P_D; TAB(50);
IF1 - 9THEN
PRINT USING "###.//# %'; XP(D * TOO
ELSE




LOCATE 22, I0: INPUT "EN'I_.R NUMBER TO CHANGE ", nbr
W nbr = 6 THEN XP(6) _ I - XP(6): GOTOtp3
IF nl_ _ 12 THEN XP(12) : I - XP(12): GOTOtp3
IF nbr - 7 THEN XP(I I) = 12 * (XP(7) - 1950)
IF nbr < 0 THEN GOTO tlff
IFld_ _ 0 THEN GOTO BT2
IF nbr - 9 VT.IEN
LOCATE 22, I0: COLOR 15: PRINT "Enter perccmage in decimal form (8%:.0_)."
END IF
IF nbr - I0 THEN XP(10) = I - XP(10): GOTO tiff
II_P: LOCATE 23, 20: INPUT "ENTER NEW VALUE ", XP(nbt)
IF XP(nbr) < 0 THEN GOTO
B'r2: XFG - XP(I0)
END SUB
SUB WBSS
C'I_ :il - i:ib= 10
FORI - 1 TO42: w'osc(l, I) - y_ogc(3, I): NEXTI
bkg: COLOR 14: PRINT TAB(20); 'Colt EIe_ Stmctwe °
LOCATE 3, 55: COLOR 10: PRINT "ddrluk';
COLOR 15: PRINT • / ";
COIX)R 14: PRINT "compu_': COLOR 13
PRINT
COLOR I I: PRINT "nbr'; TAB(H); "WBS'; TAB(55); "cot 193 MS]': COLOR 10
'if;. > 1 THEN PRINT
ib2 - ib
FORI = ia TO ib
WI _ 2ORI = 4ORI = 5ORI : 120RI = I3 THEN PRINT
IFI - 24ORI - 36ORI > 39 THEN PRINT
PRINT TAB(I); I; TAB(8); wb_(l, D; TAB(55);,
IF wbscc(I) - 2 THEN COLOR 14
IF wbscc(1) = I THEN COLOR I0




IFib - 10 THEN
_bb: COLOR 11: PRINT : INPUT'Eater number tochangeor RETURN... ", RET: ODIX_ 9
IF PET < ia AND PET > ib AND PET < > ASC(CI-O_13)) GOTO web
IF RET > = il THEN
INPUT "Enter 1 tott_lgle or 2 to emer new dlcfmh v_tu). ",
IF tog = I Ti-IEN
















m= 11: _ = 22: GOTO bk'9
C-13
END IF
['Fib - 22 THF.N
wbbl: CO[.OR If: PRINT :INPUT'Enter number to change or RE'U.iRN. ", RET: COI.OR II
IF RET < is AND RET > • AND RET < > ASC(CHR$(13)) GOTO wbbl
IF RET > - ia THEN
INPUT "Enter I to toggle or 2 to cntcr new default value. ", tog
1Fro 8 - ]THEN
















it - 23: ib - 34: GOTO bk9
END IF
[Fib - M THE.N
wbbl2: COI.OR 1 I: PRINT : INPUT "Enter number to change or RETURN.. ", RET: COLOR 2
IFRET < ia AND RET > ib AND RET <> ASC(CHR$(13)) GOTO wbbl2
IF RET > - ia THEN
COI,OR II: INPUT "Enter I to toggle or 2 to ent_ new dd'mlt value. ",
IF tog _ ITHEN















ia - 35: ib _ 42: GOTO bk9
END [F
IF ib - 42 THEN
wbb2: COLOR 11: PRIICT : _ "Enter number to chl_ge o¢ RETURN.. ", RET: COLOR 2
Iie PET < ia AND RET > ib AND RET < > ASC(CHR$(13)) GOTO wbb2
IF RET > - ia THEN
COLOR 11: INPUT "Ema" I [o toule or 2 ea eat_ aew defmlt vahte. ", tog
IFt_- ITHEN

















PRIN'r : COLOR 13
















PRINT : COI.OR 3
FOR I - I TO 42
wbsc(3, I) - wbsc(I, l)
NEXT I
END SUB
'save onginl] d_fmh vldues
SUB WGT
C]_ : COl.OR 10
PRINT TAB(5); "VEHICLE IS ";
COLOR I!:PRINT VNAM$;
COLOR 10: PRINT " SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT TABLE - ";
COLOR 12: PRINT "DISPLAY ONLY': PRINT
COLOR 9: PRINT TAB(5); "N<Xe: weigl_ _ inil_[zed from RAM model"
PRINT :COLOR 11
PRINT TAB(I 0) ; "NBR "; TAB(20); "SUBSYSTEM "; TAB(50); "WEIGHT"
COLOR I4
FOR 1 - 1 TO 33
IF w(D - ] ThEN GO'tO Sl_
PRINT TAB(|0); I; TAR(20); wbs$(2, l); TAB(50);
PRINT USING "#####" ; W(D
IF I - 15 THEN PRINT :INPUT "ENTER RETURN ", RET
IF I = 15 THEN CLS : PRINT TAB(10); "NBR'; TAB(20); "SUBSYSTEM'; TAB(50); "WEIGHT': PRINT
SKI): NEXT I
COLOR 7: PRINT :PRINT TAB(10); "TOTAL DRY WE]GIIT',
COLOR I2: PRINT TAB(50); VX(1)
COLOR 3




DECLARE SUB OPS 0
DECLARE SUB ORG 0
DECLARE SUB TOT 0
DECLARE SUB INFBA 0
DECLARE SUB INFBED (}
DEC%ARE SUB COMP 0
DECLARE SUB to_dd 0
DECLARE SUB MANPOWER 0
DECLARE SUB SOFTWARE 0
DECLARE SUB FACILITY 0
DECLARE SUB PWRCER 0
DECLARE SUB DRIVER 0
DECLARE. SUB HYPER 0
DECLARE SUB OS 0
DECLARE, SUB totdd 0
DECLARE SUB co_c 0
"NASA LANGLEY P.ESEARCH CENTER -
'LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL developed by Univ of Daytoa
"Dr. Ebeling and Mr. Betsley
'rove z_ LCC2.BAS **** COMPUTATIONAL MODULE .at=..
COMMON SHARED VNAM$, sMP, TME, TMF, SDE, STE I SUP, TWI AF, FL_C, INFB, INUBDd, INFLC
COMMON SHARED TFCC. T_SC. MAT. CN'T. OTH. PER. FAF. AMMC. TMMC. inx. y_r
COMMON SHARED MM. "I'DSC. ADJ. INST. tNTEG. PESO. APPL. CPLX. UTIL. PLTEM. WEIGHT
COMMON SHARED v_. _elv. wbs. totd. AVW'T. kf. inxf. TOMO. lctot. TPR
COMMON SHARED SI. RS. NC. RC. NIMWC. RIMWC. RGSE. NGSE. N1. N2. N3. N4. Mr. M2. M3. M4. TI. 1"2. Sl. S2. N1LSM. RILSM
COMMON SHARED AC, CS. HYPS, PRVSI, PRVS2, SEC, RTITLE$, OVH, XFG, D1, TX, FLAG
DIM SHARED CZ(I0), SC(10), CA{33), SWBS$(10)
COMMON SHARED CZ0, SC0, CA0, SWBS$0
DIM SHARED wb_2, 60), I_15), XP(25), X(30), V(15), WB$_IS)
DIM SHARED W(35). S(35). MP(35). CF_30). XCF(30). AMC(2.50). Me(2. 50). ID(5). DC(10. 10)
DIM SHARED A(50.3). B(50. 3). DE(i6). TE(16). UP(16). WT(15). FIYP_16). rncs(10) A_ ffIgGLE
DIM SHARED C'V(35). ka(35). QTY(35). VX$(60). VX(60). mh(20), rd(10). OSCL_10)
DIM SHARED ESQ(20). FC(20). F$(20). FCC(20). mhc(20), rtk(10), ism(20. 10). INFf(10)
DIM SHARED TOTH(10). TOTM(10). wbsc(4.50), wbscc(50). MF$(40). MCF(40)
DIM SHARED HP(10). Wd(I0). HS(10). HR(10). HD(10). inf,50). OPH(35). OMO(I0). OMO$(10)
COMMONSHARD rm0. rm0, .so' rm0. )_)0
COMMON SHARED wbs$0. PHSO. P$0. X'P0. X0. V0. WB$O
COMMON SHARED W0. SO. MPO. CliO. XCF0. AMC0. MCO. ID0. Dco
COMMON SHARED A0. B0. DEO. "IE0. UP0. WT0. I-1YP$O
COMMON SHARED CF0. Ica0. QTYO. VX$0. vxo. mh0. rd0. OS_
COMMONSHAREDFSQ0,EC0, V"_, FCC0, m_(), nkO, imO. tNFf0
COMMONSHAREDTO'toO,ToTvO, wow.O,wesccO,MF_O.MCFO,_vO, oPHO,OMO0,OMOSO
SUB COMP
' basic computational module for computing at the NASA CES (WBS) level
art93 - inx * 1,914 "80 TO 93 inx * 1.390857677# 'iaf fsc to move from f'yg5 to f#3 to brae yr for hypervel
' 1.6 estimated inf fac from fy77 to fy85
- 2.5oi
'2. 3,2 MAINTENANCE
'2.3.2.1 REFURBISHMENT - ptxwail _'Y77
CWS = .02 * XCF:(3) ¢ .05 * XCF(24) ' as_m¢ MCF(27)_ I
CRE = , I * VX(5) * XCE(25) ' uumme MCE(27)- t
'CSRM - 17.377254# * VX(46) / I0 " 4 ','??check PI in eq
'CRSRM - MCF(27) * (.I * XCF(2) t .5 * CSRM) t ,1 * XCF(26)
wbsc(2, t3) = prviax * (CWS _ CITE)
wbsc(4, 13) _ kf * wbsc(wbscc(I3), 13)
UR _ XP(3) * XP(2) / XP(I) 'vehicle ufil rate - hr_yr per veh for HVL
'2.3.2.3 DEPOT MAINTENANCE hYlXa'velocity _Y85
' _1
HP(1) - 54456 * (UR) " .17293 * VX(8) " .5389
[-IP(2) = 1436.4 * VX(9) " .30068 * VX(33) " .4252t
141)(3) - 350.272 * VX(35) " .55731 * (VX(3) t VX(4)) " .022272
I-IP(4) = 4053 * VX(12) " .64027 * VX(15) " .30348
I'IP(5) = 256.191 * VX(I i) " L2603 * (XP(3) * XI_2)) " .30284
I'IP(6) = 32661.8 * VX(I I) " .3451 * VX(41) " .70715
I-IP(7) - 3938.44 * XP(3) " .36061 * VX(7) " .36541
HP($) _ 5.65649 * VX(2) " .97927 * Xg(II) " .19409
I-IP(9) = .0612697 * VX(39) " .040297 * VX(I 8) " .6539
'hardware

















HH(2) - 939.794 * VX(2) " .66587 * VX(34) " 60526
HH(3) - 9.65239 * VX(35) " .44168 * VX(36) " .39999
I-IH(4) - 4.1221 * VX(47) " .38875 * VX(38) " 2.8235
HH(5) - 148.709 * VX(39) " .93869 * VX(12) " A3678
HH(6) - .738358 * VX(2) " 2.1815 * V'X(42) " . 15009
HH(7) - 196.918 * (VX(3) t VX(4)) " .0031839 * VX(7) " 69177
HH(8) - .00321882# * VX(2) " 2 ]66I * VX(44) " 34181
Htl(9) _ 0560647 * VX(39) • .67061 * VX(2) " .93312
THH-O:THP-O
FOR I - I TO 9
l_(i) - aa93 * XP(2) * HP(I) / TO000_
HIt(D - ta93 * XP(2) * HH(1) / I000000
"HIP- THP _ EIP(I)
TttH - VHH _ Wrl(O
NEXT I
wbsc(2,24) - (THP ',THH)
DI - inx * X'P(2)* VX(49) * MCF(5) * (MCF(13) * XCF(7) _ XCF(26)) / I000000
IF XP(t2) - 0 THEN wbsc(2, 24) _ DI
wbsc(4,24) - Icf* wbsc(wbscc(24),24)
'2.3.2.4 MODIFICATIONS from Co_ of Ownership Model
wb_(2, 25) - inx * .0044.94 * wb_(wb_(6), 6)
wbsc(4, 25) - Id * wbsc(wb_cx(25), 25)
'2.3.2.5 VERIFICATION & CHECKOUT No Io_ger used
'Wbsc(4, 26) - Icf * wb_(wbsc..c(26), 26)
2.3.3 LOGISTICS
23.3. I SPARES - inifa]
AMLS (SFY93) - hardy,nile
SI - inx * (1 - MCF(3)) * MCF(2) * MCF(37) * XC'F(4) / ]0000(30
HYPERVEL - ($FY85)
HS(1) - 4.08905 * VX(8) " 1.4795 * VX(4.8) " .8881
HS(2)- 1.I4042 * VX(18) " 1.0393
14S(3) _ .025 * wbsc(l, 6) / XP(1)
' W(3) - 55860.45 ' l!!!!!!!!!!
HS(4) - 9675.31 * VX(47) " .78372 * (W(3) / VX(7)) " .37412
HS(5) - 932.337 * VX(48) " .62003 * VX(12) " .7465
HS(6) - 3.1879 * VX(2) " 1.8749 * VX(48) " .8138
HS(7) - 2.86158 * (VX(17) * (V'X(3)t VX(4))) " .6701 * VX(12) " 1.0107
HS(g) = 14.4453 * VX(48) " .72729 *VX(7) " .6217
HS(9) - .00514174_ * V'K(8) " 1.4795 * VX(48) • .8881
THS - 0
FOR [ - i TO 9
HS(D - M93 * I-IS(1) / 10(_000
THS -THS _ RS(1)
NEXT I
• rectm_ngspares_ - ($FY93)
RS - inx * XP(2) * VX(49) * MCF(4) * XCF(4) * MCF(2) / 10(300(30
' HYPERVEL- (_"Y85)
HR(1) _ 1310.2 * UP. " A4611 * VX(8) " .42599
HR(2) _ 2877.49 * VX(9) " .9313 * VX(32) " 2789
HR(3) - 10.6276 * VX(35) " .20537 * VXO6) " .70128
H'R(4) - 10.799 * VX(12) " .$9189 * VX(46) " .68652
HR(5) - 115.132 * VX(39) " .9355 * VX(40) " .95695
HR(6) = .290026 * VX(2) " 2.3754 * VX(41) " .21649
Hit('/) - 571462 * XP(3) " .29514 * VX(7) " .66886
HR(8) - .0344495 * VX(44) " ,5_086 * VX(2) • 2.1661
HR(9) = .0938672 * VX(36) " .57147 * VX(35) " .36911
THR-0
FORI - 1 TO9
H_(O - u93 * xP(2) * I.IR(D I t000000
NEXT I
IF XP(t2) _ 0 THEN wbsc(2, 26) = (SI + R5) ELSE wbsc(2, 26) _ (MS *- THR)
IF X'P(12) - 0 THEN wbsc(4, 26) - Icf * RS _- SI ELSE wbsc(4, 26) - I_ * THR _- THS
IF wbSCc(26) - I THEN wbsc(4, 26) - Icf * wbsc(l, 26)
'2.3.3.2 EXPENDABLES based upoa Co_ o_r Owaes_ip model - tot EOQ
'lEO0 _ -29.9 + .039 * (VX(49) * XP(2) * (1 - MC_(4)) * XCF(4))
IF TEO0 < 0 THEN TEO0 = t0_0
wb_(2, 27) = inx * TEO0 / 1000000
_0_¢(4, 27) --Icf* W_(W_(27), 27)
C-17
' 2_3 3.3 CONSUMABI.ES - AMI.S
NC _ 0
FORI- 18TO23
NC - NC _ XCF(I') * MCF(I _ I)
NEXTI
RC - NC * XP(2) _ (VX(3) _ VX(4)) * (XP(3) / 48) * XCF(12) * XP(2)
NC - 3 * NC
NC - inx * NC / 10(ggX_: RC - inx * RC / I000000
wbsc(2, 28) : (NC + RC)
IF wb_cc(28) - 2 THEN wbsc(4, 28) : NC J ]of * RC ELSE wbsc(4, 2g) _ Icf * wbsc(l, 28)
' 2.3 3.4 INVENTORY MANAGMENT & WAREHOUSE
• AMI.S
N1MWC - MCF(37) * MC'F(34) * MCF(25) * MCF(Ig) * XCF(8)
REM - XP(2) * VX(49)
RIMWC - REM * (MCF(5) + MCF(4)) * MCF(Ig) * XCF(8)
N'IMWC - inx * NIMWC / 1000000: RIMWC - inx * RIMWC / 1000000
wbsc(2, 29) - (NIMWC ÷ RIMWC)
wbs¢(4, 29) - NIMWC _ Icf * RIMWC
IF wbscc(29) - I THEN wbsc(4, 29) = Icf * wbsc(1, 29)
' 2.3.3.5 TRAINING - AMLS
NI - VX(51) * MCF(2) * (I - MCF(3)) * XCF(9) * MCF(15) * MCF(17) ÷ MCF(15) * MCE(17) * MCF(35) * XCF(5)
N2 - XCF(9) * MCF(15) * MCF(32) * MCF(17) * VX(51) t MCF(17) * MCF(15) * MCF(35) * XCF(5) * MCF(12)
N3 - VX(52) * MCF(38) * MCF(2) * (I - MCF(3)) * XCF(9) * MCff(15) * MCF(7) _ MC-'F(15)* MCF(7) * ML_(13) * XCF(7)
N4 - XCF(9) * MCE(15) * MCF(32) * MCF(7) * VX(52) * MCF(5) + MCF(7) * MCF(15) * MCF(13) * XCF(7) * MCF(I I)
NI - inx * NI / I000(_0:N2 - inx * N2 / 1000000
N3 - inx * N3 / 1000000:N4 - inx * N4 / 1000000
wbsc(2, 30) = (NI + N2 + N3 + N4)
wbsc(4, 30) = NI + Icf* N2 _ N3 ÷ Icf* N4
IF wbgcc(30) - I TI_.N wbsc(4, 30) - Icf* wbsc(1, 30)
' 2.3.3.6 r'd3CUMENTATION
' AMLS
MI - VX(52) * MCF(2) * (I - MCF(3)) * MCF(9) * XCF(27) * MCF(14)
M2 - VX(52) * MCF(9) * XCF(13) * MCF(10) * MCE(33)
M3 = VX(52) * MCI_(38) * MCF(2) * (I - MCF(3)) * MCF(g) * XCF(27) * MCF(14)
M4 - VX(52) * MC'F(5) * MCF(2) * MCF(8) * XCF(13) * MCF(IO) * MCF(33)
M1 _ inx *MI 1 1000(_0:M2 = inx * M2 / 1000000
M3 - inx * M3 / 1000000:M4 - inx* Ma I 1000000
wbsc(2,31) _ (MI ¢ M2 + M3 _ M4)
wbsc(4,31) - M1 + kf*M2 ¢M3 _-Icf*M4
' HYPERVEL
HD(1) = 401.439 * VX(I$) " .6394
I-[D(2)- 214.6 * XP(I I) " .6664 * VX(19) " .30877
H]_3) - .0t * wbsc(1, 6) / XP(I)
FID(4.) - 1,12345 * (VX(46)) " .091207
HD(5) - 38.7703 * VX(12) " 1.0292
HD(6) - 741 .gI * VX(10) " .95341
liD('/) _ 29077.9 * (VX(46)) • .19719
HD(g) = I5,5429 * VX(45) " .70674 * XP(ll) " .9167
HEK9) = 517318 * V'X(lg) " .63_
THD - 0
FOR I - 1 TO 9
HD(1) - M93 * HD(_ / I000000
TI-ID= THD _-[4D(D: NEXT I
IF XP(12) = I THEN wbsc(2, 31) = THD: wbsc(4,31) = Icf* wbse(2, 31)
IF w_os¢c(31)= I THEN M_:(4, 31) = Icf* wb_(1, 31)
' 2.3.3.7 TRANSPORTATION
• AMLS
TI = XP(1) * VX(I) * MCF(26) * MCF(39) * XCF(tS)
"1"2= XP(2) * VX(1) * MCF(26) * MCF(2$) * XCF(14) + XP(2) * VX(49) * (VX(1) / VX(53)) * MCF(26) * MCF(6) * XCF(10)
TI _ inx * T1 / 10013000: _ = inx * '1"2 / 1000000
wbsc(2, 32) = (TI + '1"2)
wb_(4, 32) - TI + k'f * T2
IF wbscc(32) = I THEN wbsc.(4, 32) _ lcf * wbse(l, 32)
' 2.33.8 SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
SI _ MCF(5) * (I - MCF(3)) * ((XP(2) * VX(50)) / (1g * 4 * 60))* XCF(I I)
$1 = S1 * XCF(29) _ MCF(36) * MC'T(_ * VX(52) * MCF(1)
$2 _ $I * MCF(29)
SI _ inx * SI / I000000:$2 _ imt * $2 / I0_000











RGSE - NGSE * MCF(29)
NGSE - inx * NGSE / I000000
RGSE - inx * RGSE / 1000000
GSE- NGSE t RGSE
wbs_(2, 33) - ($I t $2) * GSE
wbsc(4, 33)- SI * Icf*S2 _ NGSE ¢ kf* RGSE
• supportequip -bypervcl
HVLRSE - 0: HVLNSE - 0
FOR [ - I 1'O9
rJC(l, 7) - (XP(1) / 4) * PC(I, 7) / 1000000
_C0, 9) - .2 * pc(i, 7)
HLVNSE - HLVNSE t PC(I, 7)
HINRSE - I..ILVRSE t I)C(I, 9)
NEXT 1
IF XPtI2 ) - I TI4"EN wb_(2, 33) - HI.V'RSE _ HI.VNSE: wbsc(4, 33) - HLVNSE _ Icf * HLVRSE
IF wbscc(33) - I THEN wb_(4, 33) - Icf* wbsc(1, 33)
• NAVAl. F'IX_.D WING
' wbsc(2,33)- 1965"(60"XP(3))'.4517/1000000
' 2.3.3.9 ILS MANAGEMENT
NILSM - MCF(I6) * (SI) NC _ NIMWC + NGSE t N1 + N3 t MI ¢ M3 ', TI ¢ Sl)
RILSM - MCF(31) * (RS ¢ RC _, RIMWC I RGSE ) N2 t- N4 ,_ M2 + M4 _ T'2 _- $2)
wbsc(2.34) - NILSM t RILSM
wbg:(4, 34) - NILSM _- Icf * RILSM
IF wbsc.¢(34) - I THEN wbsc(4, 34) - Icf * wbsc(l, 34)
' 2.3.4 SYSTEM SUPPORT
' 2.3.4. I SUPPORT STAFF
• HYPERVEL FY85
AC - .21458 * VX(3) " 1.6422 * XP(I) " .89(381
CS - 21458 * (U'R) " .50621 * XP(1) " .89225
AC - aa93 * AC: CS - aa93 * CS
I.P'IPS - .2 * (AC ,_ CS)
• PREVAR.
PRVSI - 05 * wbsc(wbscc(12), 12)
PRVS2 - .03 * XCF(17)
wbsc(2, 36) - WfPS * PRVSI
wbsc(4, 36) - k'f * wbs¢(wbtc.c(36), 36)
'2.3.4.3 COMMUNICATIONS 0-40)
' 2.3.4.4 BASE OPS - HYPERVE1, FY'B5 0-4I)
'ir,.stallmioa SUplmrt from _ of Owncrskip Model
OPER - XP(1) * VX(3) _- ,8 * (XP(1) * VX(3))
1SPT - .156 * XCF(2) * 40 * 52 * (MC_(3_ _ OVH I- OPER)'i:_'soanel
MSPT - pfvinx * "/68 * (MCF(35) t OVI-I + OPER)'hardware
TOSP'T - lax * (ISPT + MSPT) / 1000{300
"SEC - inx * .07 * (AC + CS) / I000000
wbsc(2, 39) - 4 * 'TOSP'r / 6
wbsc(2, 3g) _ VOSP'r / 6
' security
wbsc(4, 38) - k'f * wbsc(wbsc.c(38), 38)
wbsc(4, 39) - lcf * wbec(wbscc(39), 39)
'23.4.5 _unchpcetlau_hckaaup aot_u.sed
'wbsc(4, 42) - Icf * wbtc(wbscc(42), 42)
END SUB
SUB DRIVER
' U_is module coatmls execution _" Ole computatiom
CALl. INFBA 'compute iaflatioa flg'tm's
CALL PWRCER
CALL FACILITY 'computes fl_ilil)_ _ Jl, O&$ cot_
"CALL SOFTWARE 'cummtly aotused
CALL HYPER "R&D/PROD
CALL OS 'usedfor hypervel -im'tial
CALL ORO "comlmt_ org peta/hardware
CALL COMP 'main computational module for O&S coets
C-19
CALL OPS "computeoperatioasco_s - must cal]PWRCER lest R
CALL TOT 'roll-uptheWBS (CES)
BTD: END SUB
SUB FACILITY
• FACILITY COST EQUATIONS -Triplett12/93 ENM 590
FSQ([) - -324775.9 i 2.5907 * VX(1) -2383.25 * VX(2) _ 5572893 * SQR(X(2)) - 24.015 * VX(6) i g4!.6 * SQR(VX(6)) - 1337.8* VX(13) _ 971073 * XP([) - 8162252/XP(I)
W FS(_I) < 35000 THEN FS(_I) = 35(}00' cov_'ed mmntenance
IF FSQ(I) > 200000 THEN FSQ(I) _ 200000
FSQ(2) - 56212 - 5756 * VX(g) - 19567 * VX(7) t 21 I75 * VX(6) - 1046.75 * SQR(VX(6)) - I629 14 * IX)G(XP(1))
IF FSQ_2) < 30_0 THEN FSQ - 30000' general purpo_ maintenance shops
1F FSQ(2) > 100000 THEN FSQ(2) - 1000(_
FS_(3) _ 565089 - 4_3 * V_(2) _ .g31 * VX(8) _" 2389,9 * X_([) - 2167771 / X'P(1)- 160572.7 * LOCKXP(1))
IF FSQ_3) < 30000 THEN FU,_3) - 30000' avionicshops
IF FSQ(3) > 10(X}00THEN FSQ(3) ; 10(X)00
FSQ(4) - 54702.6 ÷ 205.95 * VX(2) _ .1019 * VX(7) - 15529.7 * L(_r(VX(2))
1F FSQ(4) < I00(]0 THEN FSQ(4) - 10000 'corrosion ¢outtl
IF FSQ(4) > |00000 T'F[EN F_4) _ _00000
FSQ(5) - I87272 _ 3 * VX(7) - 22.694 * VX(6) _-773.04 * SQR(VX(6)) - 8104.9 * VX(5) - 40638.6 / VX(5) - 3024.8 * LOCKVX(15)) - 27836 * LOG(XP(I))
IF FS_5) < t0000 Th_N FS_5) = 10000 'ongaz shop
IF FSQ(5) > 80000 Th'EN FS(_5) - 80000
FSQ(6) - 263506.8 - 590 * VX(5) - 16788.7 * XP(I) _ 409852.7 * SQR(XP(1)) 584249.3 * LOC_XP(I))
IF FSQ(6") < 7000 ThEN FSQ(6) - 7000 'operations
IF FSO(6) > 60000 TH'EN FSQ(6) - 60000
FSQC/) _ 5444.8 _- .08443 * vx(I) - .2322 * vx(7) - 13"/. 13 * SQR(VX(7)) + 2.164 * VX(6) - 1094. ] * VX(5) ,'. 1783. I * SQR(V'X(5)) ÷ 619.89 * _VX(]5)) + 20518 / VX(15)
IF FSQ(7) < 5000 THEN FSQ(7) - 5000' nmway
IF FSQ(7) > 20000 THEN FSQ(7) - 20000
FSQ(g) = 12224.8 ÷ I4.36 * VX(2) + 3"/0.98 * VX(,5) + "/39.22 / VX(5) - 1385.76 * LOG(VX(2))
IF FS_KS) < 8(X)0 TI'mN FS(_8) = 8000' fke smion
IF FSQ(8) > 13000 THEN FS(_8) = 13000
FSQ(9) - 9800 'conlzol
F_(10) - 6900 "security
FSQ(11) = 501)0 "telecomm
FS002) - 40_ "NDi
F_KI.3) = 5000 'PMEL
FSQ(14) - 20000 'maintenance training
FSr,,KIS) - 15001) 'tax-iw_s
FSQ(16) - -498939 - 19027.7 / VX(]) + 275.0"/ * SQR(VX(I)) - 99284 * SQR(V'X(8)) + 5.278 * VX(7) + 4.013E+0"//VX(7) - 34.1 * VX(6) + 113650.8 * [,OCKVX(2))
IFFSQ(t6) < 11000 THEN F_)(16) - llO00'vatehouse
IF FSQ(16) > 70000 THEN FSQ(I6) - 70000
'compute cmt cots areinmillions of 1993
'then inx mov_ them tobl.seyr or Ixddowa yr
"rFO2 - 0
ADJ - inx * 1.045 * 1.036 * 1.03g * 1.046' 1993 INFLATION ADJ, 89 _o 93, using NASA rubles
FORI- ITOt6
TEMPC - ADI * FSQ(D * FC(D
Fcc(r) - TEMPC / 1000000
TFCC - TFCC + FCC(1)
NEXT !
'compule support costs IN 1989 DOLLARS (Idvehide)
MAT - 94327.8 + .62_ * VX(1) - 301.57 * VX(2) - 4787331 1 VX(2) - 6.595 * VX(6)
IF MAT < 10000 TI-[ENMAT = I0000
CNT - 94577 - 4938749 / VX(2) + 935(/)91 VX(g) + 5741874 / VX(7) - 379.73 * VX(13)
IFCNT < 11000 THEN CNT - 11000
OTFI = 16578.3- .806. VX(I) + Ig456.1 * IZ)G(VX(5))
IFOTH < 5500 THEN OTH - 5500
PER _ 174077 - 1.01E+07 / VX(2)
IF PER < 30500 TI4EN FER - 30500
MAT - XP(I)*MAT/ I000000
CNT - XP(1) * CNT / 100_00
OTH - XP(I) * OTI-I / 1000000
PER - XP(1) * PER/ 1000000
MAT - ADJ * MAT: CNT _ ADJ * CNT: OTH - ADJ * OTH: PER - ADJ * PER
FLCC - MAT *- CNT + OTH + PER
wbsc(2, 37) - FLCC + TFC-_
IF wbscc(37) - ! THEN wbsc.(4, 37) = Icf * wbsc(l, 37) ELSE Wbtic(4, 37) -- _ * FLCC + TFCC
END SUB
SUB HYPER
• Subroo_ne m calculate the cc_Iso_ a hypervdoctlP/vehicle,
' _.sed upont_ nv[.c_ ('_uat Designud ._dysis ofHypervetoc_













nzult _ 3 "stmcturg ultimate 10ad f_'t_ at fight design gross weigh!
rd(1)- 48761 * nzult" 2.3353 * VX(18) " 11933 ' ¢ngineeringlabc¢[MHI
rd(2)- 7.67440* XP(8) " .53821 * V'X(18) • .33606' total Xoolinglab_"[MI-Q
rd(3) _ 2.0387E-08 * nzult " 3.0908 * VX(18) " 14299 * AJ" other direct charges [MS'80]
rd(4) _ 025501 * nzult " 1.3787 * VX(18) " .80342 * At' fir_ airframe materials cost [M$'80I
rd(5) - 0100446# * nrdlt " 1.2478 " VX(18) " .83651 * At' quality co*_rol [MS'80]
• systems
marthotlr_
mh(I) = .1572 " rd(1)' structures manh_mrs [MI4]
rob(2) - .004 * rd(1)' landing gear manhours [MH]
mh(3) - .000'2 " rd(I)' docking _m manho, trs [MH]
mh(4) - .0069 * rd(l)' paylo_l delfle_jmcnland retrie_,_1manhtmrs [MH 1
mh(5) - .7003 * rd(1)' main propulsion manhours
mh(6) = .0072 * rd(1)" orbital maneuvc-ring system manhours [MHI
mh(7) - 0336 * rd(I)' react_n coatrot system manhours IMI"ll
mh(8) - 0345 * rd(1)' avion/cs manhours [MH1
mh(9) - 0175 * rd(1)"electricalmanh_rs [MH]
mh(10) - .0017 * rd(1)'hydraulicsrmmpower [MH]
mh(ll) - .0359 * rd(1)' envinmmental comml system manpower [MH]
mh(12) _ .001 * rd(I)' fight persomml provisiomi manpov,_ [MH]
co_t of labor
FOR 1 - 1 TO 12 ' subsystem
mhc(1) - inx * mh(D * XCF(6) / 1000000
NEXT I
FOR 1 - I TO 2 ' main category





"IF X'FG - I THEN wbsc(2, I) -itLt * (rde(I) + rde(2) + rde(3) + nit(4) ¢- t'_(5))
• PRODUCTION CERs - incompk_
END SUB
SUB OPS
'Module to compute operational costs
'P'revml mo_t input
ptvinx - 2.501 'itff'tation factor from 77 to 93
"launchand flight operations costs
L _ .025 * SUP * XP(2) + .175 * SUP * 1.273 * KP(2) " .85 * 1.732 I SQR(XP(2))
1,- 1.15*L 'r_.overablevehlcle
wbsc(2, I9) - L-L/3-.1 *L 'note SUP already int_ted
wbsc(2, 20) - L / 3
' Retrievalcosts
IF VX(1) < - 25{_300THEN wbsc(2, 2I) = prvina* inx * .25
IF VX(1) > 250000 AND VX(I) < 500000 THEN '#os¢(2, 21) - Im?inx * lax
IF VX(I) > - 500000 THEN wblc(2, 21) = pcvinx *imt * 2
' need to include co_ of SRM's - see Prtwail p 159
END SUB
SUB ORG
' 2.3.2.20r_caud Maintenance costs - IN SM - read MP(1) fn_m RAM
TMMC - O: AMMC _ 0
IF FLAG _ 0 TH'EN
AMMC - imt * TX * (40 * 52 * XC_(5)) / 1000000
TMMC - Icf * AMMC
ElSE
FOR l _ I TO 33
AMC(2, I) - inx * MP(1) * (40 * 52 * XCF(5)) / I00G000
MC(2, D _ k'f * AMC(2, 1)
AMMC = AMMC ÷ AMC(2, l)
NEXTI
AMMC - AMMC + inx * SMP * (40 * 52 * XC'F(5)) / 1000000
TMMC = Icf * AMMC
END IF
C-21
'maim overhead costs from Cost of Ownership Model
FIM - XP(2) * XP(3) ! 12 'msn hr per mo
SM - XP(2) / 12 ' rosa per mo
OMO(O - 2125.6 _ .5032 * HM
OMO(2) - 3477.2 _, .7469 o SM
OMO(3) - 475397
OMO(4) - t082.7 + 1.143 * FIM
OMO(5) - 532.8 + 1.0813 * SM
OMO(6) - 264.2 + 6.303 * XP(1)
OMO(7) - 19.18 " SM " .4269
OMO(8) - 505.8 + 1.013 * SM
OMO(9) 713.7 + 9658 * SM
TOMO - 0:OV14 - 0
FOR I - 1 TO 9
OVT4 -OVI..I ; INT(OMO(D/X(tI) + .95)









OMO(I) - lax * 40 * 52 * XCF(5) * [NT(OMO(I) / X(I I) + 95) / t(X)0000
TOMO - "/'OMO ,, OMO(D
NEXT 1
AD - 0
FOR [ - 1 TO 9
DC(I, 2) - XP(2) " DC(I, 2) / 1000000 'base Ivl matencl
AD - AD + DC(I, 2)
NEXT !
wbsc(2, [4) _ AMMC + T'OMO +




' Hypcrvclocity A_ Vehiclc_, Volun_ HI C{_," 20 July 1991
• AD-BI59 615, 1985 $'s
' Indirect Ctms ($85), tnmslat_l to 1993 by NASA table
u93 = 1.914 '1.390857677#
Unit Level Por,.lon_l
ID(I) - 755130 * VX(3) " 1.6422 * XP(I) " .89681 " aa93 * lax 'Aircrew
ID(2) - 537990 * (XP(2) * XP(3)) " .50621 * gP(1) " .89225 * aa93 * inx "Command Staff
toO)- .07*(re(t)+ re(x)) 'Security
rD(4). ,2 * (to(|) + ID(2)) "Omet.








9-R_hcemeat Support _i_ [_
UR = XP(3) * XP(2) / XP([) ' utilrate hrdyr per veh
•structurt
DC(I, I) _ 1083.9 * UR " ,55657 * VX($) " .662ff7 * aa93 * inx
DC(I, 2) - 6.155 * (UR) " 1.1025 * VX($) " .793"/4 * m93 * inx
DC(I, 3) _ 6538.9 * (UR) " . 17293 * VX($) " .5399 * atB3 * lax
DC(I, 4) _ 12773! * UR " .,t0781 * u93 *iax
DC(I, 5) - 2235.7 * (XP(2)) " .44611 * VX(g) " .42599 * tm93 * inx
DC{I, 6) - 407.53 * VX(18) " 6394 * aa93 * lax
DC(I, 7) - 644.063 * VX(7) " .70503 * toO3 * inx
DC(1, 8) - 4.08905 * VX(8) " 1.4795 * 5.6303 * aa93 * inx' 5.6.. is the (max teach)'.8581
DC(I, 9) - .2 * DC(I, 7)
' L,qmding Gear
DC(2. 1) - 40.2249 * VX(31) " 072882 * VX{8) " ,53446 * aa93 * inx
1_(2, 2) - 3924 * VX(9) " .43025 * VX{32) " .36569 * ta93 * inx
DC(2, 3) _ 1697.4. ° VX(9) " 30068 *.VX(33) " .4252I ° u93 * inx
D,C(2, _t) - 1187.3 * VX(I) " .66557 * VX(34) " .60526 * I,,93 * inx
DC(2, 5) _ 2877.49 * VX(9) " .9313 * V"X(32) " .2789 * M93 * lax
DC(2, 6) = 214.6 * XP(1 I) " .6f_4 * VX(19) " .30877 * m93 * inx
DC(2, 7) - ._6413 * VX(18) " .70'378 * VX(4$) " . 11614 * t.a93 * imp mltch" m : 1.2_7". 11614 could be 1.1...7












P,C(2, 9) - .2 ° DC(2, 7)
• Payload l')¢pl_mem and Return
DC(3, I) - 21436.3 * VX(35) " .3562 * aa93 * Lax
DC(3, 2) - I5.2477 * VX(36) " .79221 * VX(37) " 024399 * aa93 * Lax
DC(3, 3) - 350.272 * VX(35) " 55731 * (VX(3) * VX(4)) " 022272 * aa93 * inx
DC(3, 4) - 9 65239 * VX(35) " .44168 ° VX[36) • .39999 * ea93 * inx
DC(3, 5) - 10.6276 * VX(35) " .20537 * VX(36) " 70128 * aa93 * Lax
PC(3, 6) _ 01 * pro&s:
DC(3, 7) - 02 * wbsc(wbscc(6),6) / XP(1)
DC(3, 8) - .025 * pnxLc_
DC[3, 9) - .02 * DC(3, 7)
• Avionics
DC(4, I) - 379670 * VX(12) • .3672 * (avLaw_ / .52) • .050126 * a93 * inx
DC(4, 2) - 14476 * VX(12) " .66556 * aa93 * lax
DC(4, 3) - 4053! * VX02 ) " .64027 * VX(IS) • 30348 * aa93 * inx
DC(4, 4) = 4.1221 * avinwt " .38875 * V'X(38) " 2.8235 * aa93 * inx
DC(4, 5) - I0.427 * VX(I2) " .89189 * (avinva / .52) " .68652 * aa93 * inx
DC(4, 6) = 142345 * (avinwt/ 52) • .091207 * aa93 * Lax
DC(4, 7) - 376.149 * VX(47) " I. 1071 * aa93 * Lax
DC(4, 8) - 9675.31 * avLawt " .78372 * (VX(I) / VX(7)) " .37412 * aa93 * Lax
DC(4, 9) - .2 * DC(4, 7)
' Eleclxical
I)C(5, I) - 2.I 1812 * VX(39) • .8642 * VX(5) " 2072! * a_93 * inx
DC(5, 2) - 98.7584 * VX[2) " 1.1251 * VX(12) " 3(_08 * aa93 * inx
I)C(5, 3) - 381.17 * VX(2) " 1.2603 * XP(3) • .30284 * aa93 * Lax
DC(5, 4) - 148.709 * VX(39) " 93869 * VX(12) * . 13678 * aa93 * inx
DC(5, 5) - I15 132 * VX(39) " .9355 * V'X(40) " .95695 * aa93 * inx
D.C(5, 6) - 38.7703 * VX(I2) • 1.0292 * sa93 * Lax
DC(5, 7) - 20536 * VX(12) " .18723 * VX(48) " .87839 ° aa93 * inx
DC(5, 8) - 932.337 * 3.3418 * V'X(12) " .7465 * aa93 * Lax' 3.3-7".62_3
DC(5, 9) _ .2 * DC(5, 7)
• h_raulics
DC(6, I) - 13315.4 * VX(2) • , 16752 * VX(4I) " 81458 * Im93 * inx
DC(6, 2) - 8389.99 * VX(42) " .29838 * VX(13) • .56681 * u93 * inx
DC(6, 3) - 32661.8 * _(11) " .3451 * VX(41) " .70715 * at93 * Lax
DC(6, 4) - .738358 * VX(2) " 2.1815 * VX(42) " 15009 * ta93 * Lax
DC(6, 5) = .290026 * VX(2) " 2.3754 * VX(41) " .21649 * aa93 * Lax
DC(6, 6) - 741.81 * VX(10) " .95341 * aa93 * Lax
DC(6, 7) - 2400.88 * VX(I3) " .76158 * aa93 * ir,x
DC(6, 8) _ 3.[879 * VX(2) " 1,8749 * 4.8724 * aa93 * Lax' 4.8._ =max math'.8138 (7".8138)
DC(6, 9) = .2 * DC(6, 7)
• ECLS
DC(7, 1) - 5845.5 * VX(43) " .31313 * XP(3) • 1.2395 ° aa93 * Lax
DC(7, 2) - 252.i6 * XP(3) " .5813 * VX(7) " .46728 * u93 * inx
1")C(7, 3) = 6428.7 * XP(3) " .36061 * VX(7) " .36541 * aa93 * Lax
DC(7, 4) - 196.918 * (VX(3) + VX(4)) " .0031839 * VX(7) " ,69177 * aa93 * Lax
DC(7, 5) - 88.903 * XP(3) * .29514 * V'X(7) " .66886 * aa93 * Lax
r_(7, 6) = 29077.9 * (tvinwt / .52) " .18719 * aa93 * Lax
DC(7, 7) - 7812.3I * VX(45) " .78697 * VX(48) " .973[ * aa93 * inx
DC(7, 8) - 2.86158 * (VX(17) * (VX(3) + VX(4))) " .6701 * VX(12) " 1.01ff7 * aa93 * inx
DC(7, 9) = .2 * DC(7, 7)
' _ight Provisioes









11.5099 * VX(35) " .40262 * XP(3) " .77562 * toO3 *mx
5.65649 * VX(2) " .97927 * XP(l l) ".19409 * aa93 * Lax
.00321882# * VX(2) " 2.1661 * VX(44) " .34181 * aa93 * inx
.0344495 * VX(2) " 2.I66I * VX(44.) " .56086 * aa93 * Lax
15.5429 * (VX(3) + VX(4)) " /70674 * XP(I I) " .9167 * aa93 * Lax
3.05923E-09 * (VX(5) * VX(2I)) " 1.8319 * aa93 * Lax
14.4453 * 4.1175 * VX(7) " .6217 * aa93 * inx "4.1.. _ max roach" .72729 (7)









41.9232 * VX(36) " .4924 * u93 * Lax '[S/flight 7'm]
.0749785 * VX(36) " .43375 * VX(18) " .46765 * u93 * Lax
.612697 * VX(39) " .040297 * VX(18) " .6539 * aa93 * Lax
0560647 * VX(39) " .67061 * VX(2) • .933312 * aa93 * inx
.0938672 * V'X(36) " .57147 * VX(35) " .36911 * aa93 * inx
.517318 * VX(18) * ,6394 * aa93 * Lax
.795139 * VX(7) " .70503 * sa93 * iax
.{]0514174# * VX(8) " 1.4795 * 5.6303 * aa93 * inx' 5,6-max mac.h" ,8881 (7)
C-23
DC(9, 9) - ,2 * DC(9, 7)
END SUB
SUB PWRC_R
' CER's for _-sign engineering, test & evaluation, & unit production
' all costs in 1977 dollars cxcludlng fee and profk-u_ to 1993 with NASA
' _urce: PREVA[[, -Algtrithms for Concel_J De_n of Space Transportafi_rt
• Sy_em_ Feb I6, I987.
• In(lependent variable iS dry weight
• m* Winged stages ****
prvinx - 2.501 'infhbon factor from 77 to 93
sclv - 1
WT(T) - W(7): WT(2) - W(6): WV(3) - W(9): WT(4) - W03) + W(I4) t W05)
WT(5) - W(16): WT(6) - W(19): WT(7) - 97(24) _ W(20) t W(22): WT(8) - W(23)
WT(9) - W(21): WT(]O) - W(4) + W(5): WT(ll) - W(I0): WT(|2) - W(lI) + W(I2)
WT(I3) - WOO): WT(14) - W(32): w'r(15) - W(1) + W(2) + W(3)
SDE - 0: STE - 0: SUP - 0
FOR I - I TO 15
DE(1) - A(I, selv) * WT(I) " B(I, selv) * inx * prvinx
"rE(r) = A(I t 14, salv) * WT(r) " B(I _- 14, selv) * inx * pfvinx
UP(I) - A(I + 28, stir) * WT(I) " B(I + 28, selv) * inx * prvinx
SDE - SDE ÷ DE(I)
STE - STE + TE(D
SUP - SUP + UI_I)
NEXT !
SDE - SDE _pf*SDE
STE - STE ÷ pf * SDE
wb_(2, 8) - STE
wbsc(2, 5) - SDE
"apply 90% learning curve Io pmdu_o_ cv_ of 5th unit
"fl_R- 0
K - 5 " .152 * (SUP + pf* SUP)
FOR 1 = 1 TO XP(I)
TPR _ TPR + K*I " -.152
NEXT I
wbs¢(2, 6) - TPR
TW _ SDE t STE + TPR
'_mput¢ _s_ning engineering using a 70% learning curve
_m - 0
FOR I - 2 TO XP(])
mm = tara + SDE * I " -.5146
NEXT I
wbsc(2, I0) _ sum
END SUB
SUB SECOND
' C.alculatcs_ basic sm'iablcs from r_n_ion of Idrcr1_t
' Sink Speed is binmdal. Air Fvrr.c is 10, Navy is 20 f'g_.
VX(36) - 12105.87 -310.7.692 * VX(2) ÷ I1,75155 * VX(8)
IF VX(36) < 0 THEN VX(36) - 0 '_
IF VX(36) > 295000 THEN VX(36) = 295(_0
"s¢_: sca_ - CINT(-.3227205 + .02192 * VX(2) - .00006t6 * VX(7))'sems, including bunks
'IF _eals <- 0THEN
seals = 2
'END IF
VX(,*5) - VX(3) ÷ VX(4)
land: VX(33) = -33653.43 _ 2.257766 * VX(I)
IF VX(33) < - VX(I) THEN VX(33) = VX(I)
IF VX(33) > VX(I) + VX(36) THEN VX(33) - VX(1) t VX(36)
brake: VX(34) - C]NT(-.495196g + 7.714E4}5 * VX(I))
IF VX(34) < 4 THEN VX(3,1) = 4











car:VX(35) = -2953888 4-.0959459 * V'X(T)
IF VX(36) - 0 "D.IENVX(35) - 0
IF VX(35) > 35000 THEN VX(35) - 35000
IF VX(35) < 0 AND VX(36) > O THEN VX(35) - 900 ELSE VX(35) - 0
cart': VX(39) - 6.939 t .00723I * VX(1)' includes passengers but no baggage floor space
IF VX(36) - 0 THEN VX(39) - 0
IF VX(39) < 0 THEN VX(39) - 0
IF VX(39) > 2300 THEN VX(39) _ 2300
• ??T:_ check payload weight ?_?'t
carw: carwgt - -26845 I .9267182 * VX(I)
IF cal'wgt< - 0 THEN _ = 65000
VX(38) - CINT(-49.18029 - 6.988057 * W(3) I VX(7))
IF VX(38) < = 0 TI-IF..NVX(38) - 2
IF VX(3g) > 33 TTIEN VX(38) - 33
VX(42) - CINT(2.538731 ",5.005E_6 * VX(1))
IF VX(42) < _ 0 THEN VX(a2) = 3
IF VX(42) > 8 THEN VX(42) - 8
nyhdss = CINT(-.1920917# _- .001748 * VX(8) _ 2.593352 ° W(3) / VX(7))
1F nyhd_ < - 0 TII"EN nylxla = 12
IF nyhdm > 76 TI-IEN nybdss _ 76
VX(41) - CLNT(2.787008 _ 000"25 * VX(8))
IF VX(41) < - 0 THEN VX(4D = 3
IFVX(41) > 11 TT-IE.NVX(41) _ ]I
VX(21) = 1499.603 + 205.0589 * VX(2) + .95[6296 * VX(7)
IF VX(2]) < - 0 THEN VX(21) - 525GO
"reconcilevehicleweights
ADI - 0
FOR I - 19 TO 24: ADI - ADT + MCF(I): NEXT I "totfuelwgt
VX([8) - VX(1) ._VX(36) ÷ ADI
IF VX(33) > VX(18) - ADI TI-IENVX(33) = VX(18) - ADI
IF VX(33) < VX(1) THEN VX(33) - VX(1)
'avionicsinstalledweight
VX(47) _ -743.6426 t 75.871 * SQR(VX(2)) _ 5.2 * AVWT / VX(15)
IF VX(4?) < 70 "I'I_NVX(47) : 70
IF VX(47) > AVWT THEN VX(4"D - AVWT
VX(46) - AVWT -VX(4_
IF VX(4.6) < VX(47) ThEN VX(46) = VX(47) / 2: VX(47) _ VX(47) / 2
END SUB
SUB SOFTWARE
TDSC - XCF(5) * MM / 12
TDSC = inx * TDSC / 1000000
END SUB
SUB TOT
• Computadon of the NASA WBS c_ clemens
jj-2





wbsc(j, 4) = gg
gg2 - wbsc(wbscc(13),13)
FORj - 14"I"O22
IFj > 14 THEN wbsc(wbscc(.1_,j) = inx * wbsc(wbscc(.0,j)
e_- _ u_2 *-_(Wb_Li), j)
NEx'r j
wbscG,i2) =
wbsc(4, I2) - Icf * wbsc(wbscc(12), 12)
FOR [ - 15 TO 22




gh3 - wbsc(4, 24)
FORj = 25 TO 34
g,g3 - gg3 _ wbsc(whsc.c(J_, j)
gh3 - gh3 -_ wbs_(4, j)
NEXTj
wbsc(jj,23) - gg3
wbsc(4, 23) - gh3
gg4 - wb_(wbscc(36), 36)
FOR j- 37TO39
u4- gg4_wbsc(wbsccd),j)
gh4 - gh4 _- wbsc(4, j)
NEXT j
w'o_dj,35) - gg4
wbsc(4, 35) - gh4
FORI- tTOIO
_¢osc(wbsrx(O, t) - i_x * wl_(wbwx(O, D
W_(4, 0 - wb_(wb._¢¢(1), ])
NEXTI
FOR I _ 40 TO 41
wbsc(wbscc(1), 1) - iux * wbsc(wbscc(O, O
wbsc(4, I) = Icf * wbsc(wbscc(D. D
NEXT I
wbsc(wbscc(42), 42) - inx * wbsc(wb_...c(42). 42)
_(4, 42) - inxt" * _b_(_o_:c(42), 42)
wbsc_, 11) - wbsc(wbscc(12), 12) _ wbsc(wbscc(23), 23) _ wbsc.(wbscc(35), 35) + wbsc(wbscc(40), 40) _- v/b_(wb_(4]), 41)
wbsc(4, 11) - wbsc(4, 12) + wbsc-(4, 23) _ wl_c(4. 35) + wbsc(4, 40) + wbsc(4, 41)
U_I = wb_(wbsr.c(l), I) + wbsc(wbscc(4), 4) _- wbsc(wbscc(11), 11) _ wbsc(q¢o_cc(42), 42)
















DECI.ARE SUB PRINTACQ 0
DECLARE SUF] PRINTFAC 0
DECLARE SUB PRINTSYS 0
DECLARE SUB ECHO 0
DECLARE SUB PRINTMAN 0
DECLARE SUB PRINTHYP 0
DECLARE SUB PRINTWBS 0
DECLARE SUB pRINTLOG 0
DECLARE SUB SPTC 0
DECLARE SUB LOGS 0
DECLARE SUB HYPDIS 0
DECLARE SUB toldd 0
DECLARE SUB OSC 0
DECLARE SUB DISI-PfPER 0
DECLARE SUB DISMAN 0
DECLARE SUB DISWBS 0
DECLARE SUB DISSOFT ()
DECLARE SUB SUMMARY 0
DECLARE SUB PHASE 0
DECLARE SUfl FACCOST 0
DECLARE SUB AC'_ 0
DECLARE SUB O_C 0
"NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
'LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL developed by Uaiv of D'etre
"_vc M LCC3 BAS
'File 3 - display modukm
COMMON SHARED VNAM$, SMP, TME, TMF, SDE, STE, SUP, TW, AF, f1¢¢, iafb, inf_M, inf_
COMMON SHARED ffcc, TFSC, MAT, C'ICr, OTH, PER, FAY. AMMC, TMMC, rex, year
COMMON SHARED MM, TDSC, ADJ, INS'F, INTEG, RESO, APPL. CPLX. UTIL, PLTEM. WEIGHT
COMMON SHARED v_, zlv, wbs, told. AVWT, k'f, mtf, TOMO, Ictm. TPR
COMMON SHARED SI, RS, NC, RC, NIMWC, RIMWC, RGSE, NGSE, Hi, N2, N3, iq4, MI, M2, M3, M4, TI, '1"2, SI, S2, NII_M, RILSM
COMMON SRARED AC. CS, HYPS, PRVSI, PRVS2, SEC, RTITLE$, OVH. X'PG, DI. "I'X, FLAG
DIM SHARED wl_2, 60), PI(15), XP(25). X(30), V(]5), WIllS)
DIM SHARED W(35), SOS), MP(35), C"F_30), XC-T(30), AMCX2, 50), MC(2, 50), ID(5), DC..(10, 10)
DIM SHARED A(50, 3), BOO, 3), DE(t6), TE(16), UP(16), WT(15), HYI_I6), rac_10) AS SINGLE
DIM SHARED CF(35), kag35), QTY(35), vx_60), VX(60), mh(20), rd(10), _O_10)
DIM SHARED FSQ(20), FC(20), F_(20), FCC(20), mhc(20), rde(t0), itm(20, 10), INFf(10)
DiM SPARED TOm(t0), TOrV(10), wtm(a, 50), _otccO0), MPt(40), MC'F(,t0)
DIM SHARED HP(10), HH(10), HS([0), HR(10), HD(10), im6a.50). OPH(3_, OMO(10). OMO$(10)
DIM SHARED CZ(I0). SC(10), CA(33), S_S.$(I0)
COMMON SHARED CZ0. SC0. CA0. S'_$0
COMMON SHARED RP0,880, 8SO, _m0,
COMMON SHARED v/o_, PH$0, I_, XP0, X0, V0, WI_ 0
COMMON SHARED W0, sO, MI_), C_, XC_0, AMC0, MC0. IDO, 13'(7.0
COMMON SHARED A0,130, DE0, 'IE0, UP0. WT0, HYP$0
COMMON SFU_,REDC'F0, tot0, q'rY0, vxr,0, vx0, t_0, td0, OSCLr,0
COMMON SHARED FSQO, FC0, t_, FCC0, m_. rdb0. htm0, INFf 0
COMMON S-'FtAREDTOTH0, TorY0, ,,,_tcO, _m,:c0, MPtO, MCF0, m"v0, OPH0, OMO0, OMOt0
sUB ACQ
CLS : COIX_ 2
PRINT T/d_l(20); "ACQUISrrlON COSTS - PREVAIL MODEL - tvgt drive"
COLOR 7: PRINT TABO); "No_: _ _ fil _ otr ytm"; y_l'; "dl_aml"
COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(5); "WBS'; TAB(2S); "DES'IGN ENG*; TAB(40); "TEST & EVAL'; TAB(5S); "UNIT PROD'; TAB(6"7); "TOTALS"
COLOR 14
TOT = 0_
FOR I = I TO 15
COLOR 10: PRINT TAR(I); Wl_; TAB(25);
'COLOR 11: PRINT USING "/NF##.H#'; lNT(DE(I) * 1000) I I000; TAB(40); INT(TE(1) * I000) / 1000; TAB(55); INT(_ " 1000) / 1000; TAB(65); [NT((DE(I) t TE(I)
+ UP(D)* 10oo)/1ooo
COLOR 11: PRINT USING "####.tiP#"; DE(I); TABOO); 'IE0); TAB05); UP(1); TAB(6_); DE(1) + I"E(1) + UP(I)
TOT = TOT + INT((DE(1) + TE(B + UP(B) ° 1000) I 1000
NEXT !
COLOR t5
PRINT "': PRINT TAB(I); "SUBTOTALS'; TAEI(25);
PRINT USING "/tlg##.###'; SDE; TAB(40); STE; TAB(5_; SUP;
PRINT : COLOR 1 I: PRINT TAB(l); "TOTAL Co6"rs FOR'; XP(1); "VEHICLES';
PRINT USING "####H.###'; TAB(S3); TPR; TAB(6S); _ ¢- SDE ¢
COLOR 7: PRINT "note: productioa corn m.¢ 5as_l _m a 90% lem'nlng can_"
PRIi'¢r "with the tmlt product_n corn _ for tl_ 5th unit"
(X)LOR 2
C-27
I.OCATE 25, 25: INPUT "ENTER RETURN,.. ", RET
END SUB
SUB DISI-rYPER
C1,S : COLOR 2: PRINT
PRINT TAB(S); "HYPERVEI_-'TI'Y COST MODEL - R&D cog_"
COLOR 3: PRINT
PRINT TAB(5); "Note: cost_ _ in MILl.IONS of year'; year; "dollar_"
COLOR 13: PRINT : PRINT
PRINT TAB(S); "ENGINEERFNG 1.ABOR'; TAB(40);
PRINT USING "######.###'; ¢dc(1)
PRINT
PRINT TAB(S); "TOTAL TOOLING LABOR'; TAB(40);
PRINT USING "######.###'; rdc(2)
PRINT
PRINT TAn(S); "O'U'_R DIRECT CHARGES'; TAB(40);
PRINT USING "######.##{P; rdc(3)
PRINT
PRINT TAB(S); =FIRST AIRFRAME. MATERIALS'; TAB(40);
PRINT USING "######.gf#'; rdc(4)
PRINT
PRINT TAB(5); "QUALITY CONTROL'; TAB(40);
PRINT USING "######.###'; r_(5)
PRINT
COI.OR 12
PRINT TAB(S); "TOTAL'; TAB(40);
PRINT USING "H####.###'; rdc(1) _ rd¢(2) _-rdc(3) _ _Ic(4) _ rck:(S)
PRINT :COLOR 3
PRINT : INPUT "¢¢_r mum..'; RET
CLS
PRINT TAB(S); "HYPERVEIX)CITY COST MODEL- R&D cx_s"
COLOR 2: PRINT TAB(S); "bre_k_ o¢ ¢agineerMg labor cols by subsy_m"
PRINT TAB(S); "Note: co_ tu'e in MILLIONS o_ ycsr'; yt_r; "doOms"
COLOR 13: PRINT
PRINT TA B(5); "WB$"; TAB(S0); "LABOR COSTS •
COLOR I.1: PRIWr
TC = 0
FOR 1 = I TO 16
IFI = $ORI = 9ORI = 10ORI = 11 THEN GOTO SKIP
Irl > 7 THEN1K = 1- 4 ELS'E IK = l
PRINT TAB(1); HYP_I); TAB(50);
PRINT USING "###llftWll,###"; rabc(IK)
TC _ TC ¢-mhc(IK)
SKIP: NEXT 1
PRINT
COLOR I0:PRINT TAB(I); "TOTAL'; TAB(50);
PRINT USING "#######'; TC
CO1 OR 3




IF FLAG = ! THEN
it= l:ib_ I$
BK4: CLS : COLOR 2
PRINT TAB(5); "ORG MAINT MANPOWER COSTS FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
cOLOR 3: PRINT
PRINT TAB(5); "No_:: co_s life in milliom o_ year' _:ar: "_,ll_s." _ : ': ...... " _::
IF XP(6) = I THEN PRINT TAB(S); "Life cydc co_ mt in comtaat'; y¢_; "dollar." ELSE PRINT TAB(R; "Life cycle costs t_ in then y¢_,'; )'car; "to'; y¢:_r + XP(4); ", dolltrs.
PRINT ; COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(1); "WBS'; TAB(35); "ANNUAL MAINT _'; TAB(60); "LIFE CYCLE COSTS"
PRINT :COLOR 12
IF wbs = 2 THEN
FOR I = iaTO ib
IF AMC(wbs, I) > 0 THEN PRINT TAB(I); wbs$(2, l); TAB(4S); AMC(v/ol, I); TAB(6S); MC(wbs, I)
NEXT 1
Y = lax • SMP * (40 * $2 * XCF(S)) I 1000000
IFSMP > 0ANDia = 16 THEN PRINT TAB(l); "SCH_D MAIN'T'; TAB(4_; Y; TA]_); k'f" Y _ , " .
COLOR 3
IF ib = 15 THEN PRINT : INPUT "ENTER RETURN... ", RET
IF _ = IS TREN ia = 16: ib = 33: CI_ : GOTO 8K4
PRINT : COLOR 13





INPUT "ENTER RETURN... ", RET
ELSE
BK3: FOR I _ ia TO ib
PRINT TAB(t); wbs$(I, r); TAB(40); AMC(wbs, l); TAm(60); MC(wbs, l)
NEXT I
COLOR 3
IFib - IJ THEN
PRINT i INPUT "ENTER RETURN,_ ", RET
ia - I6: ib - 33: GOTO BK5
END IF
IF ib - 3.], THEN
pRINT : INPUT "EWIER RETURN ", RET




IF Pt.AG - 0 'rHI_.N
SWBS$(I ) = "smlcrural" : SWBS$(2) = "Fu¢l/Oxid Tanks" : SWBS_3) = "Thernud/Tiles": SWmS$(4) = "Propulsion"
SWBSf,.(5) - "Powef/Elec_cal': SWBSS(6) = "Mechanical Sys': SWBS$(7) = "Avionics': swmsf,(8) = "ECS/Life Support"
SWBS$(9) : "Auxiliary Sysmms"
CLS :COLOR 2
PRINT TAB(J); "ORG MAIN'/" MANPOWER COSTS FOR "; VNAMS; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
COLOR 3: PRINT
PRINT TAB(J); "NoU:: costs are in millions of year'; year; "doma_."
IF XP(6) - I THEN PRINT TAB(J); "Life cycle corn a_: in coa_at'; y_'; "d_ltn." ELSE PRINT TAB(J); "Life cycle corn _ in then y_,,'; year; "to'; y_r _ XP_4); ", dollars.
PRINT : COLOR t3
PRINT TAB(I); "WBS'; TAB(35); "ANNUAL MAINT CO_TS'; TAB(E0); "LIFE CYCLE COSTS"
PRINT : COLOR 12
FOR 1 = ] TO 9
Y - lax * INT(CZ(1) * SC(1) t .99999) * (40 * 52 "XCle(5)) / I000000
IF Y > 0 THEN PRINT TAB(l); SWBS$(1); TAB(35); Y; TAB(60); Iof * Y
NEXT I
Y = inx * CZ(10) • (40 * 52 * XCF(5)) / 100(O00
IF CZ(10) > 0 THEN PRINT TAm(1); "SCHED MAINT'; TAB(35); Y; TAB(60); _ * Y
COLOR 9: PRINT : PRINT TAB(J); "TOTALS'; TAB(3J); AMMC; TAB(60); TMMC
COLOR 3
INPUT "ENTER RETURN... ", RET
END IF
CLS : COLOR 2
PRINT TAB(J); "ORG MAINT MANPOWER COSTS FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; X'P(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
COLOR 3: PRINT
PRINT TAB(J); "No_: _ Irein millionsof yexr'; year;"dollars."
IF XP(5) = I THEN PRINT TAB(J); "Life cycle corn are in cecum'; year; "dollan " ELSE PRINT TAB(J); "Life cycle corn zre in rhea y_r,'; ymu'; "to'; yexr + XP(4); ", dollars
PRINT : COLOR 12
PRINT TAB(1); "MAINTENANCE OVERHEAD'; TAB(25); "ANNU.tJL._'; TAB(45); "LCC"
PRINT :COLOR 1J
FORI = 1 "1"O9
PRINT TAB(I); OMO$(1); TAB(2J); OMO(1); TAB(45); lcf * OMO(D
NEXT[
PRINT
PRINT TAB(1); "SUBTOTAL'; TAB(2J); TOMO; TAB(45); Iof * TOMO
PRINT : COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(1); "DIRECT LABOR'; TAB(25); AMMC; TAB(45); TMMC: PRINT
PRINT TAB(1); "TOTALS'; TAm(25); AMMC + TOMO; TAm(45"); TMMC _-k_ * TOMO
COLOm 3




STI: CLS : COLOR 9
LOCATE 5, 25: PRINT "SCREEN DISPLAY SELECTION MENU"
PRINT : PRINT : COLOR IJ
PRINT TAB(25); "1 .......... SUMMARY mY WBS"
COLOR 14
PRINT TAB(25); "2 .......... HYPERVEL O&S MODEL _"
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PRINT TAB(25); "3.......... FACILITY COSTS"
PRINT TAB(25); "4 .......... I.OGISTICS MODEL COSTS"
PRINT TAB(2S); "5.......... ORG MANPOWER COSTS"
PRINT TAB(25); "6.......... SYSTEM SUPPORT COSTS"
PRINT TAB(25); "7 .......... R&D/ACQU[SITION COSTS-PREVAIL"
PRINT TAB(_5); "8..........R&D COSTS - HYPER_L _
PRINT
PRINT TAB(25); "RETURN,..,,MAIN MENU"
PRINT : COLOR 1l
LOCATE. 22, 25: INPUT "ENTER SELECTION ", SEL
IF gEL - 7 T_EN CAI.L ACQ
IF SEI, - ITHEN CALL DISWBS
IT SEL - 2 THEN CALL HYPD[S
IF SEI, - 3 THEN CALL FACCOST
IF SEL - 4 THEN CALL LOGS
IF SEI, - 5 THEN CALL DISMAN
IF SEL - 6 THEN CALL SPTC
IF SEL - 8 THEN CALL DISHYPER
IFSEL > 0 THEN GOTO STI
END SUB
SUB DISSOFT
CLS : COLOR 10
1,OCATE 4, 20: PRINT "INPUT/OUTPUT FOR SOIrI'WARE COSTING - PRICE-S MODEL"
PRINT : COLOR 11
PRINT TAB([0); "INDEX'; TAB(S0); "VALUE,'; TAB(65); "VAmABLE NAME': PP._cr
PRINT TAB(10); "LINES OF MACHINE CODE'; TAB(50); INS'T; TAB(65); "INST"
PRINT TABOO); "INTEGRATION'; TAB(S0); INTEG; TAB(65); IINTEG"
PRINT TAB(10); "PRODUCTIVITY'; TAB(50); PESO; TAB(65); "RESO"
PRINT TABOO); "WGT AVG COMPLEXITY OF APPLC'; TAB(S0); APPL; TAB(65); "APPL"
PRINT TABOO); "COMPLEXITY'; TABOO); cPLx; TAB(65); "CPLX"
PRINT TABOO); "HARDWARE UTILIZATION'; TABOO); UTIL; TAB(65); "UTIL"
PRINT TABOO); "OPERATING ENVIRONMENT'; TABOO); PLTFM; TAB(f5); "PLTFM"
PRINT TABOO); "COMPUTED WEIGHT'; TAB(S0); WEIGHT; TAB(O); "WEIGHT"
PRINT : COLOR 14
PRINT TAB(5); "MANMON'I_S FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT'; TAB(60);
PRrm usr_ "###a#.##¢"; MM
PRINT
COLOR 10: PRINT TAB(5); "TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST IN MILl.IONS OF YR'; _ "DOLLARS'; TAB(60);
PRINT USING "$####, ###'; TDSC
I,OCATE 22, 10: COLOR 3: PRINT : INPUT "ENTER RETURN ", RET
END SUB
SUB DISWBS
CLS : it - I:_- I0
IF XP(6) _ I THEN yr = year ELSE yr = XP(7) + XP(4)
bkgd:
COLOR I5: I_CAT_ I, 20: PRINT "WBS SYSTEM CO_T"
COI_ 3
PRINT TAB(5); "Nolo: Annual costs _r¢ in milliom of yea_'; )qmr; "do11B's."
IF XP(6) = I THEN PRINT TAB(5); "Lif¢ cycle corn are in comtmtt'; ytm'; "dolla_." ELSE PRINT TAB(S); "Life cycle corns _ in tl_n year,'; year; "to'; yctr * XP(4); ", dollars.
I,OCATE 5, S5: COLOR 10: PRINT ",t-fruit';
COLOR 15: PRINT " / ";
COLOR 14: PRINT "computed': COLOR 14
PRINT
COLOR 11 : PRINT "'; TAB(2); "WBS'; TAB(38); "COM [M y_r'; y_tr; "$]'; TAB(62); "LCC colt': COLOR 14
PRINT
lCORl - ia TO ib
IF wb_c(l) = 2 THEN COLOR 14 ELSE COLOR I0
PRINT TAB(!); wt_l, l); TAB(30); ,
PRINT USING "##J_'_t'.#r# H######Jfft.###'; w'oQc(w'o_cc(1), I); #me(4, I)
IFI = 1 ORI - 3ORI = 40_I = 110RI = 12ORI _ 23 "tHEN PRINT
IFI - 35 ORI = 39OR1 = 40ORI = 41 THEN PRINT
NEXT I
IF ib - 42 THEN IX)CA'rE 20, 69: PRINT yr; "yr-S"
[Fib = 10 THEN
wblxl: COLOR l ! : PRINT : 1NPUT "Enter RETURN... ", RET
COLOR 14
CLS
il - I1: ib = 22: GOTO bkgd
END1F
IF ib - 22 THEN
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COLOR I I : PRINT : INPUT "Enter RETL_N, . ", RET
COLOR 14
CLS
ia - 23: ib - 34: GOTO bk9d
END IF
lFib - 34 THEN
wbb]d: COLOR If: PRINT :INPUT "EnterRETURN,,, ",RET
CLS
ia - 35: ib - 42: GOTO bk9d
END IF
IF ib - 42 "I'WEN
PRINT : COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(30); "TOTAL'; TAB(42),
PRINT USING "H####,### ##########,###'; told; _t(x




LPRINT TAB(5); RT[TLE$; TAB(65); DATES
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(25); "INPUT DATA FOR COSTING "; 'VNAM$
[.PRINT
LPRINT TAB(30); "SYSTEM PARAMETERS"
[.PRINT
LPRINT TAB( I0); =I'_R";TAB(20); "PARAMETER"; TAB(50); "VALUE."
LPRINT
FOR I - I TO 12
LPRINT TAB(10); I; TAB(E0); P_I); TAB(50);
IFI-9_
LPRINT USING "RH,## %'; XP(1) " 100
ELSE




LPRINT TAB(30); "COST FACTORS & RATES TABLE': LPRINT
[+PRINT TAB(S); "Note: allcostsshould b¢ in 1993 year dollars"
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(5); "NBR'; TAB(IS); "CAT_GORY'; TAB(60); "VALUE"
LPRINT
FOR[_ ITO29
IFI - 6OR! - ]7ORI - 26ORI = 28 THEN GOTO SK3_
LPRINT TAB(5); l; TAB(15); CF_I); TAB(57);
LPRINT USING "S##/h_#M./#_f#"; XCF(I')
SKPP: NEXT I
LPRINT CHR$(12)
LPRrN'T TAB(5); RTITLE$; TAB(70); "l_gC 2"
LPRINT
LPR1NT TAB(5); "VEHICLE IS ";
LPRINT VNAM$;
LPRINT TAB(35); "DESIGN/PERFORMANCE VARIABLES ": LPRINT
[.PRINT
LPRINT TAB(5); "NBR'; TAB(J5); "VARIABLE'; TAB(55); "VALUE"
FOR 1 = l TO 53
IFI - 14ORI >= 20 AND 1 < 32ORI _ 37OR[ _ 43 THEN GOTO SK2
LPRINT TAB(5); I; TAB(15); VX$(D; TAB(55);
LPRINT USING "#_t##'; VX(D
SK2: NEXT !
LPRINT CHR$(12)
I,PRINT TAB(5); RT[TLES; TAB(70); "page 3"
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(5); "VEHICLE IS ";
LPRINT VNAM$;
LPRINT TAB(30); "MISCELLANEOUS FACTORS"
LPRINT
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LPRINT TAB(5); "NBR°; TABil5); "CATEGORY'; TAB(60); "VALUE"
LPRINT
FOR l - 1 TO 39
I.PRINT TAB(5); 1; TAB(15); MF$(I); TAB(55);
[,PRINT USING "#########.##'; MCF(D
NEXT I
LPRTNT CHR$(12)
I,PRINT TAB(5); RTITLE$; TAB(70); "page4"
I.PRINT TAB(5); "VEHICLE 15 ";
|,PRINT VNAM$;
LPRINT TABOO); "NBR CREWS ASSIGNED"
LPRINT TAB(I); "SUBSYSTEM"; TAB(20); "CREWS ASSIGNED"; TAB(40); "CREW SIZE "; TAB(60); "NBR PERSONNEL"
LPRINT
FORI - 1 3"09
X - × + INT(CT..(D ° SC(D ÷ .9999)
[.PRINT TAB(l); SWBS$(1); TAB(20); CZ(I); TAB(40); SC(1); TAB(60); INT(CZ(I) * SC(1) + 99999)
NEXT I
I.PRINT TAB(l); TAEgl); "SCHED MANPWR'; TAB(60); CZ(10)
LPRINT : LPRINT TAB(5); "TOT ORG MAINT PERS- direct labor'; TAB(SS); X _- CZ(10)
[.PRINT : LPRINT TAB(25); "SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT TABLE"
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(5); "Note: weights arc ini6alizcd from RAM model"
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(10); "NBR"; TAB(20); "SUBSYSTEM"; TAB(50); "WEIGHT"
FOR I = I TO 33
'IFW(1) = I THEN GOTO SKI'
LPRINT TAB(10); T; TAB(20); wbs.$(2, I); TAB(50);
[,PRINT USING "1####";W(1)
SKP: NEXT I
LPRINT : LPRINT TABOO); "TOTAL DRY WEIGHT'; TAB(50); VX(I)
I.FRINT CHR$(t2)
LPRINT TAB(5); RTITLE$; TAB(70); "page 5"
[.PRINT
I,PRINT TAB(I); "VEHICLE IS ";
LPRINT VNAM$;
LPRINT TAB(20); "Cost Element Structure': LPRINT
I,PRINT TAB(5); "No_: cmts lis_d_ _ input_ rarenotcomputed by dr mo_l"
LPRINT
[.PRINT TAB(5); "nbr'; TAB(15); *WBS'; TAB(55); "Cost [93 MS]"
LFR1NT
FORI = I "1"O42
IF wbscc(1) = 2 THEN _ skk3
IFI -4OR1 _ IIORI- 12ORI _ 20OR I _ 26OR I = 36ORI = 42ORI = 43 ORI _ 44 THEN [.PRINT
LPRINT TAB(5); I; TAB(13); wb_l, I); TAB(55);,






PRINT TAB(25); "FACILITY n_curring CO_TS"
COLOR 9: PRINT TAB(5); "Note: cam are m miB/om of y_tr'; y_:ar;" dollars"
PRINT : COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(5); "FACILrrY'; TAB(25); "SQ FT/LENGTH'; TAB(45); "CONSTRUCTION _"
PRINT :COLOR 14
FOR! _ I I"O16
COLOR 14: PRINT TAB(I); F$(I); TAB(30); FSQ(I); TAB(50);
COLOR 6: PRINT USING "l##l,###';FCC(O
NEXT I
PRINT :COLOR IS
PRINT TAB( 1); "SUSTOTAI_", TABOO );
PRINT USING "##H.###'; tfcc
COLOR 3
LOCATE 25, 25: INPUT "ENTER RETURN... ", RE'/"
CLS : COLOR 2
PRINT TAB(25); "FACILITY rectm'ing COSTS"
COLOR 9
PRINT TAB(5); "Note: Anautl costs are i_ milliom _ year'; yea_, "dollars."
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IF XP(6) - I THEN PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle _ arc in constant'; year; "_dlars." ELSE PRINT TABO); "l.ife cycle costs arc in then year,'; year; "to'; year )- XP(4), ", 6ollars
PRINT : COI,OR 13
PRINT TAB(5); "OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT COSTS': PRINT :COLOR 9
PRINT TAB(25); "ANNUAL COST'; TAB(43); "LIFE CYCLE COST': COLOR 14
PRINT : PRINT TAB(5); "MATERIAL COSTS'; TAB(25);
PRINT USING "0######'; MAT; TAB(45); Icf * MAT
PRINT TAB(5); "CONTRACT COSTS"; TAB(25);
PRINT USING "l###,###'; CNT; TAB(45); lcf * CNT
PRINT TAB(5); "PERSONNEL COSTS"; TAB(25);
PRINT USING "####.###'; PER; TAB(45); Icf * PER
PRINT TAB(5); "OTHER O&S COSTS'; TAB(R5);
PRINT USING "I###.###'; OTH; TAB(45); Icf * OTH
PRINT : COLOR ] 1
PRINT TAB(S); "TOTAl." ; TAB(25);
PRINT USING "HH.###'; flee; TAB(45); Icf * f'lcc
PRINT : CO1.OR l0
PRINT TAB(5); "CONSTRUCT COSTS"; TAB(25 );
PRINT USING "1######'; ffcc; TAB(45); tfcc
PRINT :PRINT
COI,OR 12: PRINT TAB(10); "GRAND TOTAL'; TAB(25);
COLOR 13: PRINT USING "####.###'; tfcc _t flcc; TAB(45); Icf *flcc + tfcc
COI.OR 3




PRINT TAB(5); "HYPERVEL COST MODEL FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
COLOR 3
PRINT TAB(5); "No¢¢: Annual costs Ire in millioes of year'; year; "dollars,"
IF XP(6) = I THEN PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle coals m'_ in constant'; ye='; "dollm." ELSE PRINT TAB(5); "Lif© cycle costs arc in then yea='.'; year; "to'; year ) XP(4); ", dofhe's.
PRINT : COLOR 15: PRINT TAB(10); "DEPOT PERSONNEL COSTS"
PRINT : COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(l); "WBS'; TAB(30); "ANNUAL RECUR COSTS'; TAB(50); "LIVE CYCLE COSTS"
PRINT : COI_3R 12
AD1 = 0:AD2 = 0
FOR ! = 1 TO 9
AD1 -ADI _ HP(1)
AD2 - ADZ _ Icf * tiP(1)
PRINT TAB(l); OSCL$(1); TAB(30); HP(D; TAB(50); Icf * liP(I)
NEXT [
PRINT : COLOR 1 I
PRINT TAB(I); "TOTALS'; TAB(30); ADI; TAB(50); A[Y2
PRINT
PRINT : COLOR 2; INPUT "ENTER RETURN...'; PET
CLS
PRINT TAB(5); "HYPERVEL _ MODEL FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
COLOR 3
PRINT TAB(5); "Nolo: Annual co_s arc in milliom of yem"; year; "doll.s."
IF XP(6) - I THEN PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle cmla =re in consmcP; _ "d_lSas." ELSE PRINT TAB(S); "Life cycle corn are in th¢o y_a','; y_'; "to'; year ) XP(4); ", doIlars.
PRINT : COLOR 15: PRINT TAB(I0); "DEPOT HARDWARE COSTS"
PRINT : COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(I); "WBS'; TAB(30); "ANNUAL RECUR COSTS'; TAB(50); "LIFE CYCLE COSTS"
PRINT :COLOR [2
AD1 - 0:AD2 _ 0
FORI_ ITO9
ADI = ADI _ HH(I)
AD2 = AD2 + [cf * HH(I)
PRINT TAB(1); OSCL$(1); TAB(30); HH(1); TAB(50); k'f * Hilt'I)
NEXT 1
PRINT : COLOR I I
PRINT TAB(1); "TOTALS'; TABOO); AD1 ; TAB(50); AD2
PRINT
PRINT : COLOR 2: INPUT "ENTER RETURN...'; RET
CLS
PRINT TAB(5); "HYPERVEL COST MODEL FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); *YR SYSTEM LIFE"
COI.OR 3
PRINT TAB(5); "Not=: Anmud _ are in miHiom of year'; y_au'; "dol)ars,"
IF XP(b') - I THEN PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle _ mnc in comtant'; yem'; "dollars," ELSE PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle co_ _ it= th¢'n yem','; year; "m'; yem t XP(4); ", dlolha-s
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PRINT:COI.OR 15: PRINT TAB(10); "SPARES COSTS"
PRINT :COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(1); "WBS'; TAB(20); "INITIAl.SPARES'; TAB(40); "ANNUAl, RECUR SPARES'; TAB(60); "I.IVECYCLE COSTS"
PRINT : COLOR 12
AD| _ 0:AD2 - 0:AD3 _ 0
FOR 1 - I TO 9
AD1 _ ADI _ HR(I)
AD2 - AD2 + Icf * HR(I') _ HS(I)
AD3- AD3 I HS(1)
PRINT TAB(I); OSCI3(I); TAB(20); HS(I); TAB(40); HR(1); TAB(60); Icf * HR(I) _ HS(I)
NEXT I
PRINT : COLOR I I
PRINT TAB(I); "TOTALS'; TAB(20); AD3; TAB(40); ADI; TAB(60); AD2
PRINT
PRINT : COI.OR 2: INPUT *ENTER RETURN...'; RET
CI.S
PRINT TAB(5); "RYPERVEL COST MODEl. FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
COI.OR 3
PRINT TAB(5); "Note: Annual co_t _r¢ in millions of year'; yc_r; "doil_"s."
IF XP(6) _ I TI._.N PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle c_s _ in cohort'; year; "dollar,J." ELSE PRINT TAB(5); °Life cycle corn _ in then y_.,','; ye_"; "to'; year .F XP(4); ", dollc,'s.
PRINT :COLOR 15: PRINT TAB(10); "DOCUMENTATTON COSTS"
pRINT :COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(l); "WBS'; TABOO); "ANNUAL RECUR COSTS'; TAB(50); "LIFE CYCLE COSTS"
PRINT :COLOR 12
ADl = 0:AD2 _ 0
FORI- ITO9
ADI = ADI _ HD(D
AD2 = AD2 ¢ kf* HD(1)
PRINT TAB(I); OSCL$(I); TABOO); HD(D; TABOO); Icf * _D(D
NEXT I
PRINT : COI,OR I1
PRINT TAB(l); "TOTALS'; TAB(30); ADI; TAB(50); AD2
PRINT
PRINT : COLOR 2: INPUT "ENTER RETURN... "; RET
CLS
PRINT TAB(5); "HYPERVEL COST MODEL FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM I.IFE"
COLOR 3
PRINT TAB(3); "No(c: Annual coas arc in millions of year'; y¢_'; "dolh_."
IF XP(6) _ 1 THEN PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle cmam in constant'; y_u'; "dollar." ELSE PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle co_ arc in then y_r,'; y_r; 'to'; y_ * XP(4); ", donars
PRINT : COI.OR 15: PRINT TABOO); "ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE HARDWARE C(_TS"
PRINT : COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(I); "WBS'; TABOO); "ANNUAL RECUR COSTS'; TAB(50); "LIFE CYCLE COSTS"
PRINT : COI£)R 12
ADI _ 0:AD2 = 0
FOR I _ I TO 9
ADI - ADI ¢ I")(7(I.2)
AD2 _ AD2 ¢Icf * DC(I, 2)
PRINT TAB(I): OSCI_I); TAB(30); De(I, 2), TAB(50); Icf * DC(I, 2)
NEXT I
PRINT : COI.OR 11
PRINT TAB(1); "TOTALS'; TABOO); ADI; TABOO); ADZ
COLOR 2
PRINT : INPUT "ENTER RETURN.. "; RET
CLS
PRINT TAB(5); "HYPERVEL COST MODEL FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
COLOR 3
PRINT TAB(5); "Note: Annual corn u't in migiom of y¢_'; yctr; "doHa_."
IF X'P(6) = I THEN PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle ct_t _ in commm'; year; "dollm'_." ELSE PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle co_ art in then yt:tr,'; year; "to'; ytm" _ XP(4); ", do_ltrs.
PRINT : COI.OR 15: PRINT TABOO); "SUPPORT EQUIPMENT"
PRINT : COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(I); "W'BS'; TAB(20); "SUPPORT EQUIP'; TAB(40); "REPLACE SPT EQUIP'; TAB(60); "LIFE CYCLE COSTS"
PRINT : COI-OR 12
ADI -0:AD2-0:AD3 =0
FOR 1 = 1 TO 9
ADI- ADI ÷ DC(I, 9)
AD2 = AD2 _ Icf* DC(I, 9) t DC(I, 7)
AD3 = AD3 _- DC(I, 7)
PRINT TAB(I); OSCI.S(I); TAB(20); DC(], 7); TAB(40); DC(I, 9); TA_60); Id * DC(I, 9) _ DC(I, 7)
NEXT l
PRINT : _ t 1
PRINT TAB(l); "TOTALS'; TAB(20); AD3; TAB(40); ADI; TAB(60)', AD2
PRINT
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SM_ -SI , NC + NTMWC + NGSE t N1 , N3 '_ M! _ M3 + T! ÷ 5I ÷ N]LSM
SM2 - RS t RC + RIMWC * RGSE ÷ N2 t N4 ÷ M2 t M4 ', T2 _ $2 t Rff.SM t D]
SM3- SM] + SM2
SM4 - SMi * [cf*SM2
PRINT TAB(5); "I.OGTSTICS COST MODE[. FOR "; VNAM$; " OV_R A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
COI.OR 3
PRINT TAB(S); "Not: Annual costs au"cin millions of y¢_"; year; "dollars."
IF XP(6) - ! THEN PRINT TAB(5); "Lifccycle costs arc in constant'; ycm'; ",,bllar_." ELSE PRINT TAB(S); "Life cycle c,o_13are in them year,'; year; "to'; year ÷ XP(4); ", dollars.
PRffqT :COLOR 10
PRINT TAB(1); TAB(18); "NON-RECURRING'; TAB(3S); "RECURRING'; TAB(50); "TOTAL !stYR'; TAB(6S); "LCC °
PRINT TAB(1); "CATEGORY'; TAB(!8); "ANNUAL COST'; TAB(33); "ANNUAL COSTS'; TAB(50); "ANNUAl. COST'; TAB((_}; °COSTS"
PRINT : COLOR 15
PRINT TAB(I); "SPARES°; TAB(20); SI; TAB(3S); RS; TAB(S0); SI _- RS; TAB(65)_ SI ÷ Icf * RS
PRINT
PRINT TAB(1); "CONSUMABLES'; TAB(20); NC; TAB(35); RC; TA'R(50); NC + RC; TAB(65); NC 4- Icf * BC
PRINT
PR['N'I"TAB(I); "INV MGMT & WAREHSE'; TAB(20); NTMWC; TAB(3S); RIM'WC; TAB(S0); N[MWC t R[MWC; TAB(65); NIMWC ÷ Icf * RIMWC
PRINT
PRINT TAB(I); "ORG TRAINING'; TAB(20); NI; TAB(35); N2; TAB(50); NI t N2i TAB(65); N! ÷ Icf * N2
PRINT TAB(t); "DEPOT TRAINING'; TAB(20); N3; TAB(35); N4; TAB(50); N3 ,' N4; TAB(65'); N3 + Icf * N4
COI.OR 14
PRINT TAB(5); °TOT TRAINING'; TAB(23); N! + N3; TAB(38); N2 t- N4; TAB(53); N! ÷ N2 + N3 ÷ N4; TAB(68); N! ÷ N3 ÷ Icf * (N2 + N4)
PRINT :COLOR 15
PRINT TAB(l); "ORG DOCUMEN'T'; TAB(20); MI ; TAB(3S); M2; TAB(50); M! _- M"2; TAB(65); M] ÷ Icf* M2
PRINT TAB(I); "DEPOT DOCUMENT'; TAB(20); M3; TAB(35); M4; TAB(50); M3 ÷ M4; TAB(653; M3 + L--f* M4
COLOR ! 4
PRINT TAB(5); "TOT DOCUMENT'; TAB(23); M! ÷ M3; TAB(38); M2 ÷ M4; TAB(53); M1 _- M2 + M3 _ M4; TAB(68); MI ÷ M3 t Icf * (M2 * M4)
PRINT : PRINT : COLOR 3
INPUT "ENTER RETURN,.,'; RET
CLS
PRINT TAB(S); "I_GISTICS COST MODEL FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; X'P(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
COLOR 3
PRINT TAB(S); "Note: Anmud cosetare in miHiom of yem"; year; "dollars."
IF XP(6) - ! THEN PRINT TAB(S); "Life cycle cos_ a_c in co_lam'; year; "dollws," ELSE PRINT TAB(S); "I.ife cycle _ ere in tkca ycsr,'; yea'; "m'; year + XP(4); ", dolhu's.
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT : COLOR 10
PRFNT TAB(1); TAB(18); "NON-RECURRING'; TAB(35); "RECURRING'; TAB(50); "TOTAL !st YR'; TAB(68); "LCC"
PRINT TAB(1); "CATEGORY'; TAB(18); "ANNUAL COST'; TAB(33); "ANNUAL COSTS'; TAB(50); "ANNUAL COST'; TAB(66); "COSTS"
PRINT : COLOR IS
PRINT TAB(1); "DEPOT MAINTENANCE'; TAB(3S); DI ; TAB(50); DI; TAB(6S); Icf * D!
PRINT
PRINT TAB(i); "TRANSPORTATION'; TAB(20); TI; TAB(35); 1"2; TAB(S0); T1 ÷ T2; TAB(65); T1 + Icf * 1'2
PRINT
PRINT TAB(]); "GRND SPT EQUIP'; TAB(20); NGSE; TAB(35); RGSE; TAB(50); NGSE + RGSE; TAB(65); NGSE + Icf * RGSE
PRINT TAB(I); "DEPOT sPr EQUIP'; TAB(20); SI; TAB(35); $2; TAB(50); $1 + $2; TAB(65); $! ÷ Icf * $2
CO1 .OR 14
PRINT TAB(5); "TOT SP'T EQUIP'; TAB(23); SI + NGSE; TAB(38); $2 + BGSE; TAB(53); S] + $2 ÷ NGSE + RGSE; TAB(68); Sl ÷ NGSE + Icf * ($2 t RGSE)
PRINT : COLOR i5
PRINT TAB(] ); "ILS MGM'I'; TAB(20); NII_M; TAB(35); R_M; TAB(50); NILSM ÷ RILSM; TAB(65); N]-LSM + Icf * RILSM
PRINT : COLOR 14
PRINT TAB(5); °TOTALS'; TAB(20); SMI; TAB(35); SM2; TAB(50); SM3; TAB(65); SM4
COLOR 3: PRINT : PRINT
INPUT "ENTER RETURN,.., ";RET
END SUB
SUB OSC
CLS : COLOR 2
PRINT TA8(2S); "OPERATING AND SUPPORT COSTS"
PRINT : COLOR 6
PRINT TAB(IS); "No(e: _ _ in milliom of'; y_mr; "dollm's"
PRINT ; ""
PRINT : COLOR l !
PRECr TAB(In; "l_:t Costs"
PRINT : COLOR i5
PRINT ; ""
PRINT ; TAB(10); "Aircrew ";
PRINT USING "_###.##r; INT(1D(I) / 1000) / 1(300
PRINT TAB(10); "Command Staff ";
_ C-35
PRINT UStNG "#I##.###': tNT(tt_(2) / _000) / I000
PRINT TAB(IO); "Security ";
PRI'N_ USING "1#I#.###'; IN'T(FD(3) / 1000) / I{_0
PRIICT TAB(10); "other ";
PRINT USING "##1#.###'; INT(ID(4) / I000) / 1000
PRINT : COLOR 9
PRINT TAB(5); "TOTAL ";
PRINT USING "##IX ###'; INT((ID(1) ¢ ID(2) + ID(3) ¢ ID(4))/ 1000)/ I000
PRINT :COT.OR 12
LOCATF. 25, 25: INPUT "ENTER RETORN._ ", RET
CLS
PRINT : COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(5); "CATEGORY'; TAB(25); "MAINTPER'; TAB(40); "MAINTMAT'; TAB(ST); "DEPPER'; TAB(67); "DEPMAT"
PRINT : cOLOR 14
FOR I _ I TO9
COT.OR 7: PRINT TAB(1); OSCI.$(I); TAB(25);
COLOR 14:
PRINT USING "#1##.###'; INT(DC(I, I) / 1000) / 1000; TAB(40); INq'(DC(I, 2) I IOGO) / I000; TAB(55); IN'T(IM3(I, 3) / I000) / 10fl0; TAB(65); IMT(DC(I, 4) I I000) I I000
TOT_(D = IX_(l.I)_-IX_(I.2) + DC(I.3)+ DC(I.4)+ DC(I.5)+ DC(I,6) + DC(I,7) + De(i/8)_-_i, 9)
TOTV(1) = DC(I, I) + EN3(2, I) + DC(3, O ¢" DC(4, I) + DC(5, D + DC(6, I) + IX:(7, I) + DC(8, I) + DC(9, I)
NEXT l
PRINT : COI.OR 9
PRINT TAB(l); "TOTAL'; TAB(25);
PRINT USING "####.###'; INT(TOTV(1) / 1000) / 1000; TAB(C01; [NT(TOTV(2j / lO00) / 1000; TAB(55); INT(TOTV(3) l 1000) t 1000; TAB(65); INT(TOTV(4) / 1000) / I(X)0
COLOR l l ; LOCATE 20, 10: PRINT "NOTE: Tic output is m milllotm o_ ytm"i y_'; "dollars." _ _ _
COI.OR 12: LOCATE 25, 25: INPUT "ENTER RETURN...', PET
CLS
PRINT : COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(5); "CATEGORY'; TAB(25); "REPSPARE'; TAB(43); "DATA'; TAB(57); "SUPP EQP'; TAB(fiT); "IN'IT SPR"
PRINT :CO1.OR 14 ..... " '=
FOR l = I TO 9
COLOR 7: PRINT TAB(1); OSCI_$(I'); TAB(25);
COLOR 14: PRINT USING "####.###'; INT(DC(I, 5) / I000) / |000; TAB(CO); INT(DC([, 6) / 1000) / 1000; TAB(55); INT(DC(|, 7) / 1000) / 1000; TAB(63); INT(DC(I, 8)
I 1000) / 1000
NEXT I
PRINT : COLOR 9
PRINT TAB(l); "TOTAI.'; TAB(R5);
PRINT USING "####.###'; INT(TOff'V(5) / I000) / I000; TAB(CO); INT(T(YI'V(6) / 1000) / 1000; TAB(55); INT(TOTV(T) / 1000) / 1000; TAB(65); INT(TOTV(8) / 1000) / 1000
COLOR I l : LOCATE 20, 10: PRINT "NOTE.: The oul_t it in milliom of year" ; year; "dollar,"
PRINT : COI.O_t [2 _ _: _ .......
LOCATE 25, 25: INPUT "ENTER RETURN... ", RET
CLS
PBINT : CODDR 14
PRINT TAB(5); "CATEGORY'; TAB(25); "REPL SUP EQP "; TAB(43); "TOTAL"
PRINT : COLOR 14
FORT = ! TO9
COLOR 7: PRINT TAB(I); OSCL$(I); TAB(25);
COLOR la: PRINT USING "####.###'; INT(DC(I, 9) / 1000) / 1000; TAB(40);
COLOR 10: PRINT USING "1###.###'; INT(TOTH(D I 1000) I 1000
NEXTI
PRINT : COLOR 9 _ : _ :
PRINT TAB(l); "TOTAL'; TAB(25);
PRINT USING -####._'ql#'; INT(TOTV(9) / 1000) / 1000; TAB(CO);
COLOR 7: PRINT USING ,_v##.###-; INT((TOTH([) + TOTR(2) + TOTH(3) + T(YrR(4) + T(Y12_(5) + TOTH(6) + TOTI-[(7) ; TOTH(g) _ TOTH(9)) / I000) / 1000
COLOR [ I :LOCATE 20, 10: PRINT "NOTE: The oetpet it tn tmlliom of y_r'; _a:mr; "&_la_."
PRINT : COLOR 12
LOCATE 25, 25: INPUT "ENTI_R RETURN... ", RET
END SUB
SUB PHASE
CLS : COLOR 2
PRINT TAB(3); "COST SUMMARY FOR "; VNAMS; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
COLOR 3: PRINT
IF XP(6) _ I THEN PRINT TAB(5); "Nc_: cotts ttt'_ in millions of "; yt:m'; " dollan"
PRINT : COLOR 13
PRINT TAB(l); "PHASE'; TAB(15); "DEV _'; TAB(30); "AC_ COST'; TAB(45); "ORS C"O_T'; TAB(60); "PHASEOUT _"
PRINT :COIX)R 14
PRINT TAB( 1); °HARDW ARE"; TAB( 15); "I'DHC
PRINT TAB( 1); "SOFTWARE*; TAB( 15); TDSC
PRINT TAB(1); "FACILITIES'; TABOO); floe; TAB(45); fk:c
PRINT TAB(O; "MANPOWER'; TAB(IS); TOMC
PPJN'T TAB(I); "MISC'; TAB(15); TDMSCC
TDC = TDRC + TDSC + TDMC + TDMSC
P]_N'T : COLOR 12
PRINT TAB(1); "TOTALS'; TAB(15); TDC







PRINT TAB(1); "TOTAl. I.IFECYCLE COST'; TC
COI.OR 3
I.OCATE 22, 10: INPUT "ENTER RETURN ",RET
END SUB
SUB PRINTACQ
LPRINT TAB(5); RTITLE$: LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(20); "ACQUISrT]ON COSTS - PREVAil. MODEl. - wgt driven"
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(5); "Note: cosl_ are in millioes of year'; year; "dollars"
LPRINT TAB(5); "WBS'; TAB(25); "DESIGN ENG'; TAB(40); "TEST & EVAL'; TAB(S5); "UNIT PROD'; TAB(67); "TOTALS"
LPRINrr
TOT _ Of
FOR I - ! TO IS
I.PRINT TAB(1); WB$(I); TAB(25);
"#.PRINT USING "####.###'; INT(DE(I) * I000) / 1000; TAB(40); i]'¢T(TE(O * I000) / 1000; TAB(55); INT(UP(I) * I000) / I000; TAB(65); INT((DE(I) + TE(I) t UP(I)) *
1000) I 1000
LPRINT USING "####.###'; DE(I); TAB(40); TE.(I); TAB(S5); UP(1); TAB(63); DE(T) + TE(I) + UP(I)
TOT = TOT + INT((DE(I) + TE(D ¢ UP(D) * 1000) / 1000
NEXTI
LPRINT
I,PRINT "': LPRINT TAB(I); "SUBTOTALS'; TAB(25);
LPRINT USING "1###,###'; SDE; TAB(40); STE; TAB(55); SUP;
LPRINT : LPRINT TAB(]); "TOTAl. COSTS FOR'; XP(I); "VEHICLES';
LPRINT USING "######.##r; TAB(S3); TPR; TAB(65); TPR ÷ SDE + ffTE
I .PRINT
I.PRIN'T "note: pruduction costs a0mblse([ upon a 90% ]¢as_ittg c-m-re"




LPRINT TAB(S); RTITLE$; TAB(65); DATES
I.PRINT
LPR]NT TAB(25); "FACII.rTY COSTS"
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(25); "FACILITY mmr'ecurring COSTS"
LPRINT TAB(S); "Not¢: costs arc m miIlioes of year'; year; " dotlm's"
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(5); "EACILrI'Y';TAB(25); "SQ E'T/LENGTR'; TAB(45); "CONSTRUCTION Co_'rs"
1.PRINT
EORI- I "1"016
LPRINT TAB(1); F$(I); TAB(30); FSQ(1); TAB(50);
LPRINT USING "00#0. ###'; FCC(I)
NEXT l
LPRINT
LPRIN'F TAB(I); "SUBTOTALS'; TAB(50);
la, Rr_ usiNG -####.4##'; fro:
LPRINT : Ia_'R[NT TAB(25); "FACILrTY rt_rr_ COSTS"
LPRINT TAB(5); "Note: Annual corn m'e in millions o_ y_m"; ytm-; "dollars."
IF XP(6) * I THEN LPRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle costs are in coe, mmt'; _ "dollars." ELSE LPRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle costs arc in then ye_','; yem; "to"; year ¢ X'P(4); ", dollrs.
LPRINT
I.PRINT TAB(5); "OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT C(_"I'S': LPRINT
I.PRINT TAB(25); "ANNUAL COST'; TAB(43); "LIFE CYCLE C(X_"
LPRINT :LPRINT TAB(5); "MATERIAL CG6WS'; TAB(25);
LPRINT USING "####.##l'; MAT; TAB(43); k'f * MAT
LPRINT TAB(S); "CONTRACT COSTS'; TAB(?J);
LPRINT _ "##0#.0##'; CNT; TAB(43); k-f * CNT
I.PRINT TAB(S); "PERSONNEL _'; TAB(25);
LPRINT USING "####.###';PER; TAB(45); k'f *
LPRINT TAB(S); "OTHER #AS _'; TAB(25);
LPRINT USING "####.##r; OTH; TAB(45); k'f* OTH
[.PRINT
LPRINT TAB(S); "TOTAL'; TAB(25);
LPRINT USING "####.##r; fie,c; TAB(4_; #el *flcc
LPRINT
[.PRINT TABOO); "GRAND TOTAL'; TAB(25);





I,PRINT TAB(5); RTTrI.E$; TAB(65); DATES
LPRINT TAB(5); "HYPERVE.L COST MODEL FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LFFE"
LPRINT TAB(_; "N,.m:: Annual cOStSare in millions of year"; year; "dollars."
IF XP(6) - 1 1"HEN 1.PRINT TAB(5); "l.if¢ cycle costs are in cons'mat'; )car; "dollars." ELSE LPR1NT TAB(5); "1Jfc cycle costsare in then year,'; year; "to'; year I XP(4); ", dollars,
].PRINT : T.PRINT TAB(t0); "DEPOT PERSONNEL COSTS"
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(4); "WBS'; TAB(30); "ANNUAL RECUR COSTS'; TAB(50); "LIFE CYCI.E COSTS"
I.PRINT
ADI _ 0:AD2 - 0
FOR | = I TO 9
ADl - ADI _ HP(I)
AD2 - AD2 _ Icf* HP(I)
LPRINT TAB(4); OSCL$(I); TAB(30); I_(I); TAB(50); Icf * HP(I)
NEXTI
I.PRINT
LPRINT TAB(4); "TOTAIS" ; TAB(30); AD I ; TABO0); AD2
I.PRTNT
I.PRINT : LPRINT TAB(10); "DEPOT HARDWARE COSTS"
LPRINT
I.PRINT TAB(4); "WBS"; TABOO); "ANNU AL RECUR COSTS"; TABOO): "LRCE CYCLE COSlS3"
LPRINT
ADI _ 0: AD? _ 0
FOR I _ 1 TO 9
ADI = ADI _ HH(I)
AD2 _ AD2 + Icf * HH(F)
[,PRINT TAB(4); OSCI_t); TABOO); HH(1); TAR(50); Icf * HH(I)
NEXT I
[,PRINT
LPRINT TAB(4); "TOTALS'; TABOO); ADI; TAB(50); AD2
LPlllNT CHR$(I 2)
[.PRINT TAB(5); RTITLE$; TAB(70); "|rage 2"
LPRINT TAB(5); "HYPERVEL COST MODEl. FOR "; VNAM$; " OV1q.R A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
LPRINT TAB(5); "Noz: Annual c_a a_c in millions of year'; year; "dollars."
IF XP(6) = I THEN LPRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle cos_ are in constant'; ycm-; "dollars." ELSE LPRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle costsm'c in tlcn _r,'; year; "to'; _ _ XP(4); ", dolling.
LPRINT :LPRINT TAB(10); "SPARES COSTS'
LPR INT
LPRINT TAB(l); "WBS'; TAB(21); "INITIAL SPARES'; TAB(40); "ANNUAl. RECUR SPARES'; TAB(60); "LIFE CYCLE COSTS"
IJ_INT
ADI _ 0:AD2 _ 0
FOR I - l TO 9
ADI - ADI _ HR(I)
AD2 _ AD2 _ Icf * HR(1) t HS(1)
AD3- AD3 _ HS(D
[.PRINT TAB(l); OSCIJ_(I); TAB(21); HS(I); TAB(40); HR(D; TAB(60); Icf * HR(I') F HS(1)
NEXT I
I.PRINT
1,PRINT TAB(l); "TOTALS'; TAB(21); AD3; TAR(40); ADI; TAB(60); AD2
[,PRINT
LPRINT : |,PRINT TAR( I0); "DOCUMENTA'['[ON COSTS"
|.PRINT
LPRINT TAB(4); "WBS°; TAB(30); °ANNUAL RECUR COSTS'; TAB(50); °l._'E CYCLE _"
LPRINT
ADI = 0:AD2 - 0
FOR I _ I TO 9
AD1 = AD! _ HD(1)
AD2 _ AD2 '_ lcf * HD(1)
I.PRINT TAB(4); OSCL$(I); TABOO); HD(r); TABOO); Id * liD(1)
NEXT I
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(4); "TOTALS°; TAR(30); AD1 ; TAR(50); AD2
LPR1NT
I.PRINT TAR( ! 0); "SUPPORT EQUIPMENT"
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(4); "WBS "; TAB(20); "SUPPORT EQUIP'; TAB(40); "REPLACE SPT EQUIP'; TAB(60); °LIFE CYCLE COSTS"
LPRINT
ADI = 0:AD2 = 0:AD3 = 0
FOR| = l TO9
ADI = ADI t PC(l, 9)
AD2 _ AD2 t kf* DC(I, 9) * DCU, 7)
AD3 = AD3 t- DC(I, 7")
[.PRINT TAB(I); OSCIJ_(I); TAB(20); DC(], 7); TAB(40); DC(I, 9); TAB(60); lef * DC(I. 9) t- DC(I, 7)
NEXT 1
I.PRINT




I,PRINT TAB(5); "I,,WPERVE, I,OCITY COST MODEl. - R&D co_"
LPRINT TAB(5); RTITLE$; TAB(70); "page 3"
1.PRINT
I.PRINT TAB(5); "Nate: casts are in MII,I.IONS of year'; year; "dollars"
LPRINT : [,PRINT
I,PRINT T_BI 5); "ENGINEERING LABOR'; TAB(dO);
LPRINT USING "######.Ill#'; rdc(I)
1.PRINT
LPRINT TAB(5) ; "TOTAl, TOOLING LABOR" ; TAB(dO);
I.PRINT USING "######.###'; rdc(2)
I,PRINT
I,PRINT TAB(5); "OT'r_R DIRECT CHARGES'; TAB(40);
T,PRINT USING "###### ###" ;cdc(3)
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(5); "FIRST AIRFRAME MATERIALS'; TAB(dO);
LPRINT USING "######. ###'; _k(4)
[,PRINT
[.PRINT TABO); "QU/fl.rTY CONTROL': TAB(dO);
I,PRINT USING "######.###'; rdc(_)
LPRINT
I.PRINT TABO); "TOTAL" ; TAB(40);
LPRINTUSING "####H.###'; r_(1) ¢ rdc(2) ¢ rtk(3) + rdc(4) t rdc(5)
LPRINT
LPRINT
[.PRINT TAB(5); "HYPERVELOCrTY COST MODEL - R_D ¢o_s"
LPRINT TAB(5); "break6own of engh_ring labor corn by subsym:m"
LPRINT TAB($); "Note: cos_ are in MILl.IONS of year'; year; "(_llars"
LPRINT
I.PRINT TAB(5); "WBS"; TAB(50); "LABOR COSTS"
LPRINT
TC - 0
FOR I = I TO 16
IFI= 8ORI _ 9ORI- 10OR I _ II THENGOTO SKP2
IFI > 7 THEN IK _ l- 4ELSE [K - l
I.PRINT TAR(I); HYP_I); TAB(50);
LPRINT USING "####H#. 1##"; mhc(lK)
TC - TC ¢ mhc(IK)
SKP2: NEXT I
[.PRINT
[.PRINT TAB(1); "TOTAL'; TAB(50);





LPR[NT TAB(5); RTITLE$: LPRINT TAB(d5); DA_.$
SMI = S! t NC ¢ _C _- NGSE _ N1 _- N3 t M1 t M3 _ T1 + Sl + NILSM
SM2 _ RS t RC t _C t RGSE + N2 + N4 _- M2 ¢- M4 + 1"2 + $2 + RILSM + D1
SM3 = SMI t SM2
SM4 = SM1 + Icf* SM2
I.PRINT TAB(5); "LOGISTICS CO_T MODEL FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(5); "Note: Annual co_ are in millions of yem"; ytma'; "ddlan."
IF XP(6) = 1 THEN LPRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle corn art in coattam'; year; "doJlars." EI.SE LPRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle cm_ tre in th_ year,'; year; "to" ; yctr t XP(4); ", dolltn.
LPRINT : COLOR I0: I.PRINT
[.PRINT TAB(I); TAB(I8); "NON-RECURRING'; TAB(35); "RECURRING'; TABOO); "TOTAL ht YR'; TAB(6g); "LC'X3*
LPRINT TAB(1); "CATEGORY'; TAB(HI); *ANNUAL _; TAB(33); "ANNUAL COffin'; TAB(50); "ANNUAL _'; TAB(66); *_"
[.PRINT : COLOR 15
LPRINT TAB(I); "SPARES'; TAB(20); SI; TAB(35); RS; TABOO); $I + RS; TAB(65); SI + Icf * R$
I,PRINT
LPR1NT TAB(l); "CONSUMABLES'; TAB(20); NC; TAB(35); RC; TABOO); NC t Re; TAB(65); NC ', Icf * Re
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(l); "TNV MGMT & WAREHSE'; TAB(20); NIMWC; TAB(35); RIMWC; TABOO); NIMWC ÷ RIMWC; TAB(65); NIMWC ¢ Id * RIMWC
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(0; "ORG TRAINING'; TAB(20); NI; TAB(35); N2; TAB(50); N[ + N2; TAB(65); NI + Icf * N2
LPRINT
[.PRINT TAB(1); "DEPOT TRAINING'; TAB(20); N3; TAB(35); N4; TAB($0); N3 + N4; TAB(65); N3 + Id * N4
LPRINT
LPBINT TAB(5); "TOT TRAINING'; TAB(23); NI + N3; TAB(3$); N2 + g4; TAB(53); NI ¢ N2 + N3 + N4; TAB(6g); N1 + N3 ÷ Icf * (N2 + N4)
LPRINT : LI_INT
[,PRINT TAB(l); "ORG DOCUMENT'; TAB(20); MI ; TAB(35); M2; TABOO); Ml t M2; TAB(65); MI ÷ Icf * M2
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(1); "DEPOT _NT'; TAB(20); M3; TAB(35); M4; TAB(50); M3 ÷ M4; TAB(65); M3 + Icf * M4
LPRINT
C-39
1.PRINTTAB(5); "TOT DOCUMENT'; TAB(23); M! ._ M3; TAB(3$); M2 _ M4; TAB(53); MI ", M2 ÷ M3 t M4; TAB(08); M! + M3 _ lcf" (M2 _ M4)
I.PR[NT : LPRINT
I.PRINT TAB(I); "DEPOT MAINT_NANC'F,,'; TAB(35); Dt ; TAB(50); Dt ; TAB(65); Ief * DI
LPR[NT
LPRINT TAR(I); "TRANSPORTATION'; TAB(20); TI; TAB(35); T'2; TAB(50); T! t T'2; TAB(65); T! _ lcf * 1"2
[.PRINT
I.PRINT TAB(_); "GRND SPT EQUTP'; TAB(20); NGSE; TAB(35); RGSE; TAB(50): NGSE n RGSE; TAB(65); NGSE _ lcf * RGSE
[.PRINT
LPRINT TAB(I); "DEPOT SF'r EQUIP'; TAB(20); S!; TAB(35); $2; TAB(50); S! ÷ $2; TAB(65); SI ÷ Icf * $2
LPR[NT
i.PRINTTAB(5)_ "TOT SFTEQUIP'; TAB(23); SI ÷ NGSE; TAB(38); $2 ÷ RGSE; TAB(53); S! _"$2 _ NGSE _ RGSE; TAB(68); S! + NGSE _ Icf * ($2 + RGSE)
LPRINT : LPR[NT
LPRtNT TAR(I); "H_S MGMT'; TAB(20); NILSM; TAB(35); RH...qM; TAB(50); NILSM t RILSM; TAB(65); NTI.SM + Icf* RILSM
LPRINT :!,PRINT




LPRINT TAB(5); RTITLE$; TAB(6,5); DATES
LPRINT
IF FLAG = I THEN
LPRINT TAB(5); "ORG MA]NT MANPOWER COSTS FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
[.PRINT TAB(5); "NOlo: coslsm¢ in mlillo_sofyes"; year;"dollars."
IF XP(6) _ I 'T'HENLPRINT TAB(5); "l.ifecycleco_ ereinconslant";ycm';"dollars."ELSE LPRINT TAB(5); "Lifecyclecorn arein thenyem',";year;"to";yem" + XP(4); ",dolhers.
LPRINT
I.PRINT TAB(1); "WBS'; TAB(35); 'ANNUAl, MAINT COSTS'; TAB(60); "[,IFECYCLE COSTS"
LPRINT
FOP. 1 = 1 TO 33
IF AMC(2, I) > 0 THEN LPRINT TAB(I); wbs$(2, I); TAB(45); AMC(2, 1); TAB(65); MC(2, D
NEXT 1
Y - inx * SMP * (40 * 52 * XC'F(5)) / IO0(O)O0
IF SMP > 0 THEN LPRINT TAB(t); "SCHED MAIN'T'; TAB(45); Y; TAB(65); k'¢ * Y
LPR_'T
END IF
IF FLAG _ 0 THEN
SWBSS(!)= "S_nr: SWBSS(2)= "P_'UO*_T_': SW_SO)= -'n,,,,_,U_l_-:swBsS(4)= "_"
SWBS$(5) = "PoweclElecrdcl.l': SWBS$(6) = "Mechanical S_': SWBS$(7) = "Avlonics': SWBS$(8) = "ECS/Life Supporl"
SWBS$(9) = "Auxiliary Systems"
[.PRINT TAB(5); "ORG MAINT MANPOWER COSTS FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
LPRINT
[.PRINT TAB(5); "Note: co_s m'e in millionsof yesr';)'_w;"dkdlars."
IF XP(6) = i THEN I.PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle corn arc in con..qant"; yeler;"dollm's." ELSE PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle corn are in d_m year,'; _e'; "to'; y_r + XP(4); ", doOars.
[.PRINT
LPRINT TAB(1); "WBS'; TAB(35); "ANNUAL MAINT _'; TAB(60); "LIFE CYCLE COSTS" _
I.aRINT
PORI = i TO9
Y = inx * INT(C7,(]') • SC(1) + .99999) * (40 * 52 * XCF(5)) / 10C0000
IF Y > 0 THEN LPRINT TAB(l); SWBS.$(['); TAB(35); Y; TAB(60); Icf* Y
NEXT 1
Y = inx * CZ(10) * (40 * 52 * XUF(5)) / I000000
IF C7_I0) > 0 THEN LPRINT TAB(1); "SCITED MAINT'; TAB(35); Y; TAB(60); Icf* Y
END IF
LPRINT TAB(l); "TOTALS FOR DIRECT LABOR'; TAB(45); AMMC; TAB(65); TMMC
I_°RINT C'HR$(12)
LPRFNT TAB(5); RT]"_.E$; TAB(70); "PN_ 2"
LPRINT
I.PRINT TAB(5); "ORG MAINT MANPOWER COSTS FOR "; VNAM$; _ OVER A'; XP(4); ;YR SYSTEM L_" .....
LFRINT
[.PRINT TAB(5); "Note: _ m'e in milHom of yem"; year;"dollars,"
IF XP(6) _ I THEN LPRINT TAB(5); "l.ife cy_ie coetsme in con,_tm'; yem'; "dollar." ELSE LPRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle corn are in then y_','; year; "to'; yem + XP(4); ", dollars.
LPR1NT TAB(1 ); "MAINTENANCE OV_.RHEAD'; TAB(25); "ANNUAL COST'; TAB(45); "I.CC"
LPRINT
FOR1 = 1 1"O9




1 PRINT TAB(I); "SUBTOTAl.'; TAB(25); TOMO; TAB(45); lcf * TOMO
I.PRINT
I PRINT TAB(1); "DIRECT I.ABOR'; TAB(25); AMMC; TAB(45); TMMC: I,PRINT




LPBINT TAB(5); RTITI.E$; TAB(65); DATES
LPRINT
[.PRINT TAB(5); "SYSTEM SUPPORT COSTS FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM I.IVE"
LPRINT TAB(5) ; "No(c : At.Jaoal coSI_ are in milli<ms of yeu'" ; yew'; "dollar,s"
IF XP(6) - I TI-TEN LPRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle _ ime in constlmt'; y_n'; "dollars" ELSE I.PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle cos_ are in tbtm y_lr,'; ycm'; "to" ; yem" _ XP(4); ", dolll_J
I.PRINT
1.PRINT TAB(5); TAB(25); "ANNUAL'; TAB(45); "LCC"
LPBINT TAB(3); "CATEGORY'; TAB(.?.5); "COSTS'; TAB(45); "COSTS"
I .PRINT
[,PRINT TAB(I); "SUPPORT STAFF"
"LPRINT TAB(3); "AIRCREWS'; TAB(25); AC; TAB(45); Icf * AC
"LPRINT TAB(3); "CMD STAFF'; TAB(25); CS; TAB(45); Icf * CS
I.PRINT TAB(3); "ADMIN STAFF'; TAB(25); I-IYPS; TAB(45); lcf * [.TY'PS
[.PRINT TAB(3); "ENG STAFF'; TAB(25); PRVSI; TAB(45); Icf" PRVSI
I,PRINT
'IX - I-WPS + PRVS!
[.PRfNT TAB(5); "TOTA1.S'; TAB(25); "IX; TAB(45); Icf * TX
I.PRINT
[.PRINT TAB(l); "FACII,ITTES'; TAB(25); wbsc(wb_r..c(3S), 38); TAB(45); 'wb_(4, 38)
LPR1NT TAB(I); "COMMUNICATIONS'; TAB(7.5); wbsc(wbscc(39), 39); TAB(45); w'bsc(4, 39)
LPRINT TAB(I); "BASE OPERATIONS'; TAB(25); wbsc(wbscc(40), 40); TAB(45); wb¢(4, 40)
LPRINT




ia= l:ib = 42
IF XP(6) = I TI_.N yr = year EI.3_ yr = XP(7) + XP(4)
bkBd:
[.PRINT TAB(J); RTr_E$; TAB(65); DATES
[.PRINT TAB(5); "WBS COST SUMMARY FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A "; X'P(4); " Y'R SYSTEM LIFE."
1V XP(6) = I TT4EN I,PRINT TAB(5); "I._c cycle corn ale in commtm'; ycf; "doBass." ElSE I.PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle cmts _ in rhea year,'; )n:ar; "to'; year + XP(4); ", dollm's
LPR'_,W "'; TAB(2); "WBS'; TAB(3$); "Cost [M year'; year; "$1"; TAB(62); "LCC com': COLOR 14
LPRINT
FOR I = ia TO ib
IFT _ 40111 = 1I OR l _ 23 ORI = 33 O_ I _ 40OR I = 41 ORI = 42 TI4EN LPRINT
[.PRINT TAB(I); _$(1. D; TAB(30);,
LPRINT USING "#H'k'.#H #_e_le###H._ett';wbsc(wbscc(1),D; wb_(4, I)
NEXT !
LPRINT TAB(30); "TOTAL" ; TAB(42);





PRINT : PRINT TAB(25); "REPORT GENERATOR MENU': PRINT
COT,OR 11
PRINT TAB(IS); "NBR'; TAB(35); "SELECTION': I_INT
PRINT TAB(15); "I........PRINT INPUT DATA"
PRINT TAB(!5); "2........PRINT WBS SUMMARY REPORT"
PRINT TAB(15); '3 ........ PRINT HY'PERVE_ MODEL _S"
PRINT TAB(I 5); "4 ........ PRINT LOGISTICS MODEL COSTS"
PRINT TAB(15); "5 ........ PRINT ORG MANPOWER COSTS"
PRINT TAB(I5); "6 ........ PRINT FAC'[LITIES COST"
PRINT TAB( !5); "7 ........ PRINT SYSTEM SUPPORT COST "
PRINT TAB(I 3); "8........PRINT R&DIACQ COSTS-PREVAIL"
PRINT TAB( 15);*9........PRINT TOTAL OUTPUT"
C-41
PRINT TAB(15); "[0........PRINT TOTAl. INPUT/OUTPUT"
COI.OR 3
PRINT TAB(15); "RETURN main menu"
COLOR I!
I.OCATE 22, 10: COLOR 13: PAINT "'VEHICLE/'FILE NAME IS ";VNAM$
COl,OR I0: LOCATE 17, 20: INPUT "ENTER SELECTION'; ND0
IF NIX] < = 0 OR NIX) > TOTHEN EXIT SUB
LOCATE 19, 20: INPUT "ENTER TITLE OF REPORT'; RTITLE$
IF ND0 - I THEN CALL ECHO
IF ND0 _ 2 3'3-IFN CALL PRINTWSS
IF ND0 - 3 THEN CALl, PRIN'I_YP
IF ND0 = 4 THEN CALl. PRINTLOG
IF NIX} = 5 THEN CALL PRINTMAN
IF NI_ = 6 THEN CALL PRIN'I'FAC
IF NI')0 - 7 THEN CALl. PRINTSYS
IF ND0 = 8 TFIFN CAI.L PRINTACQ
IF ND0 = 9 THEN C.sOSUB ALL
tF NDO = 10 THEN GOSUB ALL
_0 TOP
ALL: "CALL ALl. PRINT MODULES











CLS : COI.OR 14
PRINT TAB(5); "SYSTE.M SUPPORT COSTS FOR "; VNAM$; " OVER A'; XP(4); "YR SYSTEM LIFE"
COLOR 3
PRINT TAB(5); "Note: Annual co_ _m: in millions of yem"; year; "dollars."
1F XP(6) - I THEN PRINT TAB(5); "Life cycle co_ are in coasamt'; yea': "dollars." ELSE PRINT TAB(5); "l.if© cycle coas ate in then ym','; year; "to'; yea_ + XP(4); ", dollars.
COLOR 5: PRINT TAB(5); "notincludedin _apportstaffcosts"
PRIN'r : COLOR 15
PRINT TAB(S); TAB(25); "ANNUAl.'; TAB(45); "I.CC"
PRINT TAB(3); "CATEGORY'; TAB(25); "COSTS'; TAB(45); "COSTS"
PRINT
PRINT TAB(1); "SUPPORT STAFF"
COLOR 5
PRINT TAB(3); "AIRCREWS'; TAB(25); AC; TAB(45); Icf * AC
PRINT TAB(3); "CMD STAFF°; TAB(25); CS; TAB(45); Icf * CS
COLOR 15
PRINT TAB(3); "ADMIN STAFF°; TAB(25); I-/YPS; TAB(45); Id * HYPS
PRINT TAB(3); "ENG STAFF'; TAB(25); PRVSI; TAB(45); Icf* PRVSI
PRINT : COI.OR 14
TX = HYPS + PRVS t
PRINT TAB(5); "TOTALS*; TAB(25); 'IX; TAB(45); Icf * "IX
PRINT :COLOR 15
PRINT TAB(l); "FACll.rrlES'; TAB(25); wbsc(wbscc(37), 377; TAB(45); wbsc(4, 37)
PRINT TAB(1); °COMMUNICATIONS'; TAB(25); wbsc(wbr.x.(38), 38); TAB(45); wbsc(4, 311)
PRINT TAB(I); "BASE OPERA'UON$'; TAB(25); wb_(_(39), 39); TAB(45); wbsc(4, 39)
"PRINT TAB(3); "SECURITY'; TAB(2_. _ SEC; TAB(45); Icf * SEC
"PRINT TAB(3); "SVC,SUPPLY,TRANS'; TAB(25); wb¢(wbecc(39), 4]) - SEC; TAB(45); Icf * (wbsc(wb_cc(39), 39) - SEC)
PRINT : COLOR 14
PRINT TAB(3); "TOTAL'; TAB(25); wbsc(wbscc(35), 35), TAB(45); wb_¢(4, 35)
PRINT ; COl,OR 3




C'I.S : COLOR 2
PRINT TAR(5); "COST SUMMARY FOR "; VNAM$; • OVE.R A "; XP(4); " YR $YSTFM I,IF'F.."
COLOR 3: PRINT
PRINT TAB(5); "Note: co_ts are in millions of'; year; "dollars"
PRINT : COI.OR 13
PRINT TAR(T); "CAT',CGORY'; TAB(15); "HARDWARE'; TAB(25); "SOFTWARE'; TAB(40); "FACILWTF..S'; TAB(55); "MANPOWFR'; TAB(65); "MISC"
PRINT : COLOR [4
PRIN'T"TAB(I); "DEVT_LOPMENT'; TAB(25); TDSC
PRINT TAB(t); "ACQUISITION'; TAB(40); ffcc
PRINT TAB(1); "OPS & SUPPORT'; TAB(4,0); flcc
PRINT TAB(D; "PROG PHASEOUT'; TAB(15); TPC
TCC - TDC _ TAC i TOC _ TPC
PRINT : COLOR 12
PRINT TAB(I); "TOTALS'; TAB(30); TCC; TAB(40); ffcc _ flcc
PRINT : COT,OR I I
PRINT TAB(]); "TOTAl, LIFE. CYCLE COST'; TC
COLOR 3
LOCATE 22, I0: 'INPUT "EN'I"_.R RETURN. ", BET
END SUB
C -43
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